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The demand for more and more information both by industry and government 
leads to databases that will exceed the physical limitations of centralized systems and 
to the integration of already existing databases, which may be geographically 
dispersed. Advances in the areas of both computer networks and databases make it 
possible to build these distributed databases. Computers can easily be connected to a 
network, making it possible to communicate with each other. On top of such a net-
work a distributed database management system can be built so that the distribution 
of logical and physical components of the databases is kept hidden from the users. 
The advantages of a distributed database compared with a centralized one are: 
increased availability, decreased access time, and easy expansion and possible integra-
tion of existing databases. The acceptance and wide-spread usage of distributed data-
bases will highly depend on their efficiency. Therefore, it is important to supply a 
database management system with tools to efficiently process queries stated by users 
and to determine allocations of the data such that the availability is increased and the 
access time is decreased. This monograph deals with the two dual problems query 
processing and data allocation. A query processing algorithm determines, given a 
data allocation, schedules for processing queries. A data allocation algorithm deter-
mines - given the queries and updates, how frequently they are stated, and a query 
processing algorithm - an allocation of the data of a database. 
This monograph is organized as follows. 
In chapter I query processing and data allocation are placed in perspective and 
an impression is given of the topics that will be investigated. 
In chapter 2 a tutorial on distributed databases will be given. Besides the 
advantages some of the fundamental problems, which still require research, are 
touched on. For example, there is still no generally agreed on way of controlling con-
current accesses. Also, crash recovery techniques have hardly been studied in rela-
tionship with concurrency control mechanisms. Furthermore, query processing and 
data allocation problems are discussed. 
In chapter 3 the problem of query processing is treated. Different cost func-
tions are defined to measure the efficiency of a processing schedule. Especially, the 
computation of the response time of a query is complex, because the execution order 
of operations, competing for the same CPU, is not fixed. The sort of basic operations 
used in a schedule has a strong influence on the way queries are processed. On the 
one hand, low level operations that manipulate storage structures are considered, and, 
on the other hand, operations that merely decompose a query into subqueries at the 
logical level. The main part of this chapter is concentrated on the construction of 
processing schedules that minimize either the response time or the total time. A qual-
itative and quantitative comparison is made between the algorithms proposed and 
already existing algorithms. 
In chapter 4 the problem of allocating the data of a database is investigated. 
The data allocation problem is essentially more difficult than the well-known file allo-
cation problem, because the objects to be allocated have to be determined and also 
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more complex processing schedules are allowed. A model is introduced, which makes 
it possible to compute the cost of allocations under construction, taking into account 
the processing schedules. 
A centralized approach to the data allocation problem requires the existence of 
a central organization that may decide about the allocation of all the data in the data-
base. A decentralized approach, in which this is only possible for portions of the 
database, is especially applicable to databases that are the integration of existing data-
bases. These two approaches are both qualitatively and quantitatively compared. 
The main part of this chapter is concentrated on determining optimal allocations by 
means of the Heuristic Path Algorithm, developing heuristic algorithms that run in 
polynomial time, and comparing the allocations obtained by the heuristic algorithms 
with the optimal ones. This is done for minimizing both the total transmission cost 
and the average response time. 
In chapter 5 the results obtained are discussed and we express our expectations 
about future research related to databases. 
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SAMENV A TIING 
De vraag naar steeds meer informatie door zowel het bedrijfsleven als de 
overheid leidt tot gegevensbanken die de fysieke beperkingen van centrale systemen 
overschrijden en tot de integratie van al bestaande gegevensbanken, die mogelijkerwijs 
geografisch gespreid zijn . Vooruitgang op zowel het gebied van computernetwerken 
als gegevensbanken maakt het mogelijk gespreide gegevensbanken te construeren. 
Computers kunnen gemakkelijk verbonden worden met netwerken, waardoor ze in 
staat zijn met elkaar te communiceren. Bovenop zo'n computernetwerk kan een 
gespreid gegevensbanksysteem gebouwd worden, zodanig dat de spreiding van fysische 
en Iogische componenten voor de gebruikers verborgen wordt gehouden. 
De voordelen van een gespreide vergeleken met een centrale gegevensbank zijn : 
verhoogde beschikbaarheid, verlaagde responstijd, en een gemakkelijke uitbreiding en 
mogelijke integratie van bestaande gegevensbanken. De acceptatie en het wijdver-
breid gebruik van gespreide gegevensbanken zullen sterk afhangen van hun efficientie. 
Daarom is het belangrijk om een gespreid gegevensbanksysteem te voorzien van 
gereedschappen om gebruikersvragen efficient te verwerken en om de plaats van de 
gegevens te bepalen, zodanig dat de beschikbaarheid wordt verhoogd en de respons-
tijd wordt verlaagd. 
Dit proefschrift behandelt de twee duale problemen: verwerking van vragen en 
plaatsing van gegevens. Een vragenverwerkingsalgoritme bepaalt, gegeven de plaats 
van de gegevens, plannen om vragen te verwerken. Een gegevensplaatsingsalgoritme 
bepaalt - gegeven de vragen en veranderingen, de frequentie waarmee deze uit-
gevoerd worden, en een vragenverwerkingsalgoritme - een plaats voor de gegevens in 
de gegevensbank. 
Het proefschrift is ingedeeld als volgt. 
Hoofdstuk I situeert de problemen van vragenverwerking en gegevensplaatsing 
en geeft een indruk van de onderwerpen die onderzocht zullen worden. 
Hoofdstuk 2 zal een inleiding geven tot gespreide gegevensbanken. Naast de 
voordelen worden ook enkele van de fundamentele problemen, welke nog onderzoek 
behoeven, in het kort besproken. Bijvoorbeeld, er is nog steeds geen algemeen geac-
cepteerd concurrency-control-mechanisme. Ook technieken om een herstelling uit te 
voeren na een crash zijn nog nauwelijks bestudeerd in relatie tot concurrency-control. 
Verder wordt de probleemstelling van vragenverwerking en gegevensplaatsing bespro-
ken. 
Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt het probleem van vragenverwerking. Enkele kosten-
functies om de efficientie van een verwerkingsplan te meten zijn de responstijd en de 
totale tijd. Speciaal de berekening van de responstijd is ingewikkeld, omdat de volg-
orde van operaties uitgevoerd door dezelfde computer niet noodzakelijkerwijs vastligt. 
Het soort basisoperaties dat gebruikt kan worden in een verwerkingsplan heeft een 
sterke invloed op de verwerkingswijze van vragen. Aan de ene kant worden laag 
niveau operaties beschouwd, die op opslagstructuren werken, en, aan de andere kant, 
operaties die een vraag slechts in deelvragen opsplitst op het logische niveau. Een 
groot gedeelte van dit hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de constructie van verwerkingsplannen 
om de responstijd of de totale tijd te minimaliseren. Een kwalitatieve en kwantita-
tieve vergelijking wordt gemaakt tussen de voorgestelde en al bestaande algoritmen. 
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In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het probleem van de gegevensplaatsing onderzocht. Het 
gegevensplaatsingsprobleem is essentieel moeilijker dan het bekende file-
plaatsingsprobleem, omdat de te plaatsen objecten nog bepaald moeten worden en 
ook complexere verwerkingsplannen toegestaan zijn. De fragmenten, verkregen door 
de relaties horizontaal en verticaal te splitsen op grond van de vragen, vormen de te 
plaatsen objecten. Er wordt een model geintroduceerd om de kosten van een plaat-
sing in wording te kunnen berekenen, rekeninghoudend met de verwerkingsplannen. 
Een centrale benadering van het plaatsingsprobleem vereist een centrale instan-
tie die beslissingen kan nemen over de plaatsing van alle gegevens in de gegevensbank. 
Een decentrale benadering, waarin dit alleen mogelijk is voor gedeelten van de 
gegevensbank, is bijzonder van toepassing op gegevensbanken die de integratie zijn 
van al bestaande gegevensbanken. Beide benaderingswijzen worden zowel kwalitatief 
als kwantitatief vergeleken. Dit hoofdstuk is voor het grootste gedeelte gewijd aan het 
bepalen van optimale plaatsingen m.b.v. de Heuristic Path Algorithm, aan heuris-
tische algoritmen die efficient zijn, en aan het vergelijken van oplossingen verkregen 
door de heuristische algoritmen met de optimale. Dit wordt gedaan voor het 
minimaliseren van zowel de totale transmissiekosten als de gemiddelde responstijd. 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de verkregen resultaten samengevat en spreken we onze 
verwachtingen uit over toekomstig onderzoek m.b.t. gegevensbanken. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1. 1. Subject of Thesis in Perspective 
The demand for more and more information both by industry and government 
leads to databases that will exceed the physical limitations of centralized systems and 
to the integration of already existing databases, which may be geographically be 
dispersed. Advances in the areas of both computer networks and databases make it 
possible to build these distributed databases. Computers can easily be connected to a 
network, making it possible to communicate with other computers. On top of such a 
network a distributed database management system can be built so that the distribu-
tion of logical and physical components of the databases is kept hidden from the 
users. 
The advantages of a distributed database compared with a centralized one arc: 
• increased availability, 
• decreased access time, 
• easy expansion and possible integration of existing databases. 
In chapter 2 we will introduce the main ideas about distributed databases and we will 
deal with the above notions in more detail. To achieve these advantages, there are 
still many fundamental problems to be solved. 
Maintaining the integrity of a database, while the data are simultaneously 
accessed by several transactions, with as much concurrency as possible to increase the 
throughput, has been investigated for both centralized and distributed database 
management systems. So far, no agreed on concurrency control mechanism has been 
developed. A closely related problem, which received little attention in relationship 
with concurrency control, is the recovery of a database if transactions, for whatever 
reason, fail to commit. Current concurrency control and crash recovery mechanisms 
put a heavy burden on the efficiency of database management systems. 
Two other problems about efficiency can be viewed as dual problems: query 
processing and data allocation. Query processing is the problem of determining a 
materialization of the database and deciding at which sites to execute certain opera-
tions, such that the required result can be presented at the site where the query was 
issued, or, on request, at another site. This implies that a possibly redundant data 
allocation is given. The dual of this is the data allocation problem, where the access 
patterns are given, and the objects to be allocated and their allocation have to be 
determined. 
The integration of existing databases requires the construction of a global con-
ceptual schema on top of the conceptual schemas of the individual databases. In gen-
eral, each of these local conceptual schemas has its own data language. So, the 
integration will require conversions between local and global conceptual schemas. 
The social impact of databases and, especially, the integration of existing data-
bases has culminated in privacy legislation. To carry this out, security tools will have 
to be developed. Unauthorized access to confidential data should be prohibited. 
Also, the storage and transmission of data should be made secure by, for example, 
encryption. The access to different databases, which has become easy if stored in a 
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computer network, must be regulated by integration of the access methods of these 
databases. Otherwise, unbridled access of the databases can not be stopped. 
This monograph deals with the two dual problems, query processing and data 
allocation. It shows how they are related, and that, especially, the data allocation 
problem can not be studied without detailed knowledge about query processing. 
Because the acceptance and wide-spread usage of distributed databases highly 
depends on how efficient they will be, it is of importance to provide the distributed 
database management system with algorithms that compute efficient schedules to pro-
cess queries, and with tools that both measure the efficiency of data allocations and 
decide about changes to improve it. 
1.2. Query Processing 
The first part of the monograph (chapter 3) deals with the problem of query 
processing in a distributed database. Cost functions that are used to measure 
efficiency, are the total cost and response time. The total cost can be viewed as the 
sum of the times spent in the different components of the computer network. Most of 
the research on distributed query processing has been on minimizing total cost. Here, 
ample attention will be given to minimizing response time of schedules for processing 
queries, as well. To achieve maximum parallelism the query is split into subqueries of 
which the results are processed at the site where the final result i to be delivered. To 
compute schedules for these subqueries we assume that none of the operations or 
transmissions share the same resource (Parallelism Assumption). Because of physical 
constraints the schedules obtained may not be executed completely in parallel. There-
fore, they are serialized, such that parallelism that can not be achieved is removed. 
Normally, a query is first decomposed into subqueries at the logical level and 
then efficient schedules for these subqueries are determined at the physical level. 
Obviously, the decomposition may lead to non-optimal solutions. Ideally, a query 
stated by a user is translated directly to basic operations without losing optimality. 
These basic operations are transmissions of data from one site to another, and opera-
tions that manipulate storage structures. This approach is discussed for the Boolean 
expressions of index terms with inverted lists as storage structure and the set opera-
tions to manipulate these inverted lists. An expression of set operations on inverted 
lists corresponding to a Boolean expression is rewritten into its disjunctive normal 
form such that the intersection operations are executed before the union operations. 
Furthermore, the union operations are executed at the result site. Also, before 
transmitting a large list it is, whenever possible, intersected with another smaller one 
to decrease its size. 
It is interesting to note that, although the set operations differ from the rela-
tional operations, in the research on query processing in the relational data model a 
similar, however intuitive, approach can be observed: joins are computed at the result 
site and the relations are made as small as possible by applying semi-joins. 
Backed by the theoretical results for the set operations on inverted lists, and the 
results obtained elsewhere for simple queries in the relational data model, we investi-
gate whether the same approach can be used for more general queries. For each rela-
tion referenced in a query a schedule is determined to decrease the relation in size and 
to transmit its target and joining attributes to the result site, where the joins are com-
puted. Intermediate result are estimated using selectivities. 
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For minimizing total transmission time, first the same approach is taken as for 
minimizing response time. The schedules for the subqueries are integrated to form 
the schedule for the query, such that identical transmissions are removed. Hence, 
parts of the schedules for the subqueries may be used for different subqueries. For 
this reason optimal results can not be obtained. The second approach tries to 
emphasize the collective use of schedules for subqueries. Finally, the two approaches 
are compared. 
In most of the research on query processing it is assumed that transmission cost 
does not depend on the topology of the computer network. Here, the effect of an 
arbitrary topology on the optimality of the schedules and the complexity of the query 
processing algorithms is investigated. 
A qualitative and quantitative comparison is made with other distributed query 
processing algorithms. Issues of comparison are: does the database management sys-
tem have to supply a materialization beforehand or is it determined during optimiza-
tion, which data is needed to estimate sizes of intermediate results, whether schedules 
are determined before or during execution, whether joins are computed solely at the 
result site or not, etc.. The quantitative comparison is only done with respect to the 
cost of the schedules obtained and the time required to compute them. 
1.3. Data Allocation 
The second part of the monograph (chapter 4) treats the problem of determin-
ing a, possibly redundant, allocation of the data of a distributed database. Again the 
two cost functions, total cost and response time, are used to measure the efficiency of 
allocations. Originally, the allocation problem was known as the file allocation prob-
lem: given the query and update transactions, and the frequencies of their execution, 
determine the allocation of copies of a file in a computer network. However, in a dis-
tributed database the problem is far more complicated. First, the objects to be allo-
cated are unknown. A method is developed to partition the relations of the global 
conceptual schema into fragments. This partitioning is done by splitting the relation 
both horizontally and vertically. Secondly, the processing schedules produced by dis-
tributed query processing algorithms are far more complex than the ones used in the 
file allocation problem, in which only transmissions from the sites, where the files 
reside to the result site are allowed. In a distributed database, however, schedules 
also contain transmissions between sites where fragments are located. A consequence 
is that the allocation of the fragments can not be considered independently. The 
problem of finding an allocation of the fragments such that the total time is 
minimum, is shown to be NP-complete. 
To obtain better insight in the data allocation problem, different lines of 
research are followed . Where possible the complexity of the problem is established. 
Admissible heuristic estimators are determined to compute optimal allocations with 
the Heuristic Path Algorithm (or branch-and-bound techniques). Also, heuristic algo-
rithms that run in polynomial time are presented, and using simulations their results 
are compared with the optimal ones. 
A model is presented which makes it possible to discuss redundant allocations 
where not all fragments have been allocated to fixed sites. The notions of physical 
and virtual site are introduced. The former represents a site in the computer network, 
including the fragments located there and the operations executed at it, and the latter 
represents the fragments and operations that have not found a final allocation yet. A 
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graph, called processing-schedules graph, is used to compute the cost of such an allo-
cation. 
Both for minimizing total cost and average response time heuristic algorithms 
are developed, which locally try to change allocations to decrease the cost. For 
minimizing total cost the effect of changing the query/update ratio on the degree of 
redundancy and the percentage of the transmissions that is required to keep copies 
consistent, is investigated. 
Two different approaches to data allocation are compared. For a distributed 
database that is managed centrally, information about the access patterns can be 
obtained. This implies that a possibly redundant allocation can be computed for the 
database as a whole. This approach is called centralized. Opposite to this is the 
decentralized approach. If a database is the integration of already existing databases, 
it might not be possible to change the existing allocation. To still be able to improve 
the efficiency of the integrated database, the database administrator of this database is 
given the opportunity of creating private copies. A similar approach can also be 
taken if finding an allocation for a database as a whole is computationally not feasi-
ble. The data allocation problem is then partitioned into smaller problems, which can 
be solved more efficiently. The usage of private copies also enables the groups of 
users to determine how up-to-date their copies should be. 
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2. DISTRIBUTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
What makes a database distributed and what are the advantages over a central-
ized one? Enslow [Enslowl978] has given us a definition of a distributed data process-
ing system. For a distributed database management system this can be interpreted as 
a system where the logical and physical components are distributed and the local 
database management systems running at the sites of a computer network cooperate 
with each other, such that the users are unaware of the distribution. 
The advantages of a distributed database over a centralized one are: 
D increased availability 
The failure of a site or a communication channel does not necessarily imply the 
inaccessibility of the whole database. By storing the data redundantly the sys-
tem can be made resilient to certain failures. 
D decreased access time 
If the access pattern in a distributed database shows a high locality of refer-
ence, it is worthwhile to partition the database based on this and store the por-
tions of the database at these localities. The access time will be significantly 
less than when all data are stored at a single site. 
D easy expansion and possible integration of existing databases 
It is to be expected that the hunger for information both by industry and 
government will increase rapidly. Consequently, databases will continue to 
grow and, eventually, reach certain physical limits. The upgrading of capacity 
will be considerably easier in a distributed system than in a centralized one, as 
far as continuation of service is concerned. Also, data bases can be integrated 
to combine data from existing databases. 
2.1. Database Architecture 
A commonly agreed on architecture of a database is shown in fig. 2. l(a). It 
consists of three levels: the external schema (ES), the conceptual schema (CS), and the 
internal schema (IS). The idea behind this is to create independence both upwards 
and downwards. The conceptual schema contains all the available and required 
knowledge about, for example, a company to model it as a database. Because not all 
the users are interested, or are allowed to see the information contained in the con-
ceptual schema, an extra level on top of it is created for each user or group of users. 
For example, an employee in the personnel department may access confidential infor-
mation about other employees, while an employee at the sales department may only 
see inventory figures. 
To improve the efficiency of a database, the database administrator is likely to 
change the storage structure every now and then. To avoid having to change the con-
ceptual schema every time, the internal schema was created which contains all infor-
mation required to access the data. 
What happens to this three level representation if the database is distributed? 
Let us start with the bottom level. If only the data is distributed we can merely 
create a local internal schema (LIS;) for every site S; in the computer network and 
place them below the internal schema, which is now called global internal schema 
(GIS). If both the data and the description of them are distributed, each site S; is 
given its own local internal schema (LIS;) and local conceptual schema (LCS; ), which 







Figure 2.1. (a) Centralized and (b) distributed database architecture. 
Sometimes the individual sites may even support their own local database and then a 
local external schema (LES) is placed on top of local conceptual schema. For each 
group of users of the distributed database a global external schema (GES;) is placed 
on top of the global conceptual schema (see fig. 2.l(b)). 
The conceptual schema was created with the idea of an integrated database, 
contrary to every one having its own files. For the same reason the global conceptual 
schema can be viewed as the union of all local conceptual schemas. If the data 
language both at the local and global level are the same, this database is called homo-
geneous. This type of database is, in general, obtained by a top-down design. For 
example, the database of one company which is distributed over several offices, which 
may be geographically dispersed. 
Another type of databases, called heterogeneous, is, in general, obtained by a 
bottom-up design. In this case the distributed database is an integration of already 
existing, centralized databases. It is to be expected that many distributed databases 
will be of this type. Besides the problems occurring in a homogeneous database, of 
which there are still some that are not solved satisfactorily, there is also a tremendous 
translation problem from one data model to another. One would expect that a person 
is a person. Wrong! In databases one can have employees, taxpayers, subscribers, 
etc., and in each database the same person will have a different identification. 
Integrating the conceptual schemas into one global conceptual schema is far less than 
trivial, so, one may ask whether a doubly layered conceptual schema will suffice. 
In [Litwinl980] a different approach is taken. It does not consider the physical 
distribution of the data, but the way the conceptual schema can be structured. The 
architecture of the conceptual schema is tree- or graph-structured. For example, there 
is a database for hotels, and another one for airlines. On top of these one may build 
third database for holidays that contains these two. It is just like abstract datatypes. 
Putting together procedures and data that logically belong to each other and letting 
other procedures that make use of them know as little as possible about the imple-
mentation details. 
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A graphical representation of such an architecture of a distributed database is 
shown in fig. 2.2. It shows a graph-structure where a box above another box with a 
line between them means that the schema corresponding to the upper box is built on 
top of the schema corresponding to the other box. An £-box stands for an external 
schema, a C-box for a conceptual schema and an /-box for an internal schema. 
An internal schema on top of other internal schemas shows a database which is 
only physically distributed. A conceptual schema on top of other conceptual schemas 
shows a logical distribution of databases, or an integration of existing databases. 
Such an integration can be done in one step, as was shown in fig. 2. l(b), or in more 
steps with a graph or tree. It is also possible to construct a conceptual schema on top 
of a conceptual schema and an internal schema. This means the extension of a data-
base with data for which no logical description is given in a separate conceptual 
schema. Also, an external schema may be constructed on top of two other external 
schemas, meaning accesses to different databases that are not integrated. Note, that 
in this case no security can be provided. If this is required an additional conceptual 
schema should be constructed on top of the conceptual schemas of the databases 
accessed. Finally, the external schema is then constructed on top of the newly con-
structed conceptual schema. So, this structured approach to the architecture may also 
provide a model to implement security tools. This seems an attractive approach, how-
ever, more practical experience will be required to see whether more complex prob-
lems can be solved with it. 
Figure 2.2. Structured architecture of a distributed database. 
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2.1.1. Computer Network 
The relationship between a distributed database management system and a 
computer network is easily explained by using the OSI model. In the ISO proposal 
[Zimmerman1980) a network consists of 7 layers. We will briefly discuss the function 
of each layer; for a more detailed description is given in [Tanenbaum1981). The 
layers are numbered from I to 7, where I is the lowest level. Layer I is called the 
physical layer and is merely concerned with the transmission of bits. The second 
layer, called data link layer, deals with the transmission of the frames, containing data 
or acknowledgements, between IMPs. The network layer, being the third layer, 
transmits packets along routes which may be determined dynamically. The fourth 
layer, called the transport layer, is the first layer that provides communication 
between hosts. Its task is to deliver messages error-free and in the order in which 
they were offered. The session layer, the fifth layer, is the user's interface to the net-
work. It makes an orderly dialogue with another machine possible. The sixth layer, 
called the presentation layer, can be viewed as a library containing useful programs to 
make communication a bit more friendly. Finally, in the application layer we find the 
distributed database management system. In a general-purpose computer network it 
will run on top of a network operating system or a distributed operating system. 
2.2. The Relational Data Model 
Among the three well-known data models, namely the relational, the hierarchi-
cal and the network [Date1977, Martinl975, Tsichritzis1977, Ulmann1980), the rela-
tional [Codd 1970] is, in the scientific world, the most widely accepted data model for 
modeling the data of a distributed database. 
A domain is a set of values, which is denoted by D. The Cartesian product of 
domains D 1, D 2, . • . , Dn , denoted by D I X D 2 X · · · X Dn , consists of n-tuples 
(d1, d2, ... , dn) , where d; ED; for i = I, 2, ... , n . A relation Risa subset of a 
Cartesian product and is represented by a table. Each row is called a tuple, and each 
column an attribute. 
Example 2.1 
Let YEAR DMN be the set of natural numbers, NAME DMN the set of 
names of wines, PRODUCER DMN the set of names of producers, AREA DMN the 
set of names of areas, and COUNTRY DMN is the set of names of countries. Fig. 
2.3(a) shows the relation WINE with attributes YEAR , NAME , PRODUCER , 
AREA and COUNTRY, which is a subset of the Cartesian product 
YEAR DMN X NAME DMN X PRODUCER DMN X AREA DMN X COUNTRY DMN. 
Each tuple represents a wine of which the grapes were grown in a certain area, picked 
in a certain year, and which was bottled by a certain producer. 
Fig. 2.3(b) shows a relation WEATHER, containing the attributes YEAR , 
AREA, COUNTRY , SUN and RAIN . SUN stands for the hours of sun and RAIN 
for the number of millimeters of rain, in a particular area in a particular year. The 
two relations will be used in the examples to come. 
□ 
Two data languages can be used to describe queries and updates, the relational 
algebra and the relational calculus. The main operations in the relational algebra are 
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WINE 
YEAR NAME PRODUCER AREA COUNTRY 
1970 Margaux Chateau Margaux Bordeaux France 
1972 Beaune Louis Latour Bourgogne France 
1978 Chianti Classico Villa Antinori Toscana Italy 
1976 Cabernet Sauvignon Christian Brothers Napa Valley USA 
(a) 
WEATHER 
YEAR AREA COUNTRY SUN RAIN 
1970 Ardennes Belgium 1551 1105 
1976 Napa Valley USA 3022 601 
1970 Bordeaux France 2008 900 
(b) 
Figure 2.3. (a) relation WINE and (b) relation WEATHER. 
selection, projection, join and the normal set operations. 
D selection 
The result of a selection is a subset of the tuples of a relation R, which satisfy a 
certain condition. It is denoted by R { C}. 
D projection 
The result of a projection over attributes A of a relation R , is a relation with 
attributes A, and from which duplicate tuples are removed. It is denoted by 
R[A). 
D join 
A join is an operation that works on two relations, R I and R 2• A tuple from 
one relation is concatenated with a tuple from the other relation if certain con-
ditions C 1, C 2, •.. , c. are met. Such conditions concern the comparison of 
the value of an attribute from a tuple in one relation with the value of the 
corresponding attribute from a tuple in the other relation. In general, this com-
parison may be complex, and in that case the join is called a natural join. If, 
however, the comparison is a simple test for equality, it is called an equi-join. 
The join is denoted by R 1( C 1,C 2, . . . , C. )R 2• 
D set operations 
By viewing a relation as a set of tuples, the operations union, intersection and 
difference are defined as in set theory. 
These operations are relationally complete [Codd 1970). 
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A query stated in the relational algebra can be represented by a tree, where the 
leaves represent the relations in the database and the internal nodes the results 
obtained by a relational operation. 
Example 2.2 
Assume the following query is posed by a user: 
Give the names of the wines and the y ear in which the grapes were picked 
in which the area got more than 1800 hours of sun and got less than 1200 
mm. of rain. 
In the relational algebra this looks like 
((WEATHER (SUN > 1800 AND RAlN < 1200}) 
(YEAR = YEAR ,AREA = AREA )WINE)[YEAR ,NAMES] 
The result is the Margaux wine (1970) and the Cabernet Sauvignon from California 
(1976). 
D 
To evaluate queries efficiently a new operation, called semi-join, was introduced 
[Palermo1974, Bernstein1981a, Hevner1979b]. Although this operation is just as 
independent of the implementation of the relations as the relational operations, it is 
considered to be a low level operation, whose only purpose is to process queries in a 
more efficient way. The result of a semi-join on relation R 1, based on a particular 
join between R I and R 2, can be defined as the result of the join and projection over 
the attributes of R 1• The semi-join is computed by projecting R 2 over the attributes 
involved in the join and selecting those tuples of R I that satisfy the joining condition 
with any of the tuples in the projected R 2. The semi-join is a useful operation to 
reduce the sizes of the operands, which makes the computation of the join more 
efficient. Furthermore, if the underlying join is an equi-join, the result can easily be 
obtained from the two relations, R I and R 2, after the semi-joins have been applied, 
by concatenating the tuples of R I with matching tuples of R 2• 
The other data language is the relational calculus. The main difference between 
the two languages is the way the result is described. In the algebra the query 
describes the way the result can be obtained and in the calculus the result is described 
by giving the conditions which the result tuples have to meet. 
A query in the relational calculus can be represented by a graph. The nodes 
are the relations, and the edges are labeled with the condition that has to be satisfied 
by the tuples in the adjacent relations. In case a condition concerns only one relation 
the two ends of the corresponding edge are connected with the node that corresponds 
to that relation. To express which attributes are part of the resulting relation an extra 
node is added, called the target. This target can be viewed as a relation, which is the 
Cartesian product of the domains of the attributes in the result relation. 
Example 2.3 
We will give the query of example 2.2 in QUEL [Held1975] the data language 
of INGRES (Stonebrakerl976]. For each of the relations accessed in the query, a 
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range variable is introduced. The values that such a variable can obtain are the 
tuples of the relation mentioned in the RANGE-statement. In QUEL the query looks 
like 
RANGE OF WI IS WINE 
RANGE OF WE IS WEATHER 
RETRIEVE INTO W(Wl.NAME ,Wl. YEAR) 
WHERE WI. YEAR = WE. YEAR AND WE.SUN > 1800 AND WE.RAIN < 1200 
The graphical representation of this query is given in fig. 2.4. 
SUN > 1800 
RAIN < 1200 





Figure 2.4. Graphical representation. 
2.2.1. Relational Database Management Systems 
D 
So far, few database management systems that support the relational data 
model, have appeared. In the academic environment INGRES (Interactive Graphics 
and Retrieval System) has been developed at the University of California in Berkeley 
[Stonebrakerl976]. It supports the data language QUEL [Heldl975] which is based 
on the relational calculus. System R, developed at the research laboratory of IBM in 
San Jose [Astrahanl976] has a data language, called SQL [Astrahanl975] which is 
based on the relational calculus. More recently IBM has offered a relational database 
system called SQL/Data System for the DOS operating system. At the Thomas J. 
Watson Laboratory the Query By Example system, which supports the QBE data 
language, was developed. Two systems were developed at the University of Toronto, 
the ZETA and OMEGA system [Czarnikl975, Schmidl975]. At the University of 
California San Francisco and the Vrije Universiteit a programming language called 
PLAIN [Wassermanl981], which embeds the relational algebra, has been developed, 
and a database management system [Kerstenl981] to support it is under construction. 
For a more complete list of relational systems we refer to [Kiml979, Chamber-
lin! 976]. 
The development of general-purpose distributed database management systems 
that support the relational data model, has started. For both INGRES 
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[Stonebraker 1975) and System R [Williams 1981) distributed versions are on their way. 
In Canada we have the ADD system [Tothl978] in France SIRIUS-DELTA 
[LeBihanl980) and POLYPHEME [Adibal980a) and in Germany the POREL system 
[N euhold 1977). 
2.3. Fundamental Problems 
To avoid the impression that distributed databases have only advantages and 
that they can be obtained at no cost, we discuss a few fundamental problems that still 
require extensive research. 
2.3.1. Integrity and Consistency 
To make a database work, its internal integrity should be safeguarded. To start 
with, all update transactions have to change the database such that after their termi-
nation the data are consistent. A simple way of implementing this is to check 
integrity constraints prior to committing a transaction. If a constraint fails the tran-
saction must be undone, for example via a rollback [Eswaranl976). Assume that one 
of the integrity constraints of a database is that the sum of the two data items, A and 
B, must remain the same, for example zero, after each transaction. A transaction that 
updates only A or B, or both of them but with A = B =I= 0 as result, will violate the 
constraint and must be undone, such that the values of A and B before the execution 
of the transaction are restored. Only transactions that modify both A and B such 
that the result of their sum is again zero, may be committed. 
The next problem arises when concurrent execution of transactions are allowed. 
If these transactions can freely access the data, they may read inconsistent data, and 
the following problems may arise. For example, if two transactions try to update the 
same data item without being controlled when accessing the data item, it might hap-
pen that the update of only one transaction becomes effective, because the other is 
overwritten. Hence, one update is lost. Another example is that during the execution 
of a transaction the database will be in an inconsistent state, and if other transactions 
are not prohibited from reading that particular part of the database that is changed, 
they will show inconsistent data to the users. 
Most concurrency control mechanisms order the execution in such a way that it 
is equivalent to executing the transactions one after another. It has been shown 
[Eswaran1976] that if the execution of the transactions can be made serial the result-
ing database is consistent. This property of serializability is obtained by two-phase 
locking or by tirnestamp ordering. Transactions that run under a two-phase locking 
regime must obtain locks for every data item they want to access and no more locks 
may be acquired after one or more locks have been released. A simple way of imple-
menting this regime is to designate one of the sites as a central site, to which all lock 
requests must be sent [Garcia-Molinal979a, Garcia-Molinal979b). To detect 
deadlock it constructs wait-for graphs. Based on these graphs locks are granted or 
not. 
Another way to serialize the transactions is to have a total ordering based on 
time. This is done by giving transactions a tirnestamp. A decentralized approach is 
to let each site have its local clock [Thomasl979]. To prevent local clocks from get-
ting out of phase, local times are exchanged on a regular basis [Lamport1978]. Each 
transaction receives a time stamp which is the maximum of the local time or the 
highest time stamp of the local data item plus one. This implies that each data item 
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receives the time stamp of the transaction that last changed it. In the algorithm of 
Ellis this universal time is constructed by maintaining a local counter at each site, 
containing the last number issued for a transaction initiated at that site. A global 
identification is obtained for a transaction by adding the site number. A similar 
approach can be found in the algorithm of Rosenkrantz et al. [Rosenkrantz 1978], 
where the time of the day the transaction first started, the initiating site and some 
priority compose the identification. In the algorithm of LeLann [LeLann 1978] a 
token circulates around some virtual ring of sites and each site that wants to initiate a 
transaction can get a ticket from the token. In this way each transaction receives its 
own number, determining the order in which the transactions are executed. So, the 
ticket number can be viewed as a kind of time. 
For a more complete overview we refer to [Wilmsl980, Bernsteinl981b]. 
2.3.2. Recovery 
The execution of a transaction may be ended for several reasons. A user may 
abort his transaction, a system crash may occur, if the concurrency control mechan-
ism detects a deadlock it will abort a transaction involved, etc. In all these cases the 
changes caused by the aborted transaction should be undone. The state of every tran-
saction is either that it is committed, or that it still can be undone. If it is committed 
the values of the items in the database should reflect the changes caused by it. Other-
wise, the database may be in an inconsistent state and the concurrency control 
mechanism should prohibit other transactions from reading the inconsistent data. 
If a system crash occurs the database should be brought back into a consistent 
state. This can be obtained by undoing all transactions that are not committed. To 
avoid the undoing of other already committed transactions (domino effect), no tran-
saction may read data that is changed by a transaction that is not committed yet. If 
check points are used it is not always necessary to undo a complete transaction, only 
that part after the latest checkpoint. However, here the relevant part of the transac-
tion should be redone to obtain a consistent state. Obviously, the changes of an 
already committed transaction should be reflected in the database. 
To make sure that the database that uses locking can recover from a system 
crash the transaction should lock and unlock the accessed data in a two-phase 
manner. This means no lock may be obtained after one or more items are unlocked. 
Furthermore, entries in a log, stored on stable storage, should be created, containing 
information about undoing and redoing transactions. Finally, a two-phase commit 
protocol is needed for distributed transactions. In the first phase the transaction is 
executed and a master waits until all its slaves have done their duty and recorded on 
stable storage all information needed to undo the transaction. If one slave was 
unable to do its task, the complete transaction is undone. If, on the other hand, all 
slaves reply positively, the second phase is entered. The coordinator decides to com-
mit the transaction by writing a commit entry in the log and after that all slaves are 
notified. They, in their turn, release the locks and reply with an acknowledgement. 
In some protocols the master needs a positive acknowledgement from all its slaves. 
The requirement that a database should be recoverable from a system crash 
makes the interleaved execution of transactions more difficult, and hence the 
throughput will be less than without a recovery mechanism. The integration of the 
mechanism that controls the concurrency and the one that controls the recovery, such 
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that a high concurrency can be obtained is a problem that still needs much research. 
For a more complete overview we refer to [Kohler I 981 ]. 
2.3.3. Data Allocation 
Tuples occur in the same relation because they give information about the same 
attributes of somebody or something. So, they are grouped together because there is 
a logical relationship between them. In reality, one group of tuples is used most of 
the time in New York and another group in Amsterdam. Obviously, splitting the 
relation and locating one fragment on one side of the ocean and the other on the 
other side will tremendously decrease intercontinental traffic. This is called horizontal 
splitting. For the same reason a relation may be split vertically, because one location 
is more interested in only certain attributes and another in other attributes. 
If the relations are split horizontally and/ or vertically and each fragment is 
placed at exactly one location, the database is called partitioned. If none of the rela-
tions is split and a copy is placed at each location the database is called fully repli-
cated. Combinations are called partitioned and replicated. 
Besides the data in the relations, a database also contains in its data dictionary 
data necessary to parse queries, to check authorization, to compute processing 
schedules, etc.. Some of the entries will be volatile, while others hardly ever change. 
Therefore, the data dictionary should be treated just as a relation. For each entry an 
allocation can be determined based on the frequency with which it is accessed and 
how frequently it is updated. 
In chapter 4 the problems involved in determining the allocation of all the data 
in the database such that query processing can be done efficiently, is discussed. 
Example 2.4 
One way to partition the relation wine is to split it based on the countries that 




WINE{COUNTRY = FRANCE} 
WINE{COUNTRY = ITALY} 
WINE{COUNTRY = USA} . 
Locating WINE Fin Paris, WINE I in Rome and WINE U in San Francisco is an 
example of a partitioned allocation. 
An example of a vertical split is 
WEATHERR 
WEATHERS 
WEATHER [YEAR ,AREA ,COUNTRY ,RAIN] 
WEATHER [YEAR ,AREA ,COUNTRY ,SUN]. 
Locating WEATHER R in Oslo, WEATHERS in Rome and WEATHER in New 
York is an example of a partitioned and replicated allocation. 
□ 
One advantage of a distributed database over a centralized one is the increased 
reliability. This means that certain components, such as sites or communication chan-
nels, may fail without causing a total failure. What is really meant is the increase of 
the availability of the database. By storing data redundantly at different sites the 
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failure or inaccessibility of a site does not necessarily mean that the users of the data-
base can no longer access the required data. 
In [Mahmoud 1976] the file allocation problem was studied. For each file a 
lower bound on the availability is specified and an allocation is feasible if the availa-
bility of each file is higher than the specified one. There is, however, one problem, the 
availability can not easily be expressed analytically for general network topologies 
[Hansler 1972], because of the routes to different copies of one file are not necessarily 
disjoint. In [Mahmoudl976] the availability was, therefore, estimated. 
In a distributed database the availability problem is even more complex. A 
user is not interested in the availability of a particular fragment of a relation, he is 
only interested in the availability of all the fragments he wants to access in his query. 
So, it is impossible to compute the availability of one fragment, the availability of the 
whole database should be considered. 
2.3.4. Query Processing 
To get an idea of what distributed query processing looks like we will discuss 
some of the problems involved. Assume we want to process the query 
Give the wines, the years in which the grapes were picked and the 
hours of sun in the y ears that the area in which the grapes were 
grown got more than 1800 mm. of rain 
stated by a user in Amsterdam. 
Some of the distributed query processing algorithms require that the database 
management system supplies a materialization of the fragments. This means that for 
each fragment a single copy has to be selected, such that together with other copies a 
consistent view of the database is given. Other algorithms take full advantage of the 
redundancy and will select copies during optimization. 
The query can be processed in many ways, we will discuss only two. 
Schedule 1 
Transmit (WEATHER {RAIN > 1800})[YEAR ,SUN ,AREA] from New York to 
Paris, Rome and San Francisco, and compute the joins based on YEAR and AREA 
at the respective locations. After that, the results are transmitted to Amsterdam. If 
the sizes of the results are 400, 800 and 200 bytes, respectively, the total number of 
bytes transmitted is 3 X 18,000 + 400 + 800 + 200 = 55,400. 
Schedule 2 
Transmit the fragments WINE F, WINE I and WINE U to New York, where they 
are united and the join based on YEAR and AREA is computed between the union 
and WEATHER . If the size of the result is 1400 bytes the total number of bytes 
transmitted is 12,000 + 15,000 + 20,000 + 1400 = 48,400. 
Clearly, the first schedule is more expensive in terms of the number of bytes 
transmitted, however, most of the transmissions and computations are done in paral-
lel, causing a smaller response time. 
In chapter 3 many of the problems involved in distributed query processing are 
discussed in detail. 
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2.3.5. Privacy and Security 
In the past the privacy of people was maintained simply because the document 
files were kept in separate offices or departments. To obtain confidential data was a 
difficult and time-consuming task. Later, the files were put on tapes or disks making 
it possible to retrieve data from a remote terminal by dialing up. In the near future, 
when distributed databases will be more common, combining data from several data-
bases will become relatively easy. Because of the technological advances in the area 
of computer networks and databases, legislation is needed to ensure the privacy of 
people. 
To maintain privacy, tools are required to make the system secure. We will 
discuss some of the safeguards. When a person wants to log-on he/she needs to iden-
tify his/herself (authentication), for example, by supplying a password. During a ses-
sion a user may want to access certain data or run a parti~ lar application program. 
It should be checked whether a user has been granted that permission in the past 
(authorization). Furthermore, a log file should be kept that contains entries about 
users that wanted to execute application programs. Data kept on secondary storage 
should be encrypted. For a distributed database there is the additional problem of 
transmitting data over insecure communication channels. The same techniques can be 
used, namely encryption. U.S. National Security Agency has tried to prohibit open 
publication of research papers concerning cryptology [Davida 1981 , Denning }982). So, 
it is to be expected that communication channels will be the one of the weakest links 
in distributed databases. 
The mere fact that a database is distributed does not necessarily pose more 
difficult problems as far as authorization is concerned. However, the database may be 
controlled in a decentralized way, meaning that there is not just one database 
administrator. For System R a decentralized authorization scheme has been 
developed that gives owners of certain rights the opportunity to grant other users the 
same rights [Griffithsl976]. A right may be the right to retrieve certain data, to insert 
data in a certain relation, the right to grant rights, etc.. Such a scheme will be useful 
in the environment of a distributed database. 
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3. QUERY PROCESSING IN A DISTRIBUTED DAT ABASE 
Query processing in a distributed database means retrieving data from several, 
possibly geographically dispersed, sites in a computer network. One of the advan-
tages of a distributed database is that the data can be located at the sites where they 
are most heavily used. But even if the data is allocated in such a way, it is still 
important in query processing to efficiently combine the required data from the 
involved sites to compute the desired result. Different functions can be used to meas-
ure this efficiency : one can favor parallelism, another the minimum use of resources, 
etc. This efficiency is not only important for the user, who may have to wait a long 
time before he gets his answer, but also for the system, which may get congested 
because of inefficient use of its resources. 
In section 3.1 we discuss the way queries are processed and how the efficiency 
can be measured. An overview of current research on distributed query processing 
models and algorithms is given in section 3.2. Both section 3.3 and 3.4 deal with 
minimizing response time and total time. In the first one the allowed operations 
manipulate inverted lists and in the latter the relational operations together with the 
semi-join are used. Some of the currently known algorithms are compared and 
suggestions for improvements are given in section 3.5. 
3.1. Distributed Query Processing 
3.1.1. Three Phases in Query Processing 
Query processing in either a centralized or a distributed database consists of 
three phases: 
D parsing a query, 
D determining a schedule, 
D execution of the schedule. 
These three phases and the interfaces between them and other parts of the distributed 
database management system are shown in fig. 3.1. All communication with other 
sites goes through the distributed operating system (DOS). 
As far as query processing is concerned an update and a query are alike. We 
can consider an update as consisting of a query-part, to determine the tuples to be 
updated, followed by the actual change of the tuples. In the following we will there-
fore use the word query if we mean query or update. 
3.1.2. Parsing a Query 
In the first phase the query is parsed, by a parser, just like a computer pro-
gram, to check its syntax and semantics. With the aid of data dictionaries the parser 
checks the use of attributes of relations, such as whether this relation has an attribute 
called so and so, or, if a comparison is made between attributes, whether the domains 
are compatible, etc.. For an update it will also check whether integrity constraints are 
violated. If the query is correct it is translated from the global external schema to the 
global conceptual schema. 
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has the right to access the referenced relations. Or, another approach is to add 
clauses concerning integrity constraints to the query such that this check can be done 
at runtime [Stonebrakerl976]. 
3.1.3. Determining a Schedule 
If the query is correct and the user is allowed to state the query the second 
phase is entered. An (query) optimizer, also called query processing algorithm, will 
determine a schedule to process the query. A (processing) schedule contains the 
tasks, called basic operations, of the involved sites, which together deliver the final 
result to the user. So, the optimizer decomposes the query into basic operations. 
What these basic operations look like depends on whether the query is mapped to the 
local external or conceptual schema, or to the local internal schema. In the first case 
the basic operations will be relational operations on local fragments and transmissions 
of data. See for a more detailed discussion on basic operations subsection 3.1.7. 
Assume that our example distributed database consists of the following two 
relations: 
PARTS(P# ,PNAME ,QOH) located at site S 1 
PROJECT(P# ,S# ,QTY) located at site S 2 
and the query 
RANGE OF P IS PARTS 
RANGE OF J IS PROJECT 
RETRIEVE P# ,PNAME,QTY 
FROM P.,.I 
WHERE P.QOH > 1000 AND J.QTY < 500 AND P.P# = J.P# 
originates at S 3• There are many ways to process this query. We will discuss only 
one. The basic operations are the relational operations and data transmissions. In 
fig. 3.2 two representations of the corresponding schedule are given. The first one 
merely indicates the data transmissions from one relation to another. The arrows 
may be labeled with the amount of data transmitted. The other representation that is 
used, is more or less the same as the one in [Cellary1980]. For each site a horizontal 
line is drawn that denotes a time scale. The time spent in executing an operation is 
measured along the scale of the site that does the computation. The longer an opera-
tion takes the longer its portion of the scale is. Let the processing time of an opera-
tion be denoted by PT(X) = P o + PC(X), where Po is the queueing time and 
PC (X) is the processing cost, expressed in units of time. X stands for the operation, 
sometimes in the form of the result after the operation. The transmissions from one 
site to another are drawn by a slope, connecting the starting and end point of the 
transmission on the two time scales. The transmission time of data is denoted by 
TT(X) = T 0 + TC(X) , where T 0 is the queueing time and TC(X) is the transmis-
sion cost, expressed in units of time. X stands for the data to be transmitted. Here, 
we assume that whenever a job is offered to a server, the job will run until completion 
before the server starts with the next job. 
First the duties of the involved sites are transmitted by S 3. Then the two res-
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trictions, P.QOH > 1000 and J.QTY < 500, and the projections are applied to both 
relations. The results are denoted by JR I and JR 2, where 
JR 1 = PARTS {QOH > I0OO}IP# ,PNAME], and 
JR 2 = PROJECT {QTY < 500}1P# ,QTY]. 
The processing times are PT(IR 1) and PT(IR 2). Under the assumption that JR I is 
the smallest one of the two results it is transmitted to S 2; transmission time TT(/ R 1). 
As soon as JR I arrives at site S 2 the computation of the join can commence; 
JR 3 = JR 1(P# = P# )JR 2. Finally, the result is sent to the user's site, S 3. 
PARTS - PROJECT - result site 
(a) 
s 1 
Po P ( I R1 ) To 
Po P ( IR 2) 





Figure 3.2. Two representations of a schedule. 
To compare schedules we have to know their costs. The cost of a schedule is 
the value of a particular cost function given this schedule. This cost function may 
measure the response time, the total time, the total network traffic, the total CPU 
time, etc. Having several cost functions is useful. Some users work interactively and 
are therefore only interested in the response time. The optimizer should in that case 
allow for as much parallelism as possible. On the other hand, a user might only be 
interested in the cost of processing his query without regard to response time and then 
the use of resources should be minimized. Intuitively, we can define the response time 
of a schedule as the time elapsed between the start of the first operation and the 
moment the required data is presented to the user. In the next subsection we will give 
another definition, which is more useful for optimization purposes. The response time 
of the schedule of the example query is 
where JR 1, JR 2 and JR 3 are defined above. The total time of a schedule is defined as 
the sum of the times required for all operations and transmissions, involved in the 
schedule, including the queueing times. And the total cost of a schedule is defined as 
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the sum of the cost of all operations and transmissions. The total time of the example 
schedule is 
and the total cost 
In a distributed environment often the assumption is made that local processing 
takes negligible little time compared to the transmission time of data. The line seg-
ments in the schedule that represent local processing shrink to length zero. In that 
case we use the response transmission time (R TT) instead of response time, total 
transmission time (TT1) instead of total time and total transmission cost (TTC) 
instead of total cost. The value of a cost function of a query is the value of that cost 
function of a schedule for that query that minimizes the cost function. 
The data of the database may be stored redundantly. A materialization is a 
non-redundant version of the database. Some systems provide the optimizer with a 
predetermined materialization. The advantage is that not all copies have to be mutu-
ally consistent. With mutual consistency we mean that the copies are exactly the 
same all the time. If, on the other hand, we know that the copies are mutually con-
sistent we can take full advantage of the redundancy by letting the optimizer itself 
determine which copies to use. 
The optimization objective may depend on the type of network on which the 
distributed database is placed. For example, for an ARPA-type network with low 
bandwidth communication channels, the transmission cost will dominate the local 
processing cost. In that case it suffice to minimize cost functions such as response 
transmission time or total transmission time. If, on the other hand, the data is distri-
buted over a local network consisting of micro-computers that are interconnected with 
a fast bus then both the transmission cost and the local processing cost will be com-
parable [Selinger 1980]. Hence, cost function such as response time and total time 
should be minimized. Here, we will assume that the cost to transmit data is an order 
of magnitude more expensive than local processing (Transmission Assumption). 
The time required to transmit data from one site to another depends on the 
network topology and the bandwidth of the communication channels. If all sites are 
directly connected with each other, for example when they communicate via a satel-
lite, and when the queueing delays before transmission are, on the average, the same 
we will speak of the Equal Transmission Cost Model. If, on the other hand, the net-
work has an arbitrary topology or queueing delays vary too much we will speak of 
the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model . 
Because the main objective of this research is to minimize cost functions that 
include only transmission cost, just a simple model is used for local processing. We 
assume that the time required to process data locally is proportional to the amount of 
data (Local Processing Assumption). Much research is being done to develop optim-
izers that produce efficient schedules for queries stated in the relational algebra or cal-
culus. In section 3.2 a brief overview is given and in section 3.5 a comparison is 
made between several of the distributed query processing algorithms. In this chapter 
we will discuss the optimization for two types of basic operations, on the one hand 
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relational operations on fragments, and, on the other hand operations on storage 
structures. In subsection 3.1.7 the merits of both optimizations are discussed. 
3.1.4. Execution of the Schedule 
In the last phase the schedule is executed. To ensure that none of the data that 
are accessed by the query or update are changed by another update, a concurrency 
control mechanism is used. 
The distributor will disentangle the schedule and determine the duties of the 
involved sites and transmit them. It will also communicate with the concurrency con-
trol mechanism to get a shared or exclusive "lock" on the required data. When the 
sites receive their duties they add synchronization and forking points. The synchroni-
zation points are needed to let an operation wait until its inputs or part of them are 
available. The distributor of a site will monitor the synchronization points of that 
site. The forking points are needed if the result of an operation is needed as input by 
several other operations. An example of a forking point is the notification of the 
duties by the distributor (see fig. 3.2 (b)). Between forking and synchronization points 
parts of the schedule may be processed in parallel. These parts will be called parallel 
schedules. 
The description of distributed query processing we gave, is called static, because 
a processing schedule is determined prior to execution. To do this, intermediate 
results are estimated to evaluate the cost of schedules. During execution of the 
schedule it may happen that intermediate results are much larger than expected. The 
schedule is, however, fixed and, although changing the schedule would be advanta-
geous, processing must proceed along the dictated lines. Another interesting approach 
is to determine a schedule during processing, so it can be based on the correct sizes of 
intermediate results. This is a dynamic approach. In this chapter, however, we will 
confine ourselves to the static approach. 
3.1.5. Response Time of a Query 
What exactly do we mean by response time? After the query has been parsed 
and a suitable processing schedule has been decided on, the involved sites are notified 
of their duties. These duties may be to send data to another site or to wait for incom-
ing data and to perform some operation on them and to further transmit the result. 
The elapsed time between the first starting operation (i.e., after the first forking point) 
until the desired result has been presented to the user at the result site (last synchroni-
zation point) will be called the response time. To compute the response time of a 
schedule a model for processing operations and transmitting data is required. For 
both an operation and a transmission we assume that all the input data on which it 
operates should be locally available, before the operation or transmission is put in the 
queue of its respective server. This may seem rather restrictive; for example, the 
merge-join in System R [Selingerl979] only requires part of the input data before its 
execution may start. Such operations can be split into smaller operations of which 
each will wait for only a fraction of the input data. 
So, the response time of a schedule at a synchronization point is determined by 
the last "arriving" input. Hence, an obvious way of defining the response time at a 
synchronization point is to say that it is equal to the maximum of the response times 
of the different parallel schedules ending at that synchronization point (Parallelism 
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Assumption). This is something to be careful about because of the following two rea-
sons. 
First of all, the transmission time of a package is an expectation, which means 
that the actual time maybe smaller or larger than this expectation. Taking the max-
imum of two expectations is of course not the same as the expected maximum of the 
response times of the two packages. This would only be true if the distributions of 
·both response times do not overlap. 
Secondly, during processing, two parallel schedules ending at a synchronization 
point might have "shared" a resource such as a CPU or a communication channel. 
By "sharing" we mean that for example, one package is already waiting in a queue to 
be transmitted and then the second package enters the same queue. In that case the 
second package will always have to wait longer in the queue than the first one, of 
course under the assumption that nothing else has significant influence on the queue-
ing times. 
The difference between the expected and the observed response times has been 
investigated by computing the response time of schedules for queries in two simple 
systems. In the experiment roughly 32,000 queries were executed. The response times 
of the first thousand schedules were discarded, to avoid the effects of the empty sys-
tem at the beginning. 
To study the difference between the maximum of the two expected response 
times and the observed maximum of two response times, we need two independent 
servers, say S 1 and S 2• These servers stand for one-way communication channels 
from site A to C and B to C. The schedule for a query consists of the integration of 
two parallel schedules. So, after these parallel schedules there is a synchronization 
point. One parallel schedule contains the transmission of data from site A to C and 
the other from B to C. The interarrival time between queries is drawn from an 
exponential distribution with expectation equal to A. The service time (transmission 
cost) is drawn from a negative exponential distribution with expectation equal to 
I / µ; for server S, (i = 1, 2). 
The average number of queries entering the system per unit of time (A) is set to 
I. µ 1 is set to 2 and µ2 will vary from 2 to 6. This means that the expected response 
transmission time of the parallel schedule in which server S 1 is used, is equal to 
1 / (µ 1 - >-) = 1, and the other one less than or equal to I. Hence, the maximum of 
the two expectations is I. This value will be compared with the observed response 
transmission time for varying µ2. 
2 3 4 5 6 
1.43 1.14 1.06 1.02 1.01 
Table 3.3. Average response transmission times of schedules. 
For large values of µ2 the response transmission time of the integrated schedule 
is almost completely determined by the response transmission time of the parallel 
schedule in which S 1 is used, and is therefore almost equal to I. For smaller values 
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of µ2 the response transmission time will be determined by either parallel schedule, 
resulting in a value larger than the maximum of the two expectations. 
In general, we expect that the distributions of the response transmission times 
of the parallel schedules at synchronization points hardly overlap because of the wide 
range of RTTs of the parallel schedules. Therefore, we make the assumption that the 
effect of this phenomenon can be neglected. However, we have to keep this in mind 
when discussing the validity of the obtained results. 
To investigate the effect of resource sharing on the response time we require a 
slightly more complicated queueing system. There are three servers, S 1, S 2 and S 3, 
that stand for one-way communication channels. S 1 is a channel from A to C, S 2 
from B to C and S 3 from C to D . This system is used to simulate a schedule that is 
the integration of two parallel schedules. In one of these parallel schedules some local 
processing is done at site A, the obtained result is transmitted to site C, where possi-
bly some more local processing is done, and, finally, the result is sent to site D , the 
result site. In the other parallel schedule the same is done only processing starts at 
site B, visits C, and ends at D. So, although these schedules can be processed in 
parallel they share S 3, the communication channel from C to D . 
The inputs of this queueing system are two transmissions, one for S 1 and one 
for S 2• The input distribution is an exponential function with ,\ as the expected 
number of queries stated per unit of time. Because nothing is known about the 
amount of data to be transmitted, the service time has been drawn from a negative 
exponential distribution with µ; as the expected number of transmissions served per 
unit of time for S; (i = I, 2, 3). The observed response transmission time of the 
integrated schedule is equal to the largest of the response transmission times of the 
parallel schedules. So again, after these parallel schedules, there is a synchronization 
point. 
The influence of the speed of S 2 (µ2) on the RTT of the query is investigated. 
Both µ1 and µ3 are set to 2. In addition to the transmissions of the queries there are 
other transmissions as well, such that the average number of transmissions entering 
the queue of each server is equal to I. 
Under the assumption that the parallel schedules can be executed fully in paral-
lel and that they do not influence each other's response transmission time, we can 
compute the RTT of both parallel schedules independently. The RTT of the one 
that uses S 1 equals I / (µ1 - I)+ I / (µ3 - I)= I + I = 2, and the RTT of the 
other one equals I / (µ2 - I) + I / (µ3 - I) ,.;; 2 if µ2 ;a, 2. Hence, the maximum of 
the RTTs equals 2. 
2 3 4 s 6 
2.79 2.48 2.41 2.40 2.39 
Table 3.4. RTT for varying µ2, and,\ = 0.1. 
The average R TT was observed for ,\ = 0.1 and for varying µ2 (see table 3.4). 
stands for the frequency with which the query is stated. The difference between the 
observed and expected RTT can partly be explained by the additional delay of the 
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second entering transm1ss1on in S /s queue, on top of its normal queueing time, 
caused by the not yet completed transmission of the first one. 
Another reason is that because of the forking and synchronization points the 
Independence Theorem of Jackson [Jackson 1957) can not straightforwardly be applied 
to determine the queueing delays of the servers. 
So, our conclusion is that parallel schedules that share a mutual resource can 
not be treated independently. In the next subsection a tool is proposed for computing 
the "real" response time of a schedule and for determining the order in which the jobs 
are served. 
3.1.6. Serializing Parallel Schedules Using the Same Resource 
In the previous subsection a problem met in minimizing the response time of a 
query was encountered. A processing schedule will, in general, consist of the integra-
tion of many parallel schedules. Some of these parallel schedules may somewhere, 
during their processing, share a mutual resource, such as a CPU or a communication 
channel. In this subsection we will propose a tool for the optimizer that can be used 
to compute the response time of a schedule that has been computed under the Paral-
lelism Assumption and to determine the order in which jobs that share the same 
resource have to be served. The proposed tool is explained in the context of data 
transmissions. 
Let us go into detail now. In two parallel schedules two packages, say V and 
W, are transmitted from Sx to Sy. In the response transmission time of these parallel 
schedules under the Parallelism Assumption their transmission times, TTxy(V) and 
TTxy ( W), are accounted for. If V is the first package entering the queue for the 
channel and its transmission has been completed before W enters the queue there is 
no problem. However, if V is still waiting in the queue when W enters it, W will on 
the average have a longer queueing time than V, because it has to wait for the com-
pletion of the transmission of V as well. 
Serializing parallel schedules that use the same communication channel means 
ordering the packages that enter the queue and adapt their expected time in the sys-
tem if other packages of the same schedule are ahead of them and still in the system. 
If we write TT(V) = T 0 + TC(V), where T 0 is the expected queueing time and 
TC(V) is the time to transmit V over the channel, then the transmission time of W is 
TT(W) = T 0 + TC(V) + TC(W), 
where T 0 + TC(V) is the queueing time of W. There may be other packages as well 
in the system, but their effect on the queueing time of V and W can expressed by T 0, 
because they enter the queue independently of V and W. 
Note that serializing may imply changing the order in which the packages are 
served. The reason we may want to change this order is that for example, the 
response transmission time of the query discussed above is determined by the parallel 
schedule in which W is transmitted from Sx to Sy. So, adapting the transmission 
time of W because V is ahead of W and still in the queue, will probably increase the 
response transmission time of the integrated schedule. In that case it might be better 
to postpone the moment that V enters the queue until W enters it. This will increase 
the transmission time of V and, therefore, the response transmission time of the 
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parallel schedule in which V participates, but does not necessarily increase the 
response transmission time of the integrated schedule. 
The problem of serializing the parallel schedules of an integrated schedule such 
that the response time is minimized, is known as precedence constraint scheduling 
with the restriction that jobs have to be executed by specific computers. In 
(Gareyl979) this problem is listed under the known NP-complete problems 
[Gareyl979, Ahol974). 
Now we will discuss some ways of serializing an integrated schedule that con-
sists of parallel schedules. The different strategies for serialization will be explained 
by simulating the schedules. The time a package enters a queue can be computed 
from the schedule. First, we look at just one channel from S x to Sy. 
A straightforward way of serializing a schedule is to keep the order of transmis-
sions the same as the order in which they enter the queue. If two packages enter the 
queue at exactly the same time they can be ordered arbitrarily. This strategy favors 
the one that has a lead. Something like: it makes wealthy people richer and poor 
people poorer. This strategy would be all right if we were only interested in the first 
arriving package by our previous definition. However, the response transmission time 
of an integrated schedule is determined by the last arriving package. Therefore, we 
will propose another strategy. 
Again we consider the packages in the order in which they enter the system. 
We will say that a queue is schedule-empty if no other package that participates in the 
schedule of the query, is present in the queue. At the time a package enters the queue 
it might be schedule-empty. In that case we just put it in the queue. In general, say 
P n + 1 is the newly arriving package and P 1, P 2, ••• , P n are the ones waiting in the 
queue. P" + 1 is put at the end of the queue. The response transmission times of the 
following alternatives are compared. There are n + I alternatives one for each 
j = I, 2, ... , n , and one which makes no changes. Each alternative takes all P; 
i = j, j + I, ... , n from the queue and put them right behind Pn + 1• This will 
change both the transmission time of Pn + 1 as well as the ones of the P;'s that are 
moved. The final effect on the response transmission time of the integrated schedule 
is computed for each alternative and the one with minimum response transmission 
time is chosen. 
Now all channels used in the processing schedule are to be serialized and the 
effect of different orders on the response transmission time of the integrated schedule 
is computed. We will travel in time; we go from left to right on the time scale of all 
the involved sites. Every time a package enters one of the queues we consider the 
alternatives discussed above. The response transmission time of the query is com-
puted based on the partial serialization of the parallel schedules that has already been 
decided on and for other parallel schedules the Parallelism Assumption is used. 
Based on this response transmission time the alternatives are compared and the one 
with minimum response transmission time is chosen. 
In subsection 3.3.7 a comparison will be made between the solutions obtained 
by the heuristic approach described above for serializing schedules and the optimal 
serializations. 
How effective changing the order of transmissions is, will much depend on the 
underlying distributed operating system. If the decision about the routing of the 
transmissions is made by the system, changing the order may become useless, and 
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hence making the minimization of the response time extremely difficult. However, in 
computer networks where routing is fixed we expect it to be useful. For example, in 
some networks, such as the ETHERNET [Metcalfel976], we might even have to seri-
alize all the transmissions in a query to compute its response time. 
3.1.7. Basic Operations 
The available information in the data dictionaries to parse a query and to com-
pute a processing schedule will determine how detailed such a schedule is. For the 
computation, it may contain the locations and the sizes of relations, the sizes and the 
selectivity of attributes, whether indices on certain attributes are available, etc. . For 
two kinds of distributed databases we will discuss the basic operations of the 
schedules produced by their respective optimizers. 
Consider a distributed database that merely consists of a collection of central-
ized databases, and assume also that the only available information in the globally 
accessible data dictionaries consists of the parsing information and the locations of 
these databases. The unit of allocation is thus a complete database. Because sizes of 
intermediate results can not be estimated, the query processing algorithm will prob-
ably decompose the query into subqueries that can be processed at each of the sites 
independently. The results are then gathered at the result site, where the final pro-
cessing is done. So, these subqueries are the basic operations. Every local database 
management system will determine an efficient way for processing them. A com-
parison between different decompositions is not possible because no information is 
available to compare the cost of schedules. 
Another kind of distributed database is the one whose unit of allocation is a 
fragment of a relation, and whose globally accessible data dictionaries contain all 
information necessary to determine efficient schedules. Just like before, the basic 
operations can be relational operations on the fragments, but now their cost can be 
determined from the available information. But they can even be low level operations 
that make use of (secondary) indices. Also, if the fragments are stored redundantly, 
the query processing algorithm can decide which copy to access, based, for example, 
on the indices on it. 
We have seen two extremes of distributed databases and their information 
about logical and physical structures that is available to the query processing algo-
rithm. There are of course many variations between these two. The advantage of 
having complete information is that optimization can be done at a high level (decom-
position into subqueries) as well as at a low level (which index and copy to use). In 
the ideal case a query stated in the relational calculus is translated into operations on 
the storage structures, and that further optimization can be done using this translated 
query without the loss of optimality caused by decisions taken at a higher level. In 
section 3.3 we will investigate this by using inverted lists as storage structure. A simi-
lar approach, namely bypassing the high level optimization, is discussed in section 
3.4; only, there relational operations are allowed as basic operations. Also, a more or 
less low level operation, called the semi-join, is used as a means to decrease the cost 
of transmitting fragments. Finally, in section 3.5 the integration of the use of semi-
joins with a decomposition process is investigated, based on existing algorithms. 
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3.1.8. Summary 
In this section the three phases of query processing, namely parsing, determin-
ing a schedule and executing it, were discussed. Minimizing the response time of a 
query was treated in detail. Because the problem of ordering jobs in parallel 
schedules that compete for the same resource is NP-complete a heuristic approach for 
minimizing response time is adopted. First, a schedule is determined under the Paral-
lelism Assumption, and then it is serialized such that parallelism that can not be 
achieved, is removed. By serializing a schedule the order in which operations have to 
be executed or in which data have to be transmitted is fixed. 
The basic operations in a schedule will depend on the data available to the 
optimizer. In one case the basic operations are subqueries in the relational data 
model, which are to be processed locally. Then each site involved must determine a 
local schedule for its subquery. The advantage is that site autonomy can be realized. 
In the other case the optimizer has detailed knowledge about the data stored at other 
sites as well, and incorporates this knowledge in the schedules. The advantage is that 
more efficient schedules can be obtained. 
To conclude this section we summarize in table 3.5 the assumptions discussed 
in this section; it also includes a few that were not mentioned explicitly. 
At each site a distributed database management system is available, 
which can execute all the required operations. 
All sites can communicate with each other, either directly or indirectly. 
Transmission Assumption: transmitting data is an order of magnitude 
more expensive than local processing. 
Equal Transmission Cost Model : the time to transmit a particular 
amount of data between any pair of sites is the same. 
Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model: no assumptions are made about 
the time required to transmit data from one site to another. 
Local Processing Assumption: the cost to process data locally is pro-
portional to the amount of data. 
Table 3.5. List of assumptions. 
3.2. Overview of Distributed Query Processing Algorithms 
Since the late seventies all over the world a lot of research is going on in the 
area of distributed databases and especially in the area of distributed query process-
ing. We may well say that E. Wong made a start with his paper [Wongl977] and its 
influence on current research is still noticeable. Most researchers have developed their 
own model of query processing which makes a qualitative and, even more, a quantita-
tive comparison difficult. In [Apersl98lc] an attempt has been made to compare most 
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of the models and algorithms. Such a model is characterized by its assumptions 
about the way the query is stated, the data allocation, whether a materialization is 
determined before or during optimization, which cost function is minimized, how 
much information is available to the optimizer, whether estimators are used, whether 
the schedules are determined statically or dynamically, etc .. 
A crude classification can be given based on (see also [Hevnerl981]): 
D materialization 
Some algorithms assume that the materialization is determined before the com-
putation of the schedule (Wong, Hevner and Yao, Epstein et al. , Chu and Hur-
ley, Toth et al. , and Nguyen Gia Toan). The advantage of this is that not all 
copies of all relations have to be consistent. Only a particular choice of the 
copies for a query (materialization) must give a consistent view of the database. 
The disadvantage is that this choice is not necessarily optimal for query pro-
cessing. To overcome this problem other algorithms let the optimizer decide 
about the materialization (Baldissera et al. , In-Sup Paik and Delobel, Pelagatti 
and Schreiber, Selinger et al.). 
D schedule 
Almost all algorithms determine the schedules before executing them. This 
approach is called static, and the cost of the schedules produced is computed 
based on estimates of intermediate results. Only two algorithm compute the 
schedules during processing (Epstein et al. and Nguyen Gia Toan) of which one 
is integrated with the concurrency control mechanism to synchronize decisions 
about the schedule (Nguyen Gia Toan); this approach is called dynamic. 
D computation of the join 
The size of the result of a join can be small but can also be as large as the pro-
duct of the sizes of the operands. If a join is computed at a non-result site, 
eventually, the result will have to be transmitted to the result site. Some algo-
rithms let arbitrary sites compute joins (Epstein et al. , Chu and Hurley, 
Pelagatti and Schreiber, Nguyen Gia Toan, Selinger et al.), others do so only if 
it concerns joins that produce small results (Baldissera et al. , and Toth et al.). 
The remaining algorithms only let the result site compute the joins (Wong, and 
Hevner and Yao). 
In this section we will briefly discuss the models and algorithms in turn. A 
quantitative comparison between the algorithms can be found in section 3.5. 
Wong 
Wong's algorithm has been developed for the distributed DBMS SDD-1 
[Rothniel977a), which runs on the ARPANET [McQuillanl977]. Because of this, the 
total transmission cost was taken as cost function. Although other costs, such as pro-
cessing time, are not excluded explicitly, the original paper [Wong 1977) does not con-
sider them. Redundant data allocation is not allowed; also the optimizer expects a 
predetermined materialization. The result of a query is produced at an arbitrary site 
in the network. 
Before computing the schedule, as much local processing as possible is done. 
With this we mean the computation of restrictions and projections. The initial 
schedule consists of the transmissions of all the reduced fragments to the largest one. 
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This set of transmissions will be denoted by M. At the site that receives all the frag-
ments, the result site, the joins between them are computed to obtain the final result. 
The algorithm now tries to replace M by two sets M I and M 2, that are executed 
sequentially with local processing between them. What these M; 's look like will be 
discussed in a moment. Consider for M I and M 2 transmission sets such that their 
sequential processing produces the same result as M. Take the pair with the 
minimum total transmission time. After that, apply the algorithm recursively to both 
M I and M 2• If no replacement has a smaller total transmission time nothing changes. 
The schedule is represented by a tree. The nodes stand for local processing and the 
leaves for the transmissions. The replacement of M by M I and M 2 means that the 
leaf M is substituted by a subtree consisting of M I as left leaf, a node for the local 
processing and M 2 as right leaf. The processing tree is executed inorder. 
Now we discuss the way M I and M 2 are obtained. M consists of transmissions 
of reduced relations. A way to further reduce a relation in size is to apply semi-joins 
to it on its joining attributes. M I contains all transmissions to compute semi-joins on 
fragments that are transmitted in M, and that cost less than the reduction in cost 
caused by the reduced size of the fragments (cost-effective). The set M 2 then consists 
of the transmissions of the further reduced fragments and the transmissions in M for 
which no cost-effective transmissions could be found . 
The algorithm is greedy [Horowitz 1978]; that means that it locally tries to 
minimize the cost function, here the total transmission cost, as much as possible. 
Hevner and Yao 
The work of Hevner and Yao [Hevnerl979a, Hevnerl979b] is based on the 
same fundamental idea as Wong's algorithm: apply semi-joins to the relations to 
reduce them in size, transmit them in their reduced form to the result site where the 
joins between them are computed. These authors developed a quantitative model to 
compare the cost of schedules. This model makes it possible to estimate the effect of 
the application of semi-joins on the sizes of the relations. This effect, called selec-
tivity, is defined as a number between O and I and denotes the portion of the relation 
that remains. For a special class of queries, called simple queries, they presented an 
algorithm that produces optimal response transmission time schedules and one that 
produces optimal total transmission time schedules. 
We explain their model in more detail in section 3.4, because our own work is 
partly based on it. 
Epstein, Stonebraker and Wong 
This research was done in the context of the distributed INGRES [Stone-
brakerl 977]. The query processing algorithm will minimize a weighted function of the 
total transmission cost and total processing cost, given a predetermined non-
redundant materialization. It can handle fragmentation. It does not necessarily need 
an estimating technique. 
The query processing algorithm for centralized INGRES [Stonebrakerl976] is 
based on decomposing the query into irreducible components that overlap on one 
variable (relation) only [Wongl976]. Fig. 3.6 shows an arbitrary query and its decom-
position. The result of component C I forms a restriction on the tuples of relation R 1, 
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and, therefore, fewer tuples are used in further processing. The same is true for C 2 
but now on the tuples of R 2• So, after both C I and C 2 are processed C 3 will have 
two reduced relations, resulting in cheaper processing of C 3• 
Figure 3.6. Decomposition into irreducible components. 
These components are substituted by components containing fewer relations by 
tuple substitution; This substitution continues until only one-variable queries remain. 
And these can be processed in a straightforward way. 
A similar approach [Epstein I 979] was taken in the distributed version of 
INGRES. Again the query is decomposed into irreducible components. Tuple substi-
tution is abandoned and replaced by a more general technique. Based on some 
heuristic a piece is taken from the component. Such a piece is a subgraph of the 
component and contains two or more relations and the joins between them. How 
these joins are processed depends on the -fragmentation and the type of network. The 
resulting relation will be substituted in the component in place of the processed piece. 
Again a piece of the remaining component is taken until nothing is left over. If a 
component is processed it is substituted in the query by the resulting relation. 
A form of backtracking is used which makes it possible to throw away inter-
mediate results that are unexpectedly large and to make a different decision about 
what to do next. So, in a sense it may be called dynamic. 
When minimizing total transmission cost for a site-to-site network the joins in a 
piece are processed at the site where the largest fragment of the largest relation in that 
piece resides. This implies that all other relations and the other fragments of the larg-
est relation must be gathered at that site. For a broadcast network the largest rela-
tion may remain fragmented and at each of the sites containing such a fragment part 
of the joins are computed. For the site-to-site network only in one special case the 
largest relation is split, namely if the network consists of two sites and there is only 
one other relation in the piece to be processed. 
To get rid of the heuristic flavor of the algorithm described above exhaustive 
search is used [Epstein 1980a, Epstein 1980b]. The decomposition of the query is 
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removed and a search for the piece to be processed next is started right away. This 
piece may range from two to all relations in the query. The use of a perfect estimator 
ensures that this algorithm finds an optimal solution within the capabilities of 
INGRES simply because it investigates every solution. 
Baldissera, Bracchi and Ceri 
The distributed query processing algorithm presented in [Baldissera 1979] can 
handle only tree structured queries. This means that the only kind of joins that are 
allowed, are semi-joins. The optimizer minimizes total transmission cost taking full 
advantage of the redundancy. To compare the cost of the schedules, the sizes of the 
relations and the selectivities of attributes have to be known. 
Although not explicitly stated in their article, the proposed algorithm belongs to 
the family that uses semi-joins. The target list may contain only attributes from one 
relation and the graphical representation of a query is a tree, which consists of combi-
nations of two basic substructures, the branch structure and the vertical (linear) struc-
ture. Both are shown in fig. 3.7. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7. The branch and vertical structure. 
The complete algorithm consists of three modules. The first one computes the 
selectivities resulting from the restrictions on relations. This is done for all copies. 
Later, when it is known which copies are used, superfluous restrictions and projec-
tions are removed from the schedule. The second module, the heart of the algorithm, 
decides how to tackle the query. Finally, the third one tries to achieve as much paral-
lelism as possible. 
For the second module we first explain the branch structure (see fig. 3.7(a)). 
Let us call R 2, R 3 and R 4 the sons. These sons may form restrictions on the tuples of 
R I based on several attributes. If so, each attribute is handled in turn. Let us there-
fore assume that there is only one attribute in the branch structure. The basic idea is 
now to send the smallest son, say R 2, to another son. The best choice for the receiv-
ing son is the one that is smallest after the selectivity of R 2 has been applied. To 
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compute this the selectivity of R 2 is applied to all other sons and the smallest one is 
chosen as the receiving son. After that, R 2 is removed from the structure. This is 
repeated until a vertical structure remains. 
In a vertical structure several attributes can be used (fig. 3.7(b)). For example, 
between R 2 and R 3 there may be a semi-join on attribute A and between R 3 and R 4 
on B . Therefore, if R 3 is to be transmitted to R 4 its attribute values of both A and 
B have to be sent. If, however, R 3 is transmitted to R 4 only the attribute values of A 
are sent. 
The initial schedule consists of the transmissions of all relations in a vertical 
structure to the site containing most of the data ; call this site the central site. Then a 
contiguity analysis is applied to see whether this can be improved. This analysis 
starts with the lowest two relations in the vertical structure and computes whether 
sending one to another and then to the central site is cheaper than the initial schedule 
(this is a form of decomposition). If so, this schedule is adopted. Then it goes one 
level up in the vertical structure and the same analysis is done. The analysis contin-
ues all the way up. 
In general, a query will be a combination of branch and vertical structures. If 
the structure is vertical the algorithm explained above is applied. Otherwise, search 
for the first branch structure. If a son is a root of subtrees, the algorithm is applied 
recursively to compute its size and selectivity. After this is known for all sons, the 
algorithm for branch structures is applied, leaving that part of the query as a vertical 
structure. 
The interesting thing about the algorithm is that the query is decomposed into 
subqueries and that it uses the semi-join operation. Its main drawback, however, is 
that it can not handle all types of queries. 
Chu and Hurley 
The approach of Chu and Hurley consider operation trees [Chu 1979). Such a 
tree corresponds with a particular way of processing a query. Data reduction func-
tions, which tell us what portion of a relation is left over after an operation, help the 
optimizer to decide where to allocate the operations in the trees. The cost function is 
a combination of total transmission cost and total processing cost. The optimizer 
assumes that it gets a predetermined materialization. No fragmentation is considered. 
For queries that do not contain cycles, all possible operation trees are com-
puted. Such a tree contains three types of nodes: a file node (/3P), which is a leaf of 
the tree and represents the restriction and projection on one relation on which the 
query operates, an operation node (/3; ), which represents an operation that is com-
puted between two relations, such as a join, and an end node (/3, ), which represents a 
final operation, such as displaying the data on a terminal, and can only be executed at 
the result site. Operation nodes may contain more than one operations, meaning that 
all these operations are to be executed at one site. 
The algorithm considers all possible operation trees. For every operation a 
data reduction function is known that computes the fraction that remains. The total 
transmission cost is computed by assigning the operation nodes to different sites (we 
call this operation allocation, see also chapter 4). The processing cost of a site is 
computed by determining the optimal order of the execution of operations. 
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To limit the search for the optimal schedule, each tree is put in a Sequence 
Group. Such a group contains all trees that execute the operations in a certain order. 
This order fully determines the total processing cost and, therefore, we only need to 
find the trees with minimum total transmission cost of each Sequence Group. Given 
these trees the total processing cost for each of them is computed, resulting in the 
complete optimal solution. 
The use of data reduction functions is convenient in accurately estimating the 
result of an operation without making any assumptions. However, these functions, 
which are probably based on statistical data, may require a database of their own to 
be stored, if there is a large collection of operations. Another drawback is that the 
model does not allow for all types of queries. A tree with a fixed set of operations /3;, 
is not sufficient to represent queries containing cycles. 
In-Sup Paik and Delobel 
The contribution of In-Sup Paik and Delobel [Paikl979] is not so much con-
cerned with the way a query is processed, but more with the choice of materialization. 
If the fragments are stored redundantly and all copies are identical, meaning that a 
query can access any of the copies, independently of the copy used for another frag-
ment, a materialization is computed to minimize total transmission cost. Fragmenta-
tion of a relation is allowed and information about the fragmentation criterion, cardi-
nalities, etc. are available in the data dictionary. Also, no assumption is made about 
the network topology, although a distance table should be available. 
The materialization process consists of three phases, called clustering, filtering 
and centroiding. 
In the clustering phase every possible materialization for a query is investigated. 
Each materialization consists of a duplicate for each relation. A duplicate is the col-
lection of copies of fragments such that the complete relation can be reconstructed. A 
cluster corresponding to a materialization is the set of sites containing the data of the 
materialization. For each cluster C the value of the clustering function 
J c ~ distance(i ,j) 
i .j EC 
is computed. The materialization with a cluster whose f c has the smallest value is 
chosen. Intuitively, this means that the most concentrated one is used. 
The filtering phase corresponds to what is normally called the initial local pro-
cessing. To all fragments the restrictions and projections are applied. Some restric-
tions may have a high correlation with the fragmentation criterion leaving an empty 
result and making the corresponding copy in the cluster obsolete. So, after the filter-
ing phase the cluster may have been reduced in size. The resulting query will only 
contain operations whose operands are located at different sites. 
In the centroiding phase several alternatives for processing the query are dis-
tinguished. One alternative is to transmit all data to one central site, called centroid. 
Such a site is searched among all sites of the network and is not necessarily restricted 
to the cluster. The one that minimizes the total transmission cost is chosen. The 
other alternative is to use the centroid only to control the processing. How this is 
done is not discussed here. The controlling site is the one that is situated most central 
with respect to the sites of the cluster. 
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Clearly, the described algorithm should be followed by an algorithm that, given 
a materialization, will compute a processing schedule. As such it is useful especially 
when we realize that many query processing algorithms expect a predetermined 
materialization. 
Pelagatti and Schreiber 
The algorithm proposed by Pelagatti and Schreiber [Pelagatti 1979) illustrates a 
different area in distributed query processing. It is not designed for ad hoc queries 
but more for queries that are stated quite frequently on a slowly changing database. 
For these queries it is important that they are executed efficiently and, therefore, 
much processing time may be invested in finding appropriate schedules. Pelagatti and 
Schreiber provide the system programmer with tools to determine such schedules with 
the aid of the computer. 
The design consists of three levels: Logical Strategy, Distribution Strategy and 
Transmission Execution Strategy. The first one merely translates a relational calculus 
query to a set of operation trees (Logical Strategy). Each of these trees is equivalent 
to the original query, they only describe how the result is obtained. The next two lev-
els are entered for each such tree. At the second level the site where the operations 
are executed, is determined. Because fragmentation is allowed, a closer look is taken 
at the relational operations to lay down the conditions on the allocation before the 
execution of an operation. For a restriction no limitations are imposed on the alloca-
tion. And the allocation of the result is the same, except that some of the fragments 
may be empty. The projection operation is split into two operations. To each of the 
fragments a local projection, called distributed projection, is applied and the results 
are gathered at one site where again a projection, called a global projection, is com-
puted. This second projection is necessary to delete duplicates that occurred in 
different fragments. One of the operands of a join has to be completely duplicated at 
each of the sites where fragments of the other operand reside. The allocation of the 
result is the same as the relation that stayed distributed. For other operations, such 
as aggregates, similar conditions can be determined. If relations do not satisfy these 
conditions, transmission operations are included in the operation tree. 
To evaluate the cost of a Distribution Strategy, a tool is required to estimate 
intermediate results. One problem involved with fragmentation is the correlation 
between a clause in a query and the fragmentation criterion of a relation. Pelagatti 
and Schreiber propose methods to test for correlation and its consequence for the 
allocation of a result. The third level is entered for each Distribution Strategy. Such 
a strategy can not directly be translated to a Transmission Strategy (schedule) because 
of redundancy. Also the cost function to be minimized is more complicated than in 
other models. An example cost function is : minimize response transmission time sub-
ject to the minimization of total transmission cost. All the problems at this level are 
translated to integer programming problems, for which optimal solutions can be 
found using standard integer programming techniques. 
A general technique has been developed by Pelagatti and Schreiber which 
searches for a schedule in a large space and is therefore useful for precompiled 
queries, that are used often. 
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Toth, Mahmoud and Riordon 
In his thesis [Toth 1980) Toth developed an algorithm for query processing in 
the ADD system [Toth 1978). This algorithm expects a predetermined materialization. 
Fragmentation of relations can easily be incorporated. The cost function to be 
minimized is total network traffic subject to a specified response transmission time 
constraint. 
The query is expressed in relational algebra. A user query will look like 
where the asterisk (*) stands for the Cartesian product, the C for a restriction on the 
tuples and the Z for a projection. The R, 's are the relations of a distributed data-
base. Both the C and the Z can be transformed such that operations on one relation 
result , which are the subqueries. Every site will have its own subquery. They can all 
be processed in parallel. The results of the subqueries can be combined in any order 
to produce the desired result. Estimators are used to compute the expected sizes of 
the subqueries. In [Toth 1980) an extensive study on this can be found. 
Determining the order in which the results of the subqueries are taken together 
is done heuristically based on a special type of query, called Class A query. For this 
Class A query an optimal solution can be found for minimizing total network traffic 
subject to a specified response transmission time constraint (expressed in the number 
of hops). Intuitively, one can imagine such a query as having no joins, between 
subqueries, whose result is no larger than its largest operand. Obviously, a query 
consisting of only semi-joins (simple queries, see [Hevnerl979b) and subsection 3.4.1, 
and the tree structured queries of Baldissera et al. [Baldissera 19791) belongs to this 
Class A. 
Based on the result sizes of the subqueries all Class A queries are identified. 
One such Class A query is selected and an optimal schedule for it is computed. The 
first time this is done, the last transmission in the schedule goes to the result site. For 
later computed schedules the destination may be any site from which a path of 
transmissions already goes to the result site. This iteration, searching for Class A 
queries and computing a schedule for it, continues until no Class A queries remain. 
Subqueries that have not been considered yet will transmit their result to the result 
site. 
Although the user query is stated in relational algebra, he has no influence on 
the order in which the operations are executed. The applicability of the algorithm 
depends on the resulting sizes of the join operations. If they are small many Class A 
queries can be found for which an optimal schedule can be computed, resulting in 
near optimal schedules for the user queries. 
Selinger et al. 
The research discussed in this paragraph is part of the System R. project of 
IBM [Williamsl981]. In [Selingerl980) the extension of the Access Path Selector of 
System R [Selinger 1979) is explained. As in the centralized version an N -way join is 
replaced by a sequence of 2-way joins. For each such join the location, the inner and 
outer relation, and the join method is determined. The join methods considered are 
the nested loop join, which goes through the entire outer relation and retrieves the 
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matching tuples from the inner relation, or the merge join, which goes through both 
relations in order simultaneously. The problem of replicated and redundant data is 
solved by extending the search tree such that a choice is made among non-redundant 
materializations of non-partitioned relations. Sizes of intermediate results are 
estimated by using statistical data on the selectivity of predicates. The cost function 
contains terms for the communication, for the disk accesses and the usage of the 
CPU. In [Selingerl980) it is shown that especially the disk accesses may not be 
neglected if a high bandwidth communication channel is used. 
In System R queries are compiled to achieve better performance at execution 
time. The same approach is adopted in System R* [Danielsl982, Ngl982]. In 
[Daniels 1982) first a global plan is determined by a master site using the above 
described method. This plan is then given to the sites involved, which, to ensure site 
autonomy, may discard the plan because it was based on outdated catalog data. If 
the plan is accepted the site identifies its duties from it and determines a local plan, 
which is stored locally in compiled form. Part of the global plan is the way the local 
plans communicate with each other. 
Access paths provided by the database management system or privileges to 
access a given relation may change over time making a compiled plan invalid. In 
[Ngl982] the problem of automatic invalidation and recompilation is discussed. 
Furthermore, it is show that not always a global recompilation is necessary to main-
tain the optimality of the plan. If, for example, one of the indices is dropped it may 
be replaced by another one, requiring only local recompilation. Especially, the case of 
the 2-way join is treated extensively. 
Nguyen Gia Toan 
Most of the algorithms discussed so far determine a processing schedule prior 
to executing it. These schedules are called static because they are fixed . The optim-
izer will estimate intermediate results to compare the cost of the different schedules. 
Although, during execution time, results may be larger than expected, the processing 
continues as dictated by the schedule. Quite a different approach is proposed by 
Nguyen Gia Toan (Nguyen Gia Toanl979, Nguyen Gia Toanl980). The processing 
schedule is constructed during execution, and is, therefore, called dynamic. Decisions 
about this construction are made in a decentralized way. Decisions taken by the sites 
are synchronized by a concurrency control mechanism. There a token travels around 
the network along a virtual ring [LeLannl978). At any time only one site can have 
the token and is allowed to make a decision. 
The query is represented by an operation tree that operates on a predetermined 
materialization. The goal is to determine where each of the operations is executed. 
The site where the query originates will search for maximum local subtrees. These 
subtrees will contain operations, that can be executed at one site, and operations 
whose operands already exist. This means that the sizes of the operands of these 
operations are known. Such operations are restrictions and projections, but may also 
be joins between existing relations, which are not necessarily located at the same site. 
The operation tree, including the localized subtrees, is now broadcast to all 
sites. Each site processes its subtree. From now on decisions about data transfers are 
made in a decentralized way with the aid of a threshold. What the initial value is of 
this threshold and how it is updated depends on the cost function to be minimized 
and will not be discussed. With it, a data transfer of a not yet computed result may 
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be ordered. For example, a join has to be computed between intermediate results JR 1 
and JR 2• JR I is computed by S I and JR 2 by S 2• A few situations will be discussed; 
in (Apersl981c) a complete table can be found covering all situations. 
The computation of JR 2 is finished and S I is notified of that. If JR 2 is smaller 
than the threshold, then S I can, after it has obtained the token, decide to transfer JR 2 
to S 1 if the computation of JR I has not finished yet or if JR I is larger than JR 2• 
Only if JR I is smaller than JR 2, S I decides to transfer JR I to S 2• After such a deci-
sion the threshold is updated; this updated threshold together with the decision is 
broadcast through the network. All other situations in which a decision can be taken 
require that both JR I and JR i's computation has finished . Then the smallest one is 
transferred. 
The fact that a site requires the token when it makes a decision ensures that no 
conflicting decisions can be made. Every decision is notified to other sites giving them 
up-to-date information about the way the query is processed. 
The application of this dynamic algorithm, which takes decisions in a decentral-
ized way, highly depends on the concurrency control mechanism with which it is 
integrated, and the way the threshold is updated. It seems a promising direction and 
a comparison with static algorithms in a real distributed data base will be interesting. 
From the above overview of query processing algorithms in distributed data-
bases we may conclude that query processing in a distributed database has been given 
much attention. Striking is the diversity of models that are investigated. Almost 
every model has its own repertoire of operations, and its own restrictions about the 
data in the data dictionary concerning relations. Besides that, some of the research is 
concerned with particular aspects, such as, for example, the choice of materialization, 
compilation and recompilation of schedules, and dynamically determining schedules. 
Most of the research, except [Selinger 1980), addresses only the problem of glo-
bal optimization. The schedules produced consist of transmissions and subqueries to 
be processed at the sites involved; the way the data are stored is not take into 
account. Also, mmumzmg response time received little attention (except 
[Hevner 1979a, Hevner 1979b )). 
In sections 3.3 and 3.4 minimizing response time and response transmission 
time will be discussed in the context of the inverted file organization and the rela-
tional calculus, respectively. Minimization of the response time is done by first con-
sidering only the transmissions, and then including the local operations. For minimiz-
ing total transmission time two approaches are considered. On the one hand, a query 
is split into subqueries for which, independent of each other, schedules are deter-
mined, and the schedules are integrated to obtain a schedule for the query. On the 
other hand, as few parallel schedules as possible are constructed, which are used in 
processing more than one subquery. 
3.3. Query Processing with Inverted File Organization 
The goal of query processing is to determine a schedule for a query stated by a 
user. Such a schedule consists of data transmissions and operations that have to be 
executed at the sites involved. Under the Transmission Assumption the transmissions 
will mainly . determine the cost of a schedule. Therefore, query optimization is split 
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into two phases. First the optimizer considers only data transmissions. The resulting 
schedule is called a macro-schedule. Besides the fact that it contains only transmis-
sions, it also fixes the tasks of the sites involved. If local processing cost can be 
neglected completely compared to transmission cost, this schedule will suffice. Each 
site involved will be notified of its duties, and the way they are handled has no 
influence on the macro-schedule and can, therefore, be determined locally. In section 
3.4 we will just determine macro-schedules. 
If local processing cost can not be neglected completely or if the optimizer has 
to compile the query [Danielsl982, Ngl982) local processing should be included in the 
schedule as well. A schedule for the processing done at one site is called a micro-
schedule. After the macro-schedule has been determined these micro-schedules may 
be computed by each of the sites involved, and transmitted back to the site responsi-
ble for the overall optimization. Or, if sufficient information is available in the data 
dictionary, all the micro-schedules may be determined by the site that computed the 
macro-schedule. If response time is minimized this integrated schedules is serialized. 
The latter is still necessary to determine the order in which data is transmitted and in 
which operations are executed at each of the sites. 
In this section we will discuss these ideas in the context of the inverted file 
organization [Apers 1978]. Considering query processing as manipulating lists is 
attractive in the context of a distributed database. Compared to tree structured 
indices, not much processing is required to reconstruct the inverted lists after 
transmission. Although the ideas are explained for inverted lists, they are equally 
applicable to other storage structures. 
3.3.1. Inverted Lists as Storage Structure and Unit of Allocation 
The inverted file organization is useful for answering queries of the type 
A re/op V, 
where A is some attribute, re/op is an element of the set {=,<,,s;;;,>,;;,,,'F} and Vis 
a value of the domain of attribute A . In [Hsiao 1970) we can find a formal descrip-
tion of this file organization. The use of the inverted file organization has been exten-
sively studied for a centralized system. Both in [Cardenasl975] and in [Yaol977] an 
analysis can be found of the average access time, and in [Hill 1978) this analysis also 
includes updates such as insertion and deletion. How to process a query that consists 
of a Boolean expression of index terms of the simple form above is presented in 
[Liu 1976). There, the total processing cost required to merge the inverted lists 
corresponding to the index terms in the Boolean expression is minimized. 
Before discussing the use of an inverted file organization in a distributed data-
base we will briefly describe it in a centralized system. Assume we have a set of ele-
ments. Each element has a key, which is a unique number, and the value of an attri-
bute. The keys will be inverted on the value of this attribute. This means that for 
each value in the domain of the attribute we make a list of the keys of the elements, 
whose attribute equals that value. The pointers to the beginning of each of these lists, 
short for inverted lists , are put in a directory, that contains an entry for each value in 
the domain; the keys in a list are ordered. 
So far, we only discussed inverted lists on one attribute, say A . Accessing the 
elements in the set on another attribute would only be possible by a sequential scan. 
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If the keys are inverted on all attributes it is called a completely inverted system. 
Then a directory exists for each attribute and a key will be included in a list in every 
directory. 
In general, a query is a Boolean expression of conditions that have to be 
satisfied by the attributes, expressed by means of relational operations. Such an 
expression can be straightforwardly translated to set operations on subsets, 
represented by the lists. If the condition is expressed with the = operation it is 
replaced by the subset of the corresponding list ; for the -=fa operation the complement 
of the subset with respect to the complete set is taken. The complement of a list A is 
denoted by A' . For the other relational operations the union of the subsets of the ele-
ments that satisfy the condition can be taken. Finally, the and and or operations are 
replaced by the n and U operations, respectively. 
Example 3.1 
Assume that a university has a database about documents. This database will 
contain the following relations: 
DESCRIPTION (bookno ,title ,year ,publisher ,location) 
AUTHORS (bookno ,author) 
KEYWORDS (bookno ,keyword). 
Both on year and publisher secondary indices are created by means of inverted lists 
for relation DESCRIPTION. AUTHORS is inverted on author and KEYWORDS 
on keyword. A book may have several keywords. The notation key word = topic is 
short for: topic is one of the keywords; keyword -=fa topic means that none of the key-
words is topic. A Boolean expression of index terms like: 
(keyword = database) and (keyword = distributed) and 
(year ;;a, 1981) and (publisher = North Holland) 
is translated into set operations on lists: 
where 
A n B' n (C u D) n E 
A is the list of keyword database 
B is the list of keyword distributed 
C is the list of year is 1981 
D is the list of year is 1982 
E is the list of publisher is North Holland. 
□ 
The operations A n B , A U B and A n B' can be computed by merging the 
lists corresponding to the index terms A and B . For the last operation all elements 
of A are taken except those in B . Therefore, a B' is only allowed if it is intersected 
with another, not complemented list. The cost of merging two lists is proportional to 
the sum of their sizes. This means that the cost to compute A n B is 
P 1( I A I + I B I), where I A I denotes the size of list A , and P I is the proportionality 
constant. To compare the cost of different processing schedules we need to know the 
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sizes of the intermediate results. Let us define the Prob(x E A) = I A I / IX I, 
where X is the complete set. Then the Prob(x E A n B) = I A n B I / I X I . 
Under the assumption that there is independence between lists, we may say 
Prob(x E A n B) = Prob(x E A ) X Prob(x E B) = I A I I B I / I X I 2. 
So, I A n B I = I A I I B I / IX I - Along the same lines I A U B I and I A n B' I 
can be determined. Summarizing 
I) IA nn1 = IAIIBI / IXI , 
2) I A U B I = I A I + I B I - I A I I B I / I X I , and 
3) I A n B' I = I A I - I A I I B I / I x I -
An operation tree for a query is a tree, consisting of operations as internal 
nodes and lists as leaves, such that the result of the operations in the tree is the same 
as the result of the query. A schedule for an operation tree tells us at which sites the 
operations are computed, and thereby fixing the transmissions. A serialized schedule 
also dictates in which order operations and transmissions are executed._ 
Now we will go distributed. We assume that the lists are the units of alloca-
tion. To obtain an efficient data allocation, the lists of all directories may be assigned 
to one or more sites. The elements of the set themselves may, based on the access 
pattern, also be allocated according to some distribution criterion. Information con-
cerning the allocation of the lists and the elements is stored in the data dictionary. 
This information is used to translate the user query to an expression of lists stored at 
the different sites. The result of a processing schedule is a list of keys satisfying the 
user query. Given these keys we still have to retrieve the attributes of the elements in 
which the user is interested. 
Example 3.2 
Assume that the database of our previous example is distributed over a net-
work. Relations may be partitioned and more than one copy may be stored in the 
network. The lists are not necessarily stored at the same sites as the fragments of the 
relations ; depending on how frequently they are accessed, possibly in combination 
with other lists, by the users they may be stored redundantly. The following user 
query is stated at site I : give the booknumbers, locations and the year of publication 
of the books satisfying 
(keyword = database) and (keyword = social impact) and 
((location = Computer Science Dept.) or (location = History Dept.)) 
and the result is to be delivered to site I. Let us assume that the relation DESCRIP-
TION is distributed over the network. For example, tuples of books physically 
located at the Computer Science Dept. are stored at the site of the same department. 
Furthermore, we assume that a materialization for the lists is determined before 
optimization: 
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site I: the list of keyword = database 
site 2: the list of keyword = social impact 
site 3: the list of location = Computer Science Dept. 
site 4: the list of location = History Dept. 
The original query is replaced by two queries of which the results are united at the 
result site (S 1): 
(keyword = database) and (keyword = social impact) and 
(location = Computer Science Dept.) 
(keyword = database) and (keyword = social impact) and 
(location = History Dept.). 
The schedule for these queries is shown in fig. 3.8. To take full advantage of the fact 
that the queries look very much alike the processing starts with the transmission of 
the list keyword = database to S 2 (this transmission is denoted by T 1). At S 2 the 
intersection is computed with the list keyword = social impact ( denoted by P 1). So 
far, the schedules of both queries are the same. Because the lists concerning the loca-
tions are stored at different sites, S 3 and S 4, the result of the intersection computed at 
S 2 is sent to both of them in parallel (denoted by T2 and T 3). At S 3 this intermediate 
result is intersected with the list location = Computer Science Dept. (denoted by P 2) 
and at S 3 with the list location = History Dept. ( denoted by P 3). So, at both S 3 and 
S 4 we have a list of booknumbers satisfying the original query of which the tuples are 
stored at that same site. The relevant data transmitted from S 3 and S 4 to S 1 
(denoted by T 4 and T 5) . Finally, at S 1 the union of the data from S3 and S4 is 




~1 pl 'ii : ~ S3 p~ L_St. p3 
Figure 3.8. Schedule for example query. 
D 
The example shows only one of the many schedules that are possible for this 
query. In the next subsections we will give algorithms to process lists in a distributed 
environment, such that either the response time or the total time is minimized. 
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3.3.2. Minimizing Response Transmission Time 
Based on the assumption that the response time of a query is mainly deter-
mined by the transmissions involved (Transmission Assumption), we will first minim-
ize the response transmission time and then for each site minimize the response pro-
cessing time. 
In the following we assume that we can define the response transmission time 
of the integrated schedule as the maximum response transmission time of the parallel 
schedules. Based on this, an algorithm is presented that produces minimum response 
transmission time schedules. We will then change such a schedule such that no two 
lists ever share the same resource without paying for it. Experimental results are 
given in subsection 3.3.8. We expect that this way of producing schedules, first com-
puting them under the Parallelism Assumption and then serializing them, is more con-
venient than considering the minimization of the real response time as one big prob-
lem. The optimizer would then have to deal with query decomposition and the use of 
resources all at once. 
To formalize the above we give the next proposition. 
Proposition Under the Parallelism Assumption every schedule, given in the form of a 
graph, can be converted to a tree with no forking points after an operation or 
transmission, with the same response transmission time. 
Proof Assume we have a schedule with forking points. Let 0 0 be the first operation 
or transmission of one of the sites with a forking point after it ; the result of 0 0 is 
input of O 1, 0 2, ... , On . Then, for each O;, i = 2, 3, .. . , n a copy is made of all 
operations and transmissions that are required to produce the same result as the 
result of 0 0, which is now used as input of O;. The connections in the schedule 
between 0 0 and O; (i = 2, 3, ... , n) are removed. Hence, the forking point after 
0 0 is removed. Furthermore, no new forking points are introduced, because it was 
the first forking point. Also, the response time of this new schedule is the same as the 
one of the original schedule under the Parallelism Assumption, because only copies 
are made of existing operations and transmissions. 
This process can be continued until no forking points are left in the schedule, 
and the response time of the newly constructed schedule is the same as the response 
time of the original schedule. 
□ 
Every operation in a schedule that is a tree with no forking points after an 
operation is a synchronization point. So, the schedules for the operands of an opera-
tion are parallel schedules. The operation subtrees of the parallel schedules are 
treated as a set of operation trees, with a synchronization point at the site where the 
operation on the subtrees is computed. Let OT be such a set of operation trees and 
the site with the synchronization point is S; . The response transmission time of OT 
at site S, is defined as 
RTT;(OT) = max RTT,(T). 
T E OT 
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3.3.3. Disjunctive Normal Form 
In this subsection we will give an algorithm, which produces schedules for 
minimizing response transmission time. Normally, the optimality of the solutions 
produced by an algorithm is proven after the algorithm has been presented. Here, 
however, we will first give some theorems that limit the number of expression trees to 
be considered for processing a query. Before proving them we will summarize their 
results. In Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 we transform an arbitrary operation tree 
by applying the distributive law on the set operations, such that all union operations 
are at the top of the tree. Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism 
Assumption and the Intersection Assumption (see below) it can be shown that this 
transformation does not increase the response transmission time of the operation tree. 
In Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 it is shown that, under these same assumptions, 
executing all union operations at the result site, does not lead to a higher response 
transmission time. The results will be clarified by an example. To start with, we will 
introduce some notation. 
A literal is either an inverted list or the complement of an inverted list. The 
conjunction of Q 1,Q 2, ••• ,Q" is 
where the Q; 's are literals. A query Q is said to be in disjunctive normal form if and 
only if Q has the form 
Q = Q 1 U Q 2 U · · · U Qn , 
where Q; is a conjunction of literals. A Q; will be called a term. Throughout this 
chapter we will assume that the size of the intersection of two lists A and B , 
I A I I B I / I X I , is neglectably small compared to the sizes of both A and B (Inter-
section Assumption). 
Theorem 3.1 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Intersection Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model applying 
the distributive law to an operation tree of a query will not increase its response 
transmission time. 
Proof Assume that somewhere in the operation tree of a query Q we have the expres-
sion 
(A U B) n C, 
where C may be an intermediate result or its complement. What we have to do is to 
change this to 
(A n C) u (B n C), 
and prove that it does not increase the response transmission time of Q . It suffices to 
show that the response transmission time of the subtree does not increase (proposition 
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of subsection 3.3.2). In fig. 3.9(a) an arbitrary schedule is depicted; the sites I to 6 
are not necessarily different. This means that some of the transmissions may have 
zero time, depending on whether the source and destination site are the same. 
(AuB)nC 
(a) 
( An C ) u (BnC ) 
(b) 
Figure 3.9. Schedule for (a) (A U B) n C and (b) 
(A n C) u (B n C). 
The response transmission time of this processing schedule is: 
RTT6((A U B) n C) = max(RTT3((A,B}) + TT35(A U B), 
RTTs(C)) 
+ TTsi(A u B) n C). 
We now use the same sites as in the above schedule to process the operation tree 
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(A n C) U (B n C). Its schedule is shown in fig. 3.9(b) and the response transmis-
sion time is: 
RTT6((A n C) U (B n C)) = max(max(RTT5(A ),RTT5(B)) , 
RTTs(C)) 
+ TTs6((A n C) LJ (B n C)). 
Because R TT 5(A ) ,;;; R TT 3(A ) + TT 35(A ), we can say 
RTT6((A n C) U (B n C)) ,;;; max(max(RTTJ(A) + TT35(A ), 
RTT3(B) + TT3s(B)) , 
RTT5(C)) 
+ TT56((A U B) n C). 
Letting A and B wait for each other at site 3 and transmitting their union is more 
expensive than transmitting them in parallel to site 5, because I A U B I is larger 
than I A I and I B I - So, the right hand side satisfies 
.;;; max(RTT3({A ,B}) + TT35(A U B), 
RTTs(C)) 
+ TTs6((A LJ B) n C) 
= RTT6((A U B) n C). 
Hence, applying the distributive law to an operation tree does not increase its 
response transmission time. 
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Corollary 3.2 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Intersection Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model an opera-
tion tree with optimal response transmission time for a query can be replaced by an 
equivalent tree in disjunctive normal form without sacrificing its optimality. 
The top of an operation tree that is in disjunctive normal form consists of 
union operation(s). Now the site where to compute them will be discussed. 
Theorem 3.3 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Intersection Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model the union 
operations of an operation tree in disjunctive normal form can be executed at the 
result site without increasing its response transmission time. 
Proof We will prove this by induction on the number of union operations in the tree. 
Assume that there is only one union operation. In that case the operation tree looks 
like 
A U B , 
where A and B may be intermediate results. The schedule for computing the union 
operation outside the result site is shown in fig. 3. IO(a). Again the sites are not neces-
sarily different. The response transmission time of this schedule is: 
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5 : 
\: : 5 2 I 5, \AuB 5 4 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.10. Schedule for (a) A U B and (b) {A ,B }. 
Transmitting both A and B in parallel to the result site, where the union is com-
puted, gives us the schedule shown in fig. 3. IO(b). The response transmission time of 
this schedule is: 
RTT4({A ,B}) = max(RTT4(A ),RTT4(B)) 
,;;; max(RTT3(A) + TT34(A ),RTTJ(B) + TT34(B)) 
,;;; RTT3({A ,B }) + max(TT34(A ),TT34(B)) 
,.;;; RTT3({A ,B}) + TT34(A U B) 
= RTT4(A U B). 
Assume that the induction hypothesis is true if the operation tree contains m union 
operations. Now consider an operation tree that contains m + I union operations. 
Then again it will look like A U B, where A and B are subtrees which together con-
tain m union operations. The proof that the union between A and B can be com-
puted at the result site without increasing the response transmission time, is exactly 
the same as for the case that their is only one union. Hence, all the union operations 
in A and B can be computed at the result site because of the induction hypothesis. 
□ 
Corollary 3.4 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Intersection Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model an opera-
tion tree with optimal response transmission time for a query can be replaced by an 
equivalent tree in disjunctive normal form and all union operations can be computed 
at the result site without sacrificing its optimality. 
Based on this last corollary we can immediately give an algorithm to compute 
the minimum response transmission time of a query Q ; see fig. 3.11. This algorithm 
requires the computation of the minimum response transmission time of a term, for 
which an algorithm will be given later. 
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Example 3.3 
proc MRTT query=(query Q,site S,Jschedule: 
begin 
schedule sch := empty schedule; 
put Q in disjunctive normal form; 
(say, Q, U Q 2 U · · · U Qd } 
fort to d 
do 




Figure 3.11. Algorithm MRTT query. 
Throughout section 3.3 we will use the same example. At site S I the query 
(A n B) n ( C n D' u £') 
is stated. At site S 2 the lists A (1000) and E (700) are located, at site S 3 D (2000), at 
site S 4 B ( 400) and site S 5 C (200). The sizes of the lists are given in parentheses. 
Part of the construction of the minimum R TT schedule is discussed in this example 
and will be continued in example 3.5. 
From Corollary 3.2 we know that we can replace the example query by its dis-
junctive normal form: 
(A n B n C n D') u (A n B n E') 
without increasing its response transmission time. From corollary 3.4 we know that 
the union can be computed by S 1• 
□ 
3.3.4. Breaking a Term 
In the previous subsection we discussed the rewriting of an expression tree into 
its disjunctive normal form and where to compute the union operations. From this 
and the definition of the response time at a synchronization point we know that our 
next goal is the minimization of the response transmission times of the terms in the 
disjunctive normal form of a query. This subsection deals with breaking a term into 
smaller expressions that consists of the intersection of at most three A-lists and at 
most one 8-list. 
Theorem 3.5 Let Q, be a term of the form 
A,nA 2 n •·· nA.nB\nB2n •·· nB',,, . 
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Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the Intersection 
Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model we only have to consider 
the minimum response transmission time of the following set S of seven types of 
operation trees: 
A; 
A; n Aj 
A; n Aj n Ak 
BP 
A; n s; 
A; n Aj n s; 
A; n Aj n Ak n s; 
for i,j, k = I, 2, ... , n (i,j and k have different values) and p = I, 2, ... , m, 
to compute the minimum response transmission time of Q,. Let E be a subset of the 
set S then 
RTT,(Q,) = mm 
E C S 
(max RTT,(e)) 
e E E 
where the operation trees in E must include all A, 's and Bp 's of Q,. 
For the sake of convenience we will call A; (i = I, 2, ... , n) an A-list and BP 
(p = I, 2, . .. , m) a B-list. To prove Theorem 3.5 we must prove a series of lem-
mas. The first lemma provides a technique for replacing a query with m comple-
mented lists by m queries with only one complemented list, without increasing the 
response transmission time. Once that is proven we will go on to prove lemma 3.7, 
which shows how the intersection of an arbitrary number of A-lists can be replaced 
by a set of intersections of at most three A-lists, again without increasing the response 
transmission time 
Lemma 3.6 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the 
Intersection Assumption and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model an operation 
tree for 
A n B\ n w2 n · · · n B',,,, 
where A = A I n A 2 n n An can be replaced by the set of operation trees 
{A n B\, A n B'i, ... , A n B',,,} 
whose results are directly sent to the result site, where the intersections are computed, 
without increasing the response transmission time. 
Proof We will prove this by induction on m. For m = 1 the set of operation trees 
consists of the original operation tree. Let us assume that the lemma is true for 
values less than or equal to m . Now consider the operation tree for 
A n B\ n B2 n · · · n B',,, +1• 
We search for an intersection node such that the operation subtree rooted at that 
node contains all the B-lists and that both operand operation subtrees contain at least 
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one B-list. Such a node can be found by starting off at the root node and by asking 
how many B-lists are contained in both operand subtrees and going down that one 
that contains all the B-lists, until both operand subtrees contain at least one B-list. 
Assume that the intersection of the root of the subtree is computed at site Sx . The 
operation tree is shown in fig. 3.12. 
0 < # B; in L < m + I 
0 < #B; in R < m + I 
#B; in T = 0 
Figure 3.12. L and R contain all B-lists. 
Let L • (R •) be the operation subtree L (R) with all B-lists removed together with all 
operations of which they are an operand. Because of the assumption about the result-
ing size after an intersection with a complemented list we know that the size of the 
result of L is neglectably smaller than that of L • . Therefore, we regard them as 
being of the same size. Certain transmissions in the schedule for L • (R •) can be 




Replacing L n R by the expression (L n R ·) n (L • n R) where the top intersec-
tion is also computed at S x will give the same result and does not increase the 
response time at Sx. Since, 
RTTx((L nR)n(L• nR.)) = RTTx({L nR. ,L. nR}) 
= RTTx({L ,R. ,C ,R }) 
= RTTx({L,R }) 
= RTTx(L n R). 
The intersection of L n R • and L • n R is useless as far as reducing the size is con-
cerned, because both L n R • and L • n R contain exactly the same A; 's. There-
fore, this intersection will be computed at the result site. Hence, the original opera-
tion tree is replaced by two operation trees of which the result is intersected at the 
result site. Fig. 3.13 shows this. The response transmission time did not increase 
because the response transmission time of the subtrees rooted at S x did not. 
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Figure 3.13. Intersection computed at result site. 
Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to the two operand operation trees 
of the intersection at the root of the tree. 
D 
Lemma 3.7 An operation tree for A = A I n A 2 n · · · n An can be replaced by a 
set of operation trees of the form 
A; 
A, n A1 
A; n A1 n Ak 
whose results are directly sent to the result site, where the intersections are computed, 
without increasing the response transmission time. 
Proof We will prove this by induction on n . For n = 1, 2 or 3 the set of operation 
trees consists of the original operation tree. Assume the lemma is true for all values 
less than or equal to n . Let us now consider the operation tree for an expression con-
taining n + l A-lists. Such a tree can be written as L n R. Two cases have to be 
distinguished : 
1) Both L and R contain at least two A-lists. 
Say, L and R are intersected at Sx, and the result is sent to the result site, S,. 
An alternative is to send both L and R to the result site and let it compute the 
intersection. The response transmission time of this schedule is no larger than 
the response transmission time of the original one: 
RTT,({L,R }) = max(RTTx(L) + TTx,(L),RTTx(R) + TTx,(R )) 
.;;; RTTx({L,R}) + max(TTx,(L),TTx,(R )) 
= RTTx({L,R }) + TTx,(L n R ). 
Because both L and R are results of intersections we know that the results of 
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L, R and L n R all have a size neglectably small compared to the A- and B-
lists, and therefore the last equality holds. 
2) Either L or R must contain exactly one A-list, say R does. 
Because the total operation tree contains at least 4 A-lists we know that L con-
tains at least 3 A-lists. Therefore, we will write L as L • n L ·· , where the 
intersection of L • and L •• is computed at Sx and the one of L and R at s,,. 
The original operation tree will be replaced by an operation tree whose root 
node is an intersection computed at the result site with operands L • n L •· 
and L • n R. The intersection of L • and L •• is computed by Sx and that of 
L • and R by Sy . The schedule of this new operation tree will have a response 
transmission time which is not larger than the original one: 
RTT,({L' n c· ,L· n R}),;;;; max(RTTx({L',L .. }) + TTx,(L' n L .. ), 
RTTy({L. ,R}) + TTx,(L. n R)) 
,;;;; max(RTTx({L' ,L .. })) 
+ TTxy (L. n L .. ) + TTy, (L' n L .. ), 
RTTy({L. ,R }) + TTy,(L. n R )) 
,s;;; max(RTTx({L' ,L .. }) + TTxy (L • n L .. ), 
RTTy({L. ,R })) 
+ max(TT_v,(L. n c·),TTy,(L' n R)) 
= RTTy({L' n L .. ,R}) + TTy,((L' n L .. ) n R) 
= RTT,((L' n L .. ) n R). 
Because both L • n L •• and L • n R are results of intersections, their sizes 
are equal to the sizes of (L' n L .. ) n (L • n R ) = (L • n L .. ) n R , and 
therefore the last but one equality holds. 
So, in both cases the original operation tree is replaced by two operation trees of 
which the intersection is computed at the result site, without increasing the response 
transmission time. And these new operation trees do not contain more than n A-lists, 
so the induction hypothesis can be applied to them and the lemma follows. 
□ 
From the set of expressions derived in Lemma 3.6 and 3.7 for a term a subset is 
chosen such that all A- and B-lists in the term are used in one or more expressions 
and such that the maximum response transmission time is minimized. The results of 
the intersections are intersected at the result site, giving the result of the term. Before 
proving Theorem 3.5 we will illustrate this by an example. 
Example 3.4 
The term A n B n £' of example 3.4 is broken down into the six expres-
sions: 
A,B, 
A n B, 
A n £', B n £', 
A n B n £' . 
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Which of these expressions will be used in the schedule of the term depends on their 
response transmission times. In subsections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 two models of transmis-
sion cost are discussed. 
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Proof of theorem 3.5 Assume we have an operation tree for processing 
A I n A2 n · · · n A. n B 1 n B 2 n · · · n B',,, 
with mm1mum response transmission time. By applying lemma 3.6 we can replace 
this operation tree by a set of trees 
{An B,,A n B2, - .. ,An B',,,}, 
where A = A I n A 2 n · · · n A 0 • The intersection of this set of operation trees is 
computed at the result site and its response transmission time is no larger than the 
original operation tree. Because some of the intersections A n B; are already com-
puted at the result site we can replace such a tree by {A ,B; }. Lemma 3.7 equally 
applies to A n B; as to A, therefore, each element of the above set can in its turn be 
replaced by the expressions mentioned in the theorem, again without increasing the 
response transmission time. 
So, the original operation tree has been replaced by a set of operation trees 
without sacrificing its optimality. 
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3.3.5. Equal Transmission Cost Model 
In theorem 3.5 only the operation trees have been discussed. Nothing has been 
said about the sites where the operations are computed, except for the result site, 
which will compute all union operations. Therefore, all possible schedules for an 
operation tree have to be investigated. The way this is done depends on the transmis-
sion times between sites. If the queueing times and the transmission cost functions 
are the same between every pair of sites, then the search for the minimum response 
transmission time schedule can be restricted. For intersections only the sites where 
one of the operands resides have to be considered. Pieces of terms obtained in the 
previous subsection containing three A-lists do not have to be considered. 
Proposition Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the 
Intersection Assumption and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model an intersection in 
the minimum response transmission time schedule is computed either at the site where 
one of the operands is located or at the result site. 
Lemma 3.8 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the 
Intersection Assumption and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model expressions 
A, n Ai n Ak and A; n Ai n Ak n n; , where none of the intersections is com-
puted at the result site, do not have to be considered. 
Proof Assume that A;, Ai and Ak are located at S; , Si and Sk, and the result should 
be sent to S,. Two schedules have to be considered. In the first one both A; and Ai 
are transmitted in parallel to Sk where the intersections are computed. The result is 
sent to the result site. Such a schedule can be replaced by one that consists of a 
direct transmission of A; to the result site and the transmission of Ai to Sk and the 
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result of the intersection A1 n Ak to the result site. This latter schedule will not have 
a larger R TT than the original one. 
The second schedule consists of the transmission of A; to s1, the result of the 
intersection A; n A1 to Sk, and finally (A; n A1) n Ak to the result site. Transmit-
ting A ; to both s1 and Sk in parallel and the results of the intersections A; n A 1 and 
A; n Ak to the result site will not have a larger response transmission time: 
RTT,((A; n A1.A; n Ak}) 
= max(TTiJ(A; n A1) + TT1,(A; n A1 ), 
TT;k(A ;) + TTk,(A; n Ak)) 
,s;; max(TTij(A;) + TTjk(A; n A1) + TTk,(A; n A1 n Ak), 
TT;k(A;) + TTk,(A; n Ak)) 
= TT;1(A;) + TT1k(A; n A1) + TTk,(A ; n A1 n Ak)-
The proof for A; n A1 n A k n B; goes exactly the same. 
□ 
Before showing how the algorithm that computes minimum response transmis-
sion time schedules for a term can be implemented, we introduce some notions. 
Let the minimum transmission time A-list to site S x be the A-list A1 such that 
Let the second minimum transmission time A-list to site Sx be the A-list A, such that 
R TTx (A,) = min R TTx (A1 ), NJ 
where f is the index of the minimum transmission time A-list to site Sx. 
Let the minimum response transmission time intersection to site Sx be the intersection 
of two A-lists, A; n A 1, such that 
Let the minimum transmission time A-list to site S, through S x be the minimum 
transmission time A-list to site S,, with the restriction that it is first transmitted to S x 
and then from Sx to S,. 
What alternatives are there to transmit the relevant parts of the A- and B-lists 
to the result site, S,? There are two choices for transmitting A;. 
Al) A; is directly transmitted from S x to S, . 
RTT,(A ;) = TTx,(A;). 
A2) A; is intersected with another A1 at Sx before transmitting the result, 
A; n A1, to s, . 
For A1 not all A-list have to be considered. The best choice for A1 is the 
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minimum transmission time A-list to Sx. There is, however, a chance that that 
list is A; itself. In that case we have to consider our second best choice, the 
second minimum transmission time A-list to Sx. 
RTT,(A;) = RTTx(A1) + TTx,(A; n A1)-
BP can be transmitted in three ways: 
Bl) BP is directly transmitted from Sx to S,. 
RTT,(Bp) = TTx,(Bp). 
B2) BP is intersected with an A; at Sx, and the result, A; n B ~, is transmitted to 
s,. 
The best choice for A, is the minimum response transmission time A-list 
to S, through Sx. 
RTT,(Bp) = TTyx(A;) + TTy,(A; n s;). 
B3) BP is intersected with A; n A1 at Sx and the result, (A; n A1) n Bp, is 
transmitted to S,. 
This alternative has to be considered because an intersection of an A-list 
with a complemented list will have hardly reduced the size of the A01ist. The 
best choice for A; n A1 is the minimum transmission time intersection to S, 
through Sx. Because the cost of transmitting (A; n A1) n Bp from Sx to S, 
is the same for all i and j we can suffice with taking the A; n A1 that is the 
minimum response transmission time intersection to Sx. 
RTT,(Bp) = RTTx(A; n A1)) + TTx,((A, n A1) n Bp)-
Note: in A2 (B2 and B3) we do not have to consider transmitting A; (Bp), because the 
minimum response time schedule for A, (Bp) would be at least as large as the one of 
alternative Al (Bl). 
To complete the algorithm we show how the minimum and second minimum 
transmission time A-lists and the minimum response transmission time intersections 
are computed. By computing the transmission times of all A-lists we can determine 
the minimum and second minimum transmission time A-lists to Sx and also to S, 
through Sx. Let A; and A1 be the two A-lists with the smallest transmission time to 
get to Sx . Then the minimum response transmission time intersection to Sx can be 
obtained by either sending A; and A 1 in parallel to Sx or to send the smallest of the 
two, say A;, first to A1 and transmit A; n A1 to S, . In fig. 3.14 we show the algo-
rithm. 
Example 3.5 
The network in our example is fully connected, this means that every pair of 
sites is directly connected. The transmission time TT(X) = 50 + IX I - The con-
struction of the schedules for the first term, A n B n C n D' , will be discussed in 
detail. The algorithm of fig. 3.14 has three for-loops. We will go through each of 
them. The results after the first for-loop are listed in table 3.15. Each entry consists 
of an expression and its RTT to get to site Sx . Let us look at the entries for site S 3• 
Because C is the smallest A-list and no A-list is located at site S 3 its minimum 
transmission time A-list is C. B is the second smallest and therefore the second 
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proc MRTT term=(term Q,,site S,Jschedule: 
( Q, = A I n A 2 n · · · n An n BI n B 2 n · · · n B ~.} 
begin 




the minimum transmission time A-list to Sx; 
the second minimum transmission time A-list to S x; 
the minimum response transmission time intersection to Sx; 




consider alternatives Al and A2; 
take the one with the smallest response transmission time, say its 
schedule is sch;; 




consider alternatives BI, B2 and B3; 
take the one with smallest response transmission time, say its 
schedule is sch,; 




Figure 3.14. Algorithm MRTT term. 
minimum transmission time A-list to site S 3. The minimum transmission time inter-
section to S 3 is obtained by transmitting C to S 4 and send the result of the intersec-
tion, B n C, to S 3; response transmission time 250 + 50 = 300. C is also the 
minimum transmission time A-list to the result site, S 1, through S 3. 
S2 S3 S4 Ss 
min. A-list A 0 C 250 B 0 C 0 
sec. min. A-list C 250 B 450 C 250 B 450 
min. int. A n C 250 B n C 300 B n C 250 B n C 300 
min. A-list S 1 C 250 C 250 B 0 C 0 
Table 3.15. Results after first for-loop . 
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In the second for-loop for each of the A-lists the alternatives A 1 and A2 are 
considered. 
list alt. response transmission time 
A Al : TT21(A) = 1050 
A2: TTs2(C) + TT21(A n C) = 250 + 50 = 300 
B Al: TT41(B) = 450 
A2: TTs4(C) + TT41(B n C) = 250 + 50 = 300 
C Al : TTsi(C) = 250 
A2: TT45(B) + TTsi(B n C) = 450 + 50 = 500 
In the third loop a schedule is constructed for the complemented lists by considering 





response transmission time 
TT 31(D) = 2050 
TTs3(C) + TT31(C n D') = 250 + 250 = 500 
TTsiC) + TT43(B n C) + TT31((B n C) n D') = 350 
For each of the lists the schedule with the minimum response transmission time is 
chosen. So, for list A alternative A2 is taken, for B alternative A2, for C alternative 
Al and for D alternative B3. Because B and C participate in other schedules we can 
drop their own schedules. To obtain the result of the term A n B n C n D' the 
results of A n C and (B n C) n D' are intersected at the result site. 
For the other term, A n B n £' , we can do exactly the same. Again, because 
both A and B participate in the schedule of E we drop their own. The minimum 
response transmission time schedule of E is obtained by alternative B3. 
list alt. 
E 83: 
response transmission time 
TT4i(B) + TT21((A n B) n £') = 450 + 50 = 500. 
D 
The algorithm MRTT query of fig. 3.11 calling the algorithm MRTT term of 
fig. 3.14 is the algorithm that computes the minimum response transmission time 
schedule for a query in the Equal Transmission Cost Model. 
Lemma 3.9 The worst case complexity of the algorithm MRTT term of fig. 3.14 is 
0 (nN + m ), where n and m are the number of A-lists and B-lists, respectively and 
N is the number of sites participating in the query. 
Proof The algorithm consists of three for-statements. We will investigate their com-
plexity in turn. For each Sx and each A ; we have to compute either the RTT of A; 
in S x or the RTT of A ; in S, if its transmission goes through Sx. This will cost 
O(nN). The second loop is executed n times and its cost is constant. The same is 
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true for the last loop which is executed m times. So, the whole algorithm costs 
O(nN + m). 
D 
Theorem 3.10 The worst case complexity of the algorithm MR TT query of fig. 3.11 in 
the Equal Transmission Cost Model, is O (MN) , where M is the number of literals in 
the disjunctive normal form of a query and N the number of sites participating in the 
query . 
Proof To rewrite a query in its disjunctive normal form will take no longer than 
O(M ). The worst case for the algorithm that computes the minimum response 
transmission time schedule for a term is obtained if the whole query is just one term. 
Furthermore. the maximum of nN + m, where n + m = M is reached if n = M . 
Sll, the worst case complexity of the algorithm is O(MN). 
D 
3.3.6. Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model 
For a network with an arbitrary topology or if the queueing delays for the 
different communication channels are not the same, the Equal Transmission Cost 
t,.fodd can no longer be used. In this subsection no particular assumptions are made 
ahl,ut the cost to transmit data from one site to another (Arbitrary Transmission Cost 
t,.fodel). 
What makes the general case - arbitrary transmission cost between sites - more 
difficult? The answer is that lemma 3.8 is no longer true. This means that all opera-
tion trees of theorem 3.5 have to be considered, and also that sites other than those 
where the lists in the considered operation tree reside, have to be included in the pro-
cessing schedule. Again we will discuss the alternatives to transmit the relevant parts 
of the A- and 8-lists. 
What are our alternatives for transmitting A; , located at site Sx, to the result 
site, S,? 
Al) Transmit A; directly from Sx to S, . 
RTT,(A;) = TTx,(A;). 
A2) Transmit A; to site Sy (y not necessarily different from x ). Here again there 
are two alternatives : 
a) Let Sy intersect A; with an A-list, say Ai (j =I= i ) ; for Ai we only need 
to consider the minimum or second minimum transmission time A-list to 
site Sy . 
RTT,(A;) = max(TTxy (A;),RTTy(Ai )) + TTy,(A; n Ai ). 
b) Let Sy intersect A ; with the result of another intersection, say Ai n Ak; 
for this intersection we only need to consider the minimum response 
transmission time intersection to site Sy. 
RTT,(A;) = max(TTxy (A;),RTTy (Ai n Ak)) + TTy, (A; n (Ai n Ak)). 
Among all these alternatives choose the one with the smallest response transmission 
time for A; to get to S,. The other alternative (A ; n Ai) n Ak need not be 
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considered because the result of A, n A
1 
is already small and there is no way to 
improve the response transmission time of A, to get to S, by intersecting it with Ak. 
Another notion is added to the ones introduced in the subsection on the Equal 
Transmission Cost Model. 
Let the minimum response transmission time intersection to site S, through Sx be the 
intersection A, n A1 such that 
RTT,(A, n Al) = min(Ap n Aq), 
p.q 
or the intersection A; n (A1 n Ak) such that 
RTT,(A, n (A1 n Ak)) = minRTT,(Ap n (Aq n A, ), 
p .q., 
and both with the restriction that A; its transmission goes through Sx. 
This can be computed by considering for each AP, Sx and Sy the transmission 
of A, to S,. through Sx and intersect A; with the minimum transmission time A-list or 
with the · minimum response transmission time intersection to Sy. The result is 
transmitted to S, . 
For the transmission of B;, located at site Sx , to the result site there are five 
alternatives: 
8 I) Transmit BP directly from Sx to S, . 
RTT, (Bp) = TTx,(Bp)-
82) Transmit BP to site S , (Y not necessarily different from x ). 
a) Consider intersecting B; with an A-list, say A,. For such an A, we only 
have to consider the minimum transmission time A-list to S, through Sx . 
RTT,(Bp) = max(TTxy (Bp),RTTy(A,}} + TTy,(A, n s;). 
h) let S,. intersect B; with the result of the expression A, n Ar For this 
expression we only need to consider the minimum response transmission 
time intersection at site Sx. 
RTT,(Bp) = max(TTxy (Bp),RTTy (A, n A1)) + TTy,((A; n A1) n B;). 
83) Again transmit BP to site Sy and let Sy compute the intersection A; n s;, 
transmit the result to S, and intersect it there with either A 1 or A 1 n Ak. For 
A ;, A 1 , Ak and S, we only need to consider the minimum response transmis-
sion time intersection to S, that goes through S, . We will give the response 
transmission time if A; n B; is intersected with A 1. 
RTT,(Bp) = max(max(TTxy (Bp),RTTy(A,)) 
+ TTy, (A, n s;), 
RTT, (A1)) 
+ TT,, ((A , n s;) n Al ) 
The heart of the algorithm that determines the minimum response transmission 
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time for a term consists of going through all the alternatives and taking for each A, 
and B; the schedule with the smallest response transmission time. See fig. 3. I 6. The 
schedule for the term Q, is the integration of the schedules of all its literals (A-lists 
and B-lists). Evidently, it will contain a lot of superfluous transmissions. They do 
not affect the response transmission time but it will be better to remove them to make 
the overall network load less heavy. 
proc MRTT term=(term Q,,site S,Jschedule: 
(Q, = A, n A2 n · · · n Ann B1 n B!1 n · · · n B~,} 
begin 




the minimum transmission time A-list to Sx; 
the second minimum transmission time A-list to S x; 
the minimum response transmission time intersection to S x; 
the minimum transmission time A-list to S, through Sx; 





consider alternatives A I, A2a and A2b; 
take the one with the smallest response transmission time, say its 
schedule is sch;; 




consider alternatives BI, BI a, B2a and B3; 
take the one with the ~ma/lest response transmission time, say its 
schedule is sch,; 




Figure 3.16. Algorithm MRTT term. 
Lemma 3.11 The worst case complexity of the algorithm MRTT term of fig. 3.16 is 
O(nN 2 + mN), where n and m are the number of A-lists and B-lists, respectively, 
and N is the number of sites in the computer network. 
Proof In the first for-statement the computation of the minimum response transmis-
sion time intersection to S, through Sx is most costly. For each A,, Sx and S: we 
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have to compute the transmission time to S, . So, this will cost O(nN 2). The second 
loop only takes O (nN) and the last one O (mN ). Hence, the whole algorithm takes 
O(nN 2 + mN). 
D 
Theorem 3.12 The worst case complexity of the algorithm MR TT query of fig. 3.11 in 
the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model is O(MN 2) , where M is the number of literals 
in the disjunctive normal form of the query and N is the number of sites in the com-
puter network. 
Proof Goes exactly the same as the one of theorem 3.10. 
D 
Looking at the alternatives to be considered for the Arbitrary Transmission 
Cost Model compared to those for the Equal Transmission Cost Model, we can say 
that the problem of determining schedules to minimize the response transmission time 
of a query has become a lot more difficult. There are two factors responsible for this. 
First, the need to intersect the lists to get a small intermediate result and secondly, the 
choice of the site where this intersection should take place, taking into account the 
arrival of both operands and the final transmission of the result. To get a better 
understanding of distributed query processing, it is better to assume equal transmis-
sion cost, otherwise the network topology might cause unexpected schedules. How-
ever, one should realize that the results obtained in the Equal Transmission Cost 
Model are not always directly applicable to the general model. 
Nowhere in the theorems nor in the resulting algorithms is any assumption 
made about the materialization presented to the optimizer. Therefore, the produced 
schedules are still optimal even if a redundant allocation is used. The optimizer will 
decide which copy to use; it may even use several copies of the same list in one 
schedule. Whether this is feasible depends on the mutual consistency of the copies. If 
copies are identical all the time, the optimizer is free to use as many copies as are 
required. If, on the other hand, copies are notified of changes independent of each 
other, they may be different and in that case the optimizer should be given a non-
redundant materialization. 
3.3.7. Response Transmission Times Before and After Serialization 
We have implemented the minimum response transmission time algorithm for 
the Equal Transmission Cost Model. A comparison has been made between the 
response transmission times before and after serialization of parallel schedules that 
use the same communication channels. Furthermore, the serializations obtained by 
the heuristic approach discussed in subsection 3.1.6 and the optimal ones are com-
pared. No further changes were made in the schedule, except transmissions of identi-
cal data over the same channel were avoided. As one would expect, the response 
transmission time after serialization is larger. However, one should keep in mind that 
an increase of the response transmission time after serialization does not necessarily 
mean that the obtained processing schedule is not optimal. For example, if two 
inverted lists that reside at the same site have to be united, the produced schedule will 
consist of the transmissions of both lists to the result site. Before serialization the 
response transmission time will be equal to the transmission time of the largest list. 
After serialization it is equal to the transmission time of a list whose size equals the 
sum of the sizes of the two lists. An alternative would be to unite the two lists before 
transmission, and, under the assumption that the size of a union is equal to the sum 
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of the sizes of the operands, the response transmission time of this schedule is not 
better than the serialized one. 
We assume that the lists are distributed over a small network consisting of 
these sites; this figure is chosen rather small to compute the optimal serialization of 
the schedules. The disjunctive normal form of the queries are randomly generated by 
drawing the following parameters from a uniform distribution with integer values: 
size of lists I, 2, .. . , I 0000 
number of terms (terms) I, 2, 3 
number of lists per term (list/term) I, 2, 3, 4 
percentage of A-lists per term (A-lists/term) 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 
size intersection 100 
delay 1000 
We will compare the response transmission times before and after serialization if we 
change the number of terms, the number of lists per term and the percentage of A-
lists per term. Also the ratio between the two figures is given. The comparison is 
made by singling out a particular parameter and running a hundred queries for each 
discrete value of that parameter and letting the other ones be drawn randomly from 
their respective domains. 
On the average the schedules produced by the heuristic serialization algorithm 
were 2% worse than the optimal serializations (only the optimal serializations that 
could be computed in a reasonable amount of time were compared with the heuristic 
ones). One should, however, keep in mind that the parameters were kept small to be 
able to compute the optimal serialization of the schedules. 
From table 3.17 we may conclude that the response transmission time after 
serialization is much larger than under the Parallelism Assumption if one, or both, of 
the following conditions holds: 
• the schedule consists of many parallel schedules for which the response 
transmission time is computed independent of each other, and that share few 
resources (e.g., many terms), 
• communication channels are occupied for a long period of time by large 
transmissions (e.g., few lists per term or few A-lists per term). 
We expect that the above conclusion also holds if response time, instead of only 
response transmission time, is minimized. A comparison between the optimal process-
ing of a query and the schedules produced by first computing them under the Parallel-
ism Assumption and then serializing them, is far more time consuming than the com-
parison discussed above, because of the many ways the lists can be united and inter-
sected with each other. 
3.3.8. Minimizing Response Time 
The response time of a query is determined by the response times of the basic 
operations, which for an inverted file system are the union, the intersection and the 
transmission. We expect that finding the minimum response time is not feasible, 
because of the enormous number of solutions. One reason that causes this has 
already been discussed, namely the serialization of a schedule. Therefore, we pro-
posed a separate optimization of the response transmission time and the response 
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terms I 2 3 
before 4229 5979 5989 
after 4229 6469 7405 
ratio 1.0 1.08 1.23 
lists/term 3, A-lists/term = 80% 
lists/term 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
before 4488 6064 5751 3086 
after 4562 6133 6234 3363 
ratio 1.02 1.01 1.08 1.09 
terms = 2, A-lists/term 80% 
A -lists I term 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
before 5903 5772 6397 4652 5393 
after 6354 5979 6594 4859 5639 
ratio 1.08 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.05 
terms = 2, lists/term 3 
Table 3.17. Varying different parameters. 
processing time. Under the Transmission Assumption the optimizer first mm1m1zes 
the response transmission time, which was done in the previous subsection. The 
macro-schedule obtained is then serialized as far as the transmissions are concerned, 
such that again the response transmission time is minimized. If local processing can 
be neglected compared to transmissions, the optimizer is finished. This is also true if 
minimizing the response processing time of a site has no influence on the macro-
schedule, and so it can be done by the site itself. The approach of minimizing 
response processing time at both optimization time and execution time will be dis-
cussed in more detail now. 
Giving every site the responsibility to minimize its contribution to the response 
time of the query has the advantage that the system can react more actively on the 
differences from the expected response transmission times of the lists. For example, a 
site has to compute the order in which a couple of lists is intersected or united. This 
order can be important, however, in general some freedom is left to choose an order. 
The response transmission time of the lists given by the schedule is merely an estimate 
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of their real arrival times. The flexibility can be obtained by starting with an initial 
execution-order based on the expected response transmission times and gradually 
adjusting it when some of the lists arrive. 
The disadvantage of postponing the computation of the processing schedule for 
each site is that a complete view of the serialization of the schedule is lost. For exam-
ple, a site has to execute operations in different parallel schedules. The effect of a cer-
tain serialization of the operations can not be estimated, because other sites may take 
conflicting decisions. To overcome this problem, the optimizer should include local 
processing in the schedule produced, when minimizing response transmission time. 
This is done as follows. First, a macro-schedule is computed which determines the 
duties that have to be done by the sites involved. To know the response transmission 
times of the intermediate results at a particular site, the macro-schedule is serialized. 
From this and the duties the micro-schedules can be determined, again under the 
Parallelism Assumption. Then the micro-schedules are integrated in the macro-
schedule, which is serialized again. This is the final schedule which is transmitted to 
all sites involved. 
Fig. 3.18 shows that two intersections of two parallel schedules have to be com-
puted at site S before serialization. The rectangles stand for the computation of the 
result with which they are labeled. Their lengths stand for the duration of the com-
putation. They are drawn next to the time scale to emphasize that they have not been 
serialized yet. 
Figure 3.18. Two parallel micro-schedules. 
At this point we assume that the macro-schedule has been computed, implying 
that the duties of the sites involved are known. How the micro-schedules can be com-
puted is discussed now. Note, determining a micro-schedule is not the same as deter-
mining a schedule for a centralized database because not all data on which the opera-
tions are performed need be available from the start. The micro-schedules are merely 
computed to show this difference and the way they are integrated in the macro-
schedule. Therefore, no attempt is made to incorporate knowledge about the way the 
data are stored on disk, such as clustering. We assume that the cost to retrieve a list 
from disk is proportional to its size (Local Processing Assumption). 
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Let us first take a look at a non-result site. Its major duty is to compute the 
intersection of two lists, which may themselves be the results of previously computed 
intersections. If so, the site merely has to wait until both operands of the intersection 
have arrived. The response processing time of such an intersection, say A n B, com-
puted by Sx is 
RPTx(A n B) = max(RTTx (A ),RTTx(B)) + PTx(A n B). 
A more complex expression such as A ; n Ai n Ak , where both intersections have to 
be computed by the same site, will not occur, because the algorithm that minimizes 
the response transmission time considers the two intersections A, n A1 and A; n Ak 
first and it can easily be seen that their R TT, 's are no larger than the 
RTT,(A; n Ai n Ak)-
The only interesting subexpression tree that remains, is A; n Ai n Bi, where 
both intersections are computed by Sx. Three cases can be distinguished: (I) both A, 
and Ai arrive before B1, (2) either A; or A1 arrives later than B1, and (3) both A, and 
Ai arrive later than B1• In cases (I) and (3), first the intersection of the A-lists is 
computed and the result intersected with the complemented list B; (RPT: ). In case 
(2) there are two alternatives: either the site Sx waits until both A-lists arrive and 
then does exactly the same as in case one and three, or the first arriving A-list is inter-
sected with B; and the result is intersected with the other A-list (RPT';) . The 
corresponding response processing times are: 
RPT:((A, n Ai) n Bi) = max(RTTx(A,),RTTx(A1 )) 
+ PTx(A ; n A1 ) + PTx((A; n Ai) n Bi) 
RPT';((A; n Bi) n Ai) = max(max(RTTx(A;),RTTx(B1)) + PTx(A, n Bi), 
RTTX (A J )) 
+ PTx((A, n Bi) n Al). 
If we write PTx(X n Y) = P O + P 1( I X I + I Y I) (Local Processing 
Assumption), then we can easily derive the condition that the first alternative is better. 
Assume 
Then, 
RPT'; = max(RTTx(B,) +Po+ Pi(IA; I + IB, I), 
RTTx(Ai))+Po+P1(IA ; I + !Ai l)-
If RTTx (Ai) is larger than the response processing time of the intersection between A; 
and B; then the first alternative can not be better. So, RPT: ,;;;; RPT'; if 
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Now consider the result site. Its major task is to compute all the union opera-
tions of the expression tree in the disjunctive normal form. Occasionally, it may also 
have to compute an intersection. First we consider an expression tree consisting of 
only union operations. In [Liul976) an algorithm is given to compute the union of 
lists such that the total processing time is minimized. The processing schedule 
obtained has, however, also minimum response processing time, if all lists are already 
available at the result site. The reason is that only one CPU is used and the number 
of operations is the same. Liu's algorithm forms the basis of the algorithm that we 
propose, therefore we will discuss it first. 
Consider a query that consists of only unions, and that all the inverted lists are 
available at the result site. The minimum total (or response) processing time is 
obtained by processing the query according to a tree with minimum weighted path 
length. The weight of the leaves, the lists, is their size and all the other nodes, the 
operations, have weight zero. Such a tree, called a Huffman tree, can be obtained by 
applying Huffman's algorithm [Huffman 1952). Huffman's algorithm manipulates a 
set of subtrees. Initially, this set contains all the lists of the query. During every 
iteration it takes two subtrees with smallest weight together in a new subtree, consist-
ing of a union operation with the two selected subtrees as its operands. Finally, only 
one (sub) tree remains. 
In general, not all operations are unions and not all the inverted lists will have 
the same response transmission time to the result site. A simple approach; which is 
similar to the algorithm of Liu, is to execute the operation that will increase the 
response processing time the least. 
3.3.9. Minimizing Total Time 
Minimizing the response time of a query is desirable for the user. However, the 
schedules produced by the query processing algorithm will contain many transmis-
sions and operations that are superfluous. The latter ones are detected during seriali-
zation and can be removed. If the communication channels or the sites are already 
heavily loaded with transmissions or operations of other queries, minimizing the 
response time of a query will do no good for either the system and the user. There-
fore, minimizing the total transmission time is also an important issue and will be 
considered here. In Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.14 it is shown that a query can be 
rewritten into its disjunctive normal form, without increasing the total transmission 
time. When minimizing the response transmission time the terms could be treated 
independently. Because of the forking points in a schedule, this can not be done 
when minimizing total transmission time. Hence, the schedules produced are not 
necessarily optimal. 
Theorem 3.13 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model applying the distributive law to a 
query will not increase its total transmission time. 
Proof Assume we are given a schedule for a query and part of it computes 
(A U B) n C, 
where A , B and C may be lists or intermediate results. Also, C may stand for an 
intermediate result or its complement. Somewhere in this schedule A U B is com-
puted, say at site S 1, and the result is sent to another site, say S 2, where it is 
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intersected with C. Simply postponing the union of A and B until they have been 
intersected with C is not possible, because between the union of A and B and the 
intersection with C there might be several forking points in the schedule, in the case 
that the result of A U B is not only used at S 2• In the Equal Transmission Cost 
Model there is at most one such forking point. The way the schedule is changed will 
be discussed only for this case. The more general case follows right away. 
The schedule is changed as follows . Instead of computing the union of A and 
B , they are concatenated, denoted by Cone (A ,B ), and this concatenation is sent to 
the sites that previously received the union. Computing this concatenation is merely a 
trick to make sure that the queueing delay before transmission is counted only once in 
the total transmission time. It is not a new operation on lists and, therefore, it is not 
one of the basic operations in the processing schedules. If the total transmission cost 
was minimized this trick would not be needed. All the sites that previously received 
the union, except S 2, will split the concatenation and compute the union. Site S 2 also 
splits the concatenation but then both A and B are intersected with C. After that 
the two results are united. 
As far as transmissions are concerned the only change in the schedule is that 
instead of A U B , Cone(A ,B) is transmitted. The transmission times of the union 
and of the concatenation are the same under the Intersection Assumption. More pre-
cisely, 
which equals I A I + I B I if I A I I B I / IX I is neglectably small. So, 
I A U B I = I Cone (A ,B) I - The cost of the former is 
which is the same as TTiJ ( Cone (A ,B )). Hence, the total transmission cost has not 
changed. 
D 
Corollary 3.14 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model a schedule of a query with minimum 
total transmission time can be replaced by a schedule for the disjunctive normal form 
of the query without sacrificing its optimality. 
Theorem 3.15 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Arbitrary Transmission Cost Model the union operations of a query in dis-
junctive normal form can be executed at the result site without increasing its total 
transmission time. 
Proof Instead of transmitting the result of a union, the concatenation is transmitted. 
If at the receiving site the union is required the concatenation is split and the union is 
computed. 
D 
The results obtained are exactly the same as for mm1mmng the response 
transmission time. However, here we have to be careful not to change the schedule 
too much. For example, the transmission of Cone(A ,B) has to go along exactly the 
same channels as A U B does in the original schedule. The reason for this is that 
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A U B might be needed in a different part of the schedule as well. Also, the 
transmission of C to the site that computes the intersection has to stay the same. In 
minimizing the response transmission time the computation of A n C and B n C 
could be treated independently because of the Parallelism Assumption. Here, this is 
out of the question, because it might mean that C is transmitted to several sites or 
that other lists are transmitted to C, thus increasing the total transmission time. 
Because the forking points have not been removed from the schedules we may not 
simply rewrite the query to its disjunctive normal form and determine the minimum 
total transmission cost for each of the terms independently. 
Whether minimizing the total transmission time of a query can be solved in 
polynomial time is an open problem, as far as the author knows. Therefore, we will 
take a heuristic approach. The minimum total transmission time schedules for each 
of the terms will be determined independently, and after that, redundant transmis-
sions are removed. 
The algorithm to compute an efficient total transmission time schedule for pro-
cessing a query is given in fig. 3.19. The procedure TTT term will be supplied later. 
proc TTT query=(query QJschedule: 
begin 
schedule sch; 
put Q in disjunctive normal form; 
{ say, QI U Q 2 U · · · U Qd } 
fort to d 
do 




Figure 3.19. Algorithm TTT query. 
In the following, we assume that a term looks like 
and that all lists reside at different sites. If this is not true the intersection(s) should 
be computed locally. Also, we assume that none of the B-lists resides at the result 
site. Again, if so, they can be deleted from the term without increasing the total 
transmission time of the optimal schedule. 
Only the Equal Transmission Cost Model is discussed. 
Theorem 3.16 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the minimum total transmission time for 
processing 
A n B, n B 2 n • • • n B',,,, 
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where I B; I ,;;; I B; + 1 I for i = I, 2, · · · , m - I, is obtained by a schedule consist-
ing either of the transmissions of A and all B; 's to the result site, or of the transmis-
sions of B 1, B 2, ... , Bk, where IBkl,;;; IAI and IAI < IBHil to the result site 
and the following transmissions 
A ➔ Bk +1 ➔ Bk +2 ➔ · · · ➔ Bm ➔ result site. 
Proof Transmitting B; to BJ and the result B; U BJ (Note, that 
(B; U BJ)' = B; n B 1) to the result site will cost no less than transmitting both B; 
and BJ to the result site. Therefore, for B; to be part of the processing it is either 
transmitted to the result site or it is part of 
A ➔ Bk +I ➔ Bk +2 ➔ · · · ➔ Bm ➔ result site. 
In the first alternative the cost for B; to be part of the schedule is TC (B; ). For the 
second alternative we charge the cost of a transmission leaving the site where a list L 
resides to L itself. Then the cost for B; is T(A ). Thus, if I B; I ;a, I A I, it is better 
to transmit B; directly to the result site. 
The remaining cost of the second alternative is 
(m - k + l)TC(A ). 
The cost of any other schedule for Bk + 1, ••• , Bm containing at least m - k + I 
transmissions can be no less because A is the smallest remaining list and there is no 
way to reduce the sizes of the lists. The total transmission cost of the second alterna-
tive is 
k 
~ TC(B;) + (m - k + l)TC(A ). 
; = I 
If A resides at the result site we also have to consider transmitting all the B; 's 
to the result site, because it means one transmission less. Its cost is 
~ TC(B;). 
i = I 
Again, among all schedules containing m transm1ss10ns and in which all B; 's are 
included, it is the cheapest one, because transmitting one 8-list to another does not 
decrease the total transmission time. 
□ 
Theorem 3.17 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the minimum total transmission time for 
processing 
A I n A 2 n · · · n A,, n B' (n ;,,, 3), 
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where A I and A 2 are the smallest and second smallest A-list, respectively, is either 
obtained by the schedule 
A 1 --+ A 2 --+ · · · --+ An --+ B --+ result 
site, 
or by 
A 1 --+ A 2 --+ · · · --+ A; - 1 --+ A, + 1 · · · --+ An --+ B --+ result 
site, 
if A; resides at the result site. 
Proof The total transmission time of the first alternative is 
Every other schedule that contains n + I or more transmissions will be more costly 
because A I is the smallest A-list. 
The total transmission time of the second alternative is either 
or 
depending on whether i equals I or not. Such a schedule containing only n transmis-
sions can not contain the transmission of A,, where A; resides at the result site, other-
wise the schedule would not visit all other lists in the term. Hence, every other 
schedule that has n transmissions must at least be as expensive as the second alterna-
tive. 
Which of these two alternatives is better depends on the sizes of A I and A 2, 
and where A I resides. 
Evidently a schedule with less than n transmissions is unfeasible, because all 
lists reside at different sites. 
D 
Corollary 3.18 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Intersection Assumption 
and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the minimum total transmission time for 
processing 
A I n A 2 n · · · n An n B, n B2 n · · · n B'm 
is obtained by the schedule 
S --+ B 2 --+ · · · --+ B m --+ result site, 
(n ;;;;,, 3) 
where S is the minimum total transmission time schedule for processing 
A I n A 2 n . . . n An n B1, 
with the deletion of the last transmission to the result site. 
Theorem 3.19 The minimum total transmission time for processing 
is obtained by one of the four following schedules 
A 1 __. A 2 __. B 1 __. B 2 __. • • • __. Bm __. result site, 
or 
Ai_. A 1 __. B1 __. B2 __. · · · __. Bm __. result site, 
or by the optimal schedule for processing 
A I n B, n B'i n ... n B'm , 
or 
Proof Goes along the same lines as the one of theorem 3.16. 
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□ 
The algorithm TTT term to compute an efficient total transmission time 
schedule for a term is given in fig. 3.20. 
proc TTT term(term Q, )schedule: 
{Q, =A1 nA2n ··· nA" nB1 nB2n ··· nB;,,} 
begin 
schedule sch; 
if n = I 
then 
determine schedule according to Theorem 3.16(sch) 
elif n = 2 
then 
determine schedule according to Theorem 3. 19(sch) 
else 




Figure 3.20. Algorithm TTT term. 
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Example 3.6 
In this example we will use the same query and the same data as in example 3.3 
and 3.5 of subsections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5, respectively. 
The total transmission time schedule for processing A n B n C n D' is 
obtained by applying corollary 3. 18. The list C is transmitted to A , C n A is sent 
to B, then (C n A) n B to D , and the final result to the result site. The total 
transmission time is 
TTT = TC(C) + TC(C n A) + TC((C n A) n B) 
+ TC(((C n A) n B) n D') 
= 250 + 50 + 50 + 50 = 400. 
In a similar way the total transmission time of the schedule for A n B n £' 
can be computed; TTT = 550. So, the total transmission time of the whole query is 
950. Fig. 3.2l(a) shows the schedule. 
This example nicely shows that considering the two terms independently does 
not necessarily lead to an optimal solution. Because both A and B occur in both 
terms it would have been better to start off with transmitting B to A . Then the 
schedules for both terms split. On the one hand the result of A n B is sent to C 
and from there (A n B) n C is sent to D and the final result to the result site; on 
the other hand A n B is also sent to E and then (A n B) n £' is sent to the result 




Figure 3.21. Two schedules for A n B' n ( C U D ). 
D 
Minimizing the total processing time for the non-result sites can be done using 
Liu's algorithm. If at the result site only union operations are computed the same 
algorithm can be used. However, sometimes at the result site also intersections are 
computed. In that case it might happen that the distributive law can be applied such 
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that the intersection is moved upward in the expression tree, thus eliminating a vari-
able. The schedule obtained is not necessarily optimal because Liu's algorithm 
assumes that all variables in the query are distinct, which is not necessarily true. 
3.3.10. Summary 
The idea of translating a user query directly to the basic operations without 
first decomposing it at the logical level has been investigated for the inverted file 
organization. The basic operations were the transmission of data and the set opera-
tions. Both minimizing response time and total time were considered. 
Minimizing response time is done in two phases. First, a macro-schedules is 
constructed to minimize response transmission time. This macro-schedule determines 
the duties of the sites involved. Secondly, each of these sites determines a micro-
schedule which is integrated into the macro-schedule. Under the Transmission 
Assumption, Parallelism Assumption and the Intersection Assumption optimal 
response transmission time schedules can be produced. This is done by first rewriting 
the query into its disjunctive normal form and then breaking each term into small 
expressions, consisting of at most three A-lists and one B-list. All the union opera-
tions are executed at the result site. The macro-schedule obtained is serialized to 
order transmissions that share the same communication channels. A micro-schedule 
is computed based on the expected arrival times of intermediate results determined by 
the serialized macro-schedule. The advantage of letting the sites compute their own 
micro-schedule is that only locally available information about data storage can be 
taken into account. After the integration of the micro-schedules into the macro-
schedule, it is serialized again to order local executions. 
The same approach for minimizing total time does not necessarily lead to 
optimal schedules because of the forking points. Therefore, a heuristic approach is 
taken. Again, the query is rewritten into its disjunctive normal form and the union 
operations are executed at the result site. Only now schedules for complete terms are 
determined. In general, such a schedule consists of the transmission of the smallest 
A-list in the term along the other A- and B-lists in the term, and finally to the result 
site. 
The effect of allowing for an arbitrary computer network topology on the 
optimality of the schedules and the complexity of the algorithms was investigated for 
minimizing response time. Because also sites that do not contain lists referenced in 
the query had to be considered for executing an intersection, the execution time of the 
query processing algorithms will depend on the size of the computer network. The 
schedules obtained remain optimal. 
3.4. Distributed Query Processing Using Semi-Join 
The basic operations in this section are the relational operations, restnct10n, 
projection and join [Codd I 970], extended with the semi-join. This semi-join is not 
necessary, but it is a handy tool for reducing the amount of data to be transmitted 
before the computation of the join. Although not recognized at the time, Wong was 
most probably the first to use a sort of semi-join in distributed query processing 
[Wongl977]. Later this operation was more formalized [Bemsteinl98la, 
Hevnerl979a] and is now considered as a useful operation. 
Our own work in this area has been done partly in parallel with A.R Hevner 
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and S.B. Yao (Hevnerl979a, Hevnerl979b, Apersl979a, Apersl979b], and partly in 
corporation with them [Apersl980b]. To make this monograph self-contained some of 
their results will be reviewed too. 
The basic idea behind the proposed algorithms is to reduce the sizes of the rela-
tions referenced in the query as much as possible and to transmit them to the result 
site where the joins are computed. The reduction is achieved by semi-joins. The 
query is considered as a whole and is not decomposed into subqueries. Integrating 
the proposed algorithms with a decomposition process is discussed in section 3.5. 
Although the relations may be stored redundantly the optimizer expects a non-
redundant materialization. Furthermore, we assume that local processing cost can be 
neglected completely compared to transmission cost. This implies that the results are 
only applicable for computer networks that have this property. If local processing 
cost can not be neglected we have to keep in mind that applying semi-joins may 
require re-scanning some of the relations. 
3.4.1. Estimating Technique and Schedules 
The expected cost of schedules can only be compared if the sizes of intermedi-
ate results can be estimated. To estimate the number of tuples that remain in a rela-
tion after a semi-join is applied, we need to know something about the attribute 
values in the relations. Let the domain of attribute A be denoted by D. The attri-
bute values of tuples of a given relation form a subset of D . The cardinality of the 
subset divided by the cardinality of D will be called the selectivity of that attribute of 
the relation. The selectivity of thejth attribute of Ri is denoted by PiJ (0,;;;;; PiJ ,;;;;; I). 
We assume that the subsets corresponding to attributes of different relations are 
independent of each other, so that we may assume that the selectivity of the intersec-
tion of two subsets is the product of the selectivities of the two subsets. 
To show how these selectivities are used to estimate the resulting size of a rela-
tion after a semi-join has been applied we assume that we know the following about 
the relations. 
For each relation R ;, i = 1, 2, ... , M : 
ni : number of tuples, 
a; : number of attributes, 
s; : size (in number of bytes). 
For each attribute Au, j = l , 2, . . . , a, of relation Ri : 
Du : domain of AiJ, 
uiJ : subset of Du, containing all values occurring in AiJ, 
Pu : selectivity (p;1 = I uu I / I Du I), 
biJ size (e.g., in number of bytes) of uu (bu = I uu I X number of bytes in 
Au)-
Suppose, the join Ri(A;1 = Akt )Rk has to be computed. To omit the tuples of Ri 
that are not part of the join, the unique values of attribute Akt , uk1 , with selectivity Pkt 
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are transmitted to relation R;. The parameters of the remaining fragment, after the 
semi-join with Aki , will be: 
S; ~ S; X Pkl, 
Pu ~ Pu x Pk1, 
bu ~ bu x Pk1-
We discuss these parameters as if they were the changed parameters of the original 
relation. 
In the second line the independence between the subsets uu and uk1 is used. 
The third line is a direct consequence of this independence. To compute the resulting 
size of R ; (s ; ), we assume that each value in u;1 has an equal probability of being used 
in a tuple of R; . Although the assumptions to estimate the resulting parameter seem 
restrictive, the results may be applied to a much larger class of situations 
[Rosenthal 1981). 
The semi-join operation is used to reduce the size of a relation before transmit-
ting it to the result site where the joins are computed. A join is computed by simply 
concatenating matching tuples on the joining attribute. All the data transmissions 
used for reducing a relation and the final transmission of the reduced relation to the 
result site form a schedule for a relation. Fig. 3.22 shows such a schedule. By consid-
ering attributes as projected relations, schedules for attributes are defined as well. A 
schedule for a query consists of the collection of the schedules for the relations that 
are used in the query and that do not reside at the result site. 
Although the tuples of a relation are transmitted we will speak of the transmis-
sion of a relation, and the same for attributes. 
result site 
Figure 3.22. Schedule for relation R ,. 
In general, more than one semi-join may be applied to a relation, or a semi-join 
is computed between a relation and an intermediate result that is already the result of 
another semi-join. Therefore, we define the incoming selectivity of a schedule for a 
relation as the product of the selectivities of all attributes in the schedule where the 
selection of each attribute counts only once and where the selection of the attributes 
of the relation itself do not count at all. For example, the incoming selectivity of rela-
tion R 1 in fig. 3.22 is p 31 X p 22• The size of the relation to be transmitted times the 
incoming selectivity of its schedule is the size of the reduced relations. Note, the 
selectivities caused by local predicates have already been applied. 
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We assume that the size of intermediate results are correctly estimated by using 
selectivities (Selectivity Assumptions). 
3.4.2. Simple and General Queries 
To start with local processing, is, in general, the best thing to do in a distri-
buted environment. With this we mean the computation of restrictions and projec-
tions and, if more than one relation reside at the same site, semi-joins. Logically, the 
relations at one site are viewed as a single relation, although the Cartesian product 
between them is not computed. As a consequence all the algorithms assume that only 
one relation occurs per site. After initial local processing, the following parameters 
result: 
m : number of relations in the remaining query, 
a; : number of attributes in relation R;, 
/3; : number of joining attributes in relation R ;. 
In [Hevnerl979a) the algorithms PARALLEL and SERIAL were introduced 
and investigated. These algorithms produce minimum response transmission time and 
minimum total transmission time schedules, respectively, for simple queries. Simple 
queries contain, after initial local processing, relations consisting of only one and the 
same attribute, the joining attribute. Thus a; = /31 = I, for i = I, 2, ... , m. 
Because our results in the next subsection make use of these algorithms we will 
briefly elaborate on them. Algorithm PARALLEL (shown in fig. 3.23) creates for 
every relation, R;, a schedule that forms the parallel integration of schedules for other 
relations. The destination site for the parallel schedules is the site where R; resides. 
At this site the semi-joins with R; are computed, and the result R; is transmitted to 
the result site. Algorithm SERIAL (fig. 3.24) constructs a schedule that consists of 
the transmission of the smallest to the second smallest, etc., and finally to the result 
site. Because one of the relations may reside at the result site the algorithm considers 
a second alternative to obtain an optimal schedule. In both algorithms the struct 
relation contains all the parameters of subsection 3.4.1 needed to compute the cost of 
the schedules. 
The complexity of algorithm PARALLEL is O(m 2) and that of SERIAL 
O(mlogm), where m is the number of relations involved in the query [Hevnerl979b]. 
Example 3.7 
As an example database throughout this section we will use the database of a 
real-estate agent. It consists of a relation SELLER , which contains information 
about sellers and the identification codes of the properties they want to sell. The rela-
tion PROP supplies information about the property that is for sale. The relation 
SALE is concerned with the contract between a buyer and a seller. The three rela-
tions and their attributes are listed below: 
SELLER (SNAME ,ADDRESS ,CITY ,PROP#), 
PROP(PROP# ,TYPE ,LOCATION), 
SALE(BNAME ,SNAME ,PROP# ,DATE). 
proc PARALLEL=( [}relation R;site S, )[}schedule: 
begin 
int m = upb R; 
[l:mjschedule sch; 
order relations such that R[lj.s,;;; R[2].s,;;; ... ,;;; R[mj.s; 
{ R[ij.s is the size of relation R;} 
for i tom 
do 
construct a schedule for R; consisting of the transmission of R; to 
the result site; 
for j to i -1 
do 
construct integrated schedule for R[i] to S, 
consisting of parallel schedules for R[l], ... , R[j) 
od; 




Figure 3.23. Algorithm PARALLEL. 
proc SER/AL=( [}relation R;site S, )schedule: 
begin 
int m = upb R; 
order relations such that R[l].s ,;;; R[2].s ,;;; · · · ,;;; R[mj.s; 
consider both schedules: 
R l - R2 - · · · - Rm - S, 
and, if R, resides at the result site, S, 
R l - R2 - · · · - R, - 1 - R, +l - · · · - Rm - S,; 
schedule with smallest TTT 
end 
Figure 3.24. Algorithm SERIAL. 
The query stated at a site other than the ones where the three relations are located : 
Give the identification numbers of properties, located in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains, that have been sold after 1970 by people living in San Jose. 
The parameters of the relations after local processing are shown in table 3.25. 
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A, 1 = PROP# 
relation b,1 p,1 
R 1 : SALE 800 0.8 
R 2:SELLER 400 0.4 
R 3: PROP 300 0.3 
Table 3.25. Parameters after local processing. 
Algorithm PARALLEL constructs schedules for the relations in ascending 
order of their sizes. The schedule for PROP is: 
A 31 
3oo result site 
RTT = 300 
For SELLER the following two alternatives are considered: 
A 400 l . 21 - resu t site 
RTT = 400 
A 31 
3oo A 21 __l1!L result site 
RTT = 420 
The first one is chosen because its RTT is smallest. For SALE three schedules are 
constructed: 
A 800 I . 11 -resu t site 
RTT = 800 
A 31 
3oo A 11 240 result site 
RTT = 540 
A 31 300 
~ 
A 96 l . 11 - resu t site 
£ 
A 21 
RTT = 496 
The last one shows the parallel integration of the schedules for PROP and SELLER. 
Because all relations are part of this schedule and its RTT is smallest among the ones 
for SALE it is the schedule for the query. 
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Algorithm SERIAL only considers the first alternative because none of the rela-
tions is located at the result site. The computed schedule is 
300 120 96 . 
A 31-->A2,-->A 11 -result site 
TTT = 416 
D 
If after the initial local processing not all a; 's are the query contains either 
target attributes that are no joining attributes, or it contains several joining attributes. 
The resulting query is then called a general query and is characterized by 
a; ~ /3; ~ 1, for i = I, 2, . . . , m. In the next two subsections schedules for minim-
izing response transmission time and total transmission time are constructed. 
3.4.3. Minimizing Response Transmission Time 
The response transmission time of a query will be obtained by minimizing the 
response transmission times for each of the relations. So, again the Parallelism 
Assumption (see subsection 3.1.5) is used, which states that parallel schedules do not 
influence each other's response transmission time. This means that the relations can 
be treated separately. 
In general, a relation R, will, after initial local processing, consist of target and 
joining attributes. The attributes are renumbered such that all joining attributes come 
first and then the target attributes that are no joining attributes. This numbering is 
done such that the jth joining attribute of R; and Rk are the same. Before transmit-
ting relation R; to the result site it is as much as possible reduced in size such that the 
response transmission time of its schedule is minimized. This is done by computing 
semi-joins with the joining attributes of R; . Let one of them be A iJ , then the unique 
attribute values ukJ of other relations Rk are sent to R; . Because we want to compute 
the minimum response transmission time of R ; we are interested also in the minimum 
response transmission time schedules for AkJ · Therefore, we define for each attribute 
Apq a simple query. The relations involved in such a query are the relations in the 
original query projected on the attribute Apq . The algorithm PARALLEL then com-
putes minimum response transmission time schedules for transmitting relations con-
sisting of only one joining attribute to the result site (in this case the site of R; ). 
Algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL (fig. 3.26) orders the schedules of all AkJ 
with respect to their minimum response transmission time. Then it constructs a 
schedule for R; for each AkJ . This schedule consists of the parallel integration of the 
schedules of all Apq with a minimum response transmission time less than or equal to 
the one of AkJ, and the transmission of the reduced R; to the result site. Among all 
schedules for R; the one with the smallest response transmission time is chosen. 
Example 3.8 
We will use the same database as in example 3.7. A mm1mum response 
transmission time schedule is constructed for the query shown in fig. 3.27: 
Give the names and addresses of sellers that live in Los Angeles, and the 
type of property that were sold after 1975. 
We assume that the relations are located at different sites other than the result 
site. The first part of the processing schedule will consist of the restrictions 
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proc RESPONSE GENERAL=([]relation RJ[Jschedule: 
begin 
int m = upb R; 
[flex/ schedule candsch, intsch, sch; 
define for each joining attribute A,1 a simple query with arbitrary 
result site; 
apply algorithm PARALLEL to each simple query(candsch); 
{ candsch contains the schedules for all Joining attributes} 
for i tom 
do 
put the schedules that have the same joining attributes as R[i} at 
the beginning of candsch in ascending order on their R TT's, say 
there are I of them; 
for J to I 
do 
od; 
intsch[j] := integrated schedule for R[i] consisting of the 
parallel schedules candsch[l}, . . . , candsch[j], and compute 
transmission cost of R[i} by means of the incoming selectivity 




Figure 3.26. Algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL. 
CITY = Los Angeles and DATE > 1975. After this local processing we assume that 
the data shown in table 3.28 results. 
A;1 = PROP# A; 2 = SNAME 
relation R; size b;1 p,1 b;2 p;2 
R1: SALE 10000 1400 0.7 1000 0.8 
R2:SELLER 6000 400 0.2 900 0.6 
R3: PROP 5000 800 0.4 
Table 3.28. Parameters after local processing. 
For each joining attribute, PROP# and SN AME, a simple query is defined. 

















Figure 3.27. Graphical representation of example query. 
A 400 b' . 21 -ar 1trary site 
A 400 A 160 b' · 31 - 31- ar 1trary site 
400 160 112 . . 
A 21 -A 31 - A 11 - arbitrary site 
A 900 b' . 22 - ar 1trary site 
A 1000 b ' . 12 - ar 1trary site 
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The construction of the schedule for relation SELLER will be discussed in detail. 
Schedules whose last transmission consist of attribute values of SELLER itself do not 
need to be considered. The remaining schedules are ordered on their R TT. Table 
3.29 shows this. 
A;J RTT 
A 31 560 
A11 672 
A 12 l000 
Table 3.29. R TTs of the candidate schedules. 
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For each of the attributes A,1 in table 3.29 a schedule for SELLER is con-
structed consisting of the integration of the parallel schedules of the other attributes 
in the table whose RTT is less than or equal to the RTT of A,j· Among all these 
schedules for SELLER the one with minimum response transmission time is chosen. 
attribute A 31 
400 160 2400 -
A 21 - A 31 - SELLER - result site 
RTT = TT(400) + TT(0.2 X 800) + TT(0.4 X 6000) 
= 400 + 160 + 2400 
attribute A 11 
= 2960 
400 
A21-A 31 l60 
~ SELLER ~ result site 
400 160 ~ 
A21-A31-A11 112 
RTT = max(TT(400) + TT(0.2 X 800), 
attribute A 12 
TT(400) + TT(0.2 X 800) + TT(0.2 X 0.4 X 1400) 
+ TT(0.4 X 0.7 X 6000) 
= 400 + 160 + 112 + 1680 
= 2352 
400 
A 21-A 31 160 
A " ~ A " ~ A "~ SELLER __l1±l_, ,esult s; le 
A i~ 
RTT = max(TT(400) + TT(0.2 X 800), 
TT(400) + TT(0.2 X 800) + TT(0 .2 X 0.4 X 1400), 
TT(IOO0)) 
+ TT(0.4 X 0.7 X 0.8 X 6000) 
1000 + 1344 
= 2344 
The last schedule has the smallest response transm1ss10n time and is chosen as 
schedule for SELLER. Note, the parallel schedule A 21 - A 31 - SELLER can be 
omitted because it does not reduce the size of SELLER. 
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The minimum response transmission time schedule for the other relations are: 
A 21 
400 A 31 ~ SALE 800 result site 
RTT = 1360 
400 160 112 700 . A 21 -A 31-A 11 -PROP- result site 
RTT = 1372 
The response transmission time of the query is determined by the largest RTT of the 
relations, which is 2344. 
D 
Theorem 3.21 The complexity of algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL is O(om 2Iog2o), 
where m is the number of relations and o is the number of joining attributes in the 
query. 
Proof The computation of the candidate schedules for the o joining attributes takes 
O(om 2). There are at most m candidate schedules per joining attribute. To put them 
in ascending order on their R TT is the same as merging o lists of length m , and this 
takes O (om Iog2o). This has to be done for each relation, so the complexity is 
om 2Iog20. 
D 
Note, putting the schedules in array candsch in ascending order on their RTT 
can also be done once, namely before entering the for-loop of i. The resulting algo-
rithm has a worst case complexity that is slightly better than the one of algorithm 
RESPONSE GENERAL, namely O(om 2). However, we expect that a relation, most 
of the time, will have fewer than o joining attributes resulting in a better average case 
complexity of algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL. 
The quality of the schedules produced by algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL 
depends on whether there is a correlation between two attributes of the same relation. 
If so, it might happen that a restriction on one attribute can decrease the size of the 
unique attribute value set of the other attribute, or that not every attribute value has 
an equal probability of being part of a tuple in the relation that results after the res-
triction. This is called attribute dependence. In [Pelagattil 979) an attempt has been 
made to investigate the cost of schedules without assuming attribute independence. It 
seems feasible to keep track of a small number of dependences. To consider all 
dependences might require a database as large as the original database. 
Theorem 3.22 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Selectivity Assumption and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the algorithm 
RESPONSE GENERAL computes minimum response transmission time schedules 
for relation R ;, if there is attribute independence in relation R ;. 
Proof We will show that to compute the minimum response transmission time 
schedule for R;, it suffices to consider the type of integrated schedules computed by 
algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL. 
Assume that we are given a minimum response transmission time schedule for 
R ;. Let S be this schedule without the final transmission of R ;. Then S is the 
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parallel integration of schedules for attributes. Say, the schedule for A kJ has the larg-
est response transmission time to the site where R ; resides. The schedule for Ak1 con-
sidered by RESPONSE GENERAL has a minimum response transmission time 
because it is computed by algorithm PARALLEL [Hevner1979b]. So, if the schedule 
for AkJ in the optimal schedule for R; differs from the one produced by PARALLEL 
it can be replaced by the parallel integration of the schedules of all the attributes 
whose transmissions are part of the schedule for A kJ , without increasing the response 
transmission time of S. Hence, only the schedules for the attributes produced by 
algorithm PARALLEL have to be considered. 
Algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL computes a schedule for R ; for every Apq 
and when it constructs such a schedule it contains the schedules for all attributes 
whose response transmission time is less than or equal to the response transmission 
time of the schedule for Apq . Hence, one of these constructed schedules contains the 
parallel schedules for at least as many attributes as S. Therefore, the incoming selec-
tivity of the integrated schedule considered by the algorithm is at least as small. 
Thus, the transmission time of R, to the result site is no larger than in the minimum 
response transmission time schedule. 
So, the schedule considered by the algorithm has minimum response transmis-
sion time. 
□ 
Corollary 3.23 Under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and 
the Selectivity Assumption and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the algorithm 
RESPONSE GENERAL computes a minimum response transmission time schedule 
for a query, if in all relations involved there exists attribute independence. 
The algorithm presented in [Hevnerl979a] does not compute optimal schedules 
and does not necessarily run in polynomial time, as was shown in [Apersl979a). Also, 
the improved version does not always produce minimum response transmission time 
schedules, in spite of the claims [Hevnerl979b). 
To obtain the real response transmission time one should again serialize the 
parallel schedules. The effect of this on the response transmission time will depend on 
the structure of the query and the locations of the relations. For example, if two rela-
tions, located at different sites, are joined on two or more attributes it might happen 
that one relation will send all its attribute values to the other, which of course can not 
be done in parallel. Another example is, if two relations are located at the same site 
and both have to be sent to the result site. 
3.4.4. Minimizing Total Transmission Time 
When minimizing the total transmission time of a relational calculus query the 
same problems are encountered as discussed in the subsection on minimizing the total 
transmission time of a query on inverted lists. In [Hevnerl979b] it was shown that 
this problem is NP-complete. Therefore, we will adopt a heuristic approach. In the 
first approach the schedules for the relations are determined separately, and the 
schedule for the query is obtained by integrating these schedules, such that redundant 
transmissions are removed. In the second approach the schedule for the query is 
obtained by considering the schedules for the relations all at once. The advantage of 
the latter is that more elaborate schedules can be considered which reduce the rela-
tions in size at low cost. 
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Let us first consider the transmission of one relation where semi-joins on only 
one joining attribute are allowed. The query may reference several relations but they 
will be treated independently. In algorithm RESPONSE GENERAL each attribute 
AiJ had its own schedule of which some were part of the integrated schedule for a 
relation. Here, a similar approach will be taken. Algorithm SERIAL produces a 
schedule, S , for a simple query. From this schedule we construct prefix schedules. A 
prefix schedule for attribute AkJ will consist of all transmissions of S which precede 
the transmission of AkJ and the transmission of AkJ itself. The transmission of AkJ 
has an undefined destination. When this prefix schedule is used in the schedule for 
relation R; the site, where R; resides, becomes the destination site. We have to real-
ize that, although, schedule S is optimal for the corresponding simple query, the 
prefix schedule for AkJ is not necessarily an optimal schedule for the transmission of 
AkJ. For the transmission of R; all these prefix schedules are considered in turn. The 
schedule for R; consists of the prefix schedule of one AkJ with the final transmission 
of AkJ to R;, followed by the transmission of R; to the result site. 
Some of these prefix schedules may contain the transmission of the values of 
the joining attribute of R;, A iJ. The selectivity of this attribute does not count in the 
incoming selectivity of a schedule for R; itself. Its only purpose is to reduce the 
transmission time of other attributes in the schedule. To ensure that the produced 
schedule for R ; has minimum total transmission time we also have to consider prefix 
schedules from which the transmission of A iJ has been deleted. Fig. 3.30 shows the 
described algorithm. 
Now we will discuss the quality of the schedule for R ; produced by algorithm 
simple TOTAL GENERAL and the complexity of the algorithm. 
Theorem 3.24 Under the Transmission Assumption and the Selectivity Assumption 
and in the Equal Transmission Cost Model the algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL 
computes a schedule for R; that has minimum total transmission time, if semi-joins 
on only one attribute are allowed. 
Proof Let the joining attribute be the jth one for all relations. The optimal schedule 
for R ; will not consist of parallel schedules, for the same reason as the schedule pro-
duced by algorithm SERIAL does not contain parallel transmissions [Hevnerl979b]. 
So, we may speak of the last attribute transmitted to R ; in the schedule. Say this 
attribute is AkJ. The order of the transmissions in the optimal schedule is determined 
by the sizes of the attributes. The smallest one is sent to the second smallest one, and 
so on. Again, this is based on the optimality of the schedules produced by SERIAL. 
We will show now that all attributes whose sizes are less than the size of AkJ 
will be part of the optimal schedule except maybe for A iJ . Assume that attribute ApJ 
with a size smaller than that of AkJ, is not part of the optimal schedule. Let AqJ be 
the attribute in the optimal schedule which follows ApJ in size (i.e., I ApJ I ,;;;; I AqJ I) 
and no other attribute in the schedule has this property. Then replacing AqJ by ApJ 
will not increase the total transmission time of the schedule because ApJ is not larger 
than A qj and its selectivity is also not larger. This replacement can be repeated until 
AkJ should be replaced but this contradicts the choice of the optimal schedule. 
The replacement argument does not apply to A;1, an attribute of R;, and attri-
butes whose sizes and selectivities are the same as the ones of AkJ · Therefore, the 
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proc simple TOTAL GENERAL=([jrelation R;intj)[Jschedule: 
begin 
int m = upb R; 
schedule S, S'; 
[ 1 :mjschedule sch; 
[l:mjrelation sq; 
( the jth Joining attribute defines a simple query } 
for i tom 
do put A;1 in sq od; 
S := SERJAL(sq); 





S' := delete transmission of A,1 from S; 
for s in { S,S'} 
do 
od; 
construct for each prefix schedule from s a schedule for relation 
R[i} 
sch[i} := schedule for R[i} with the smallest TTT among the 
above constructed ones 
Figure 3.30. Algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL. 
algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL must consider all prefix schedules, with and 
without the transmission of A;1 . Hence, the minimum total transmission time 
schedule for R, is among the ones considered by the algorithm. 
D 
Theorem 3.25 The complexity of the algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL is 
O(m1og2m). 




For each joining attribute, PROP# and SNAME, a simple query is con-
structed and algorithm SERIAL is applied to both of them resulting in the following 
two schedules: 
attribute PROP# 
400 160 112 . . 
A 21 -A 31 --+A 11 - arbitrary site 
attribute SNAME 
A 900 A 600 b. . 22 - 12 - ar 1trary site 
The construction of a schedule for relations SALE and SELLER based only on 
semi-joins with attribute SNAME is shown in detail. For relation SALE only the 
prefix schedule consisting of the transmission of A 22 is of interest. The resulting 
schedule for SALE is 
A 22 
900 SALE 6000 result site 
with total transmission time 6900. 
For relation SELLER the complete schedule produced by SERIAL is con-
sidered and also this schedule with the transmission of A 22, which is part of 
SELLER , deleted. The two schedules and their total transmission times are: 
900 600 4800 . 
A 22 - A 12 - SELLER ~ result site 
TTT = 6300 
A 12 IOOO SELLER 
4800 result site 
TTT = 5800 
The second alternative is the best one. 
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The schedules for the relations based only on semi-joins with attribute 
PROP# are: 
TTT = 1360 
A 21 ~ A 31 ~ A 11 __!__!_L SELLER 1680 result site 
TTT = 2352 
TTT = 1372 
□ 
In general, a query will contain joins on several attributes. If a relation con-
tains several joining attributes it can be reduced in size by computing semi-joins on all 
of them. Under assumption of attribute independence the selectivity of one joining 
attribute has no effect on the other ones; the schedule for a relation may be the 
integration of the parallel schedules for different joining attributes. Note, that this is 
the first time that parallelism is allowed. The construction of an integrated schedule 
for a relation R; , involves a choice among all prefix schedules of all the joining attri-
butes. If o is the number of joining attributes in the query, this can be done in 
O(m 8), which for small o is feasible. Here, we will give a more efficient algorithm 
that only manipulates the schedules produced by algorithm simple TOTAL GEN-
ERAL for each joining attribute. 
Algorithm TOTAL GENERAL considers for relation R, the schedules pro-
duced by algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL for each of its joining attributes in 
ascending order of their total transmission time. For each such schedule a parallel 
integration is constructed with other schedules whose total transmission times, includ-
ing the final transmission of R;, are smaller. Among these constructed schedules the 
one with the smallest total transmission time is chosen. 
To compute the total transmission time of a query we may simply add the ones 
of the relations. However, the schedule for the query may contain many superfluous 
transmissions because the schedules for the relations were computed independently. 
Also, because of the same reason, a transmission in a prefix schedule for an attribute 
may go to a site containing a relation and the selectivity of the mentioned schedule is 
not applied to the relation. This kind of selectivity is called coincidentally available 
selectivity. Applying this selectivity to the relation will reduce it further in size and, 
therefore, decrease the total transmission time. All these matters are taken care of 
when computing the total transmission time of a query. 
Note, that removing identical transmissions means moving forking points to the 
right of the time scale of the schedule. 
Theorem 3.26 The complexity of the algorithm TOTAL GENERAL is 
0 (om (log20 + m Iog2m )), where m is the number of relations and o is the number of 
joining attributes in the query. 
proc TOTAL GENERAL=([}schedule R)schedule: 
begin 
int m = upb R; 
[ 1 :m/schedule sch; 
[l :m,J:8]schedule candsch; 
for j to 8 
do candsch[,j] := simple TOTAL GENERAL(R,j) od; 
for i tom 
do 
od; 
put schedules in candsch[i,J in ascending order on their TTT; 
for j to <x.; 
do 
od; 
construct integrated schedule for R[i] consisting of the parallel 
schedules candsch[i,l], . .. , candsch[i,j] 
remove superfluous transmissions(sch) 
end 
Figure 3.31. Algorithm TOTAL GENERAL. 
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Proof In the for-loop for j at most 8 times the algorithm simple TOTAL GENERAL 
is applied, which takes 0(8mlog2m). Ordering the schedules takes 0(8Iog28). Hence, 
the theorem follows. 
□ 
Example 3.10 
The final schedule for a relation is obtained by integrating the parallel 
schedules for each joining attribute and selecting the one with minimum total 
transmission time. For the schedule for relation SALE two alternatives are con-
sidered: 
TTT = 1360 




The first alternative is chosen as schedule for SALE . The schedules for the other 
relations are: 
A 21 ~ A 31 ~ A 11 ~ SELLER ~ result site 
TTT = 2352 
400 160 I 12 700 . 
A 21 -A 31 -A 11 -PROP - result site 
TTT = 1372 
The schedule for the query is now obtained by removing all redundant transmissions: 
SELLER 
1:;/1•~ 
A 21 SA 31 ~ SALE SOO result site 
I~ s,1 
PROP 
TTT = 3964 
Note: no transmissions of the joining attribute SNAME are part of the schedule 
because its selectivity is too high and it is too costly to transmit. 
□ 
How many superfluous transmissions there are in the integrated schedule for 
the query depends on many factors. One of the negative influences is the deletion of 
the transmission of A iJ in the schedule for R;, because it prevents the moving of fork-
ing points further to the right on the time scale. A way to overcome this kind of 
problem is to guarantee that the forking points are at the end of a schedule for a join-
ing attribute, just before the last transmission, which is sent to all relations. 
Langefeld and Swart came up with a variation [Apersl98lc], called COLLECTIVE, 
which nicely shows this. We will explain it for only one joining attribute. The joining 
attributes of all the relations together form a simple query. Applying algorithm 
SERIAL will produce one schedule and the last transmission will have an undefined 
destination. This schedule will be used for all relations, or, which is exactly the same, 
the destination is made equal to the set of sites where the relations reside. So, the 
whole schedule, except for the last transmission, is shared by all relations. This 
means that just before the last transmission, there is a forking point. 
For small relations even this last transmission may be too expensive. There-
fore, the schedule of the query may be modified slightly by dropping this last 
transmission to such a relation, if the total transmission time decreases. This is 
checked for all relations. If it happens that all relations prefer to drop the last 
transmission, the whole schedule is not used by any of the relations and can be 
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deleted completely. If only one joining attribute is considered this is not very likely. 
Shortening the schedule was not considered to keep the algorithm simple. 
If the query contains several joining attributes the algorithm SERIAL is 
applied to each of them. Each of the schedules produced will direct its last transmis-
sion to all of the relations. Again, it is checked whether the last transmission is more 
costly than it reduces the relation to which it is sent. Here, small relations are more 
common because a relation may have been reduced by other attributes and, therefore, 
deletion of transmissions or even whole schedules will be more common. 
A comparison between the algorithms is given in section 3.5 
Example 3.11 The schedules produced by algorithm SERIAL for the two simple 
queries of SNAME and PROP# are part of the schedules for all three relations. 
The initial schedule for the query is: 
result site 
TTT = 4976 
Algorithm COLLECTIVE tries to remove the transmission of A 12 to SELLER. This 
decreases the TTT with 600 but it also increases the TTT with 336 because SELLER 
will be less reduced. The net result is negative so this transmission is removed. The 
removal of the transmission of A 11 to SELLER increases the net result of TTT and 
is therefore not carried out. Again, the removal of the transmission of A 22 to SALE 
decreases the TTT with 580. Other removals increase the TTT. The resulting 
schedule is the same as in example 3.10. 
□ 
3.4.5. Summary 
The basic ideas obtained for the inverted file organization were applied to 
queries in the relational data model. The join operation, which may produce a large 
result, is computed at the result site and the semi-join operation is used to reduce 
relations in size before transmitting them to the result site. Both minimizing response 
transmission time and total transmission cost were investigated. The algorithms pro-
posed make use of the algorithms introduced by A.R. Hevner for simple queries. 
For minimizing response transmission time optimal schedules can be obtained 
under the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the Selectivity 
Assumption. The unique values of joining attributes of certain relations are 
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transmitted to other relations to compute semt-Joms. After a relation has been 
reduced in size it is sent to the result site. To be able to compute the joins the joining 
attributes of a relation have to be sent as well, although they are not necessarily target 
attributes. 
For minimizing total transmission cost two approaches are investigated. One 
approach computes a schedule for each relation, independent of the others, and then 
integrates these schedules into a schedule for the query. During integration redun-
dant transmissions are removed. The other approach tries to construct schedules for 
each joining attribute, which are used in the schedule for all relations. By local 
optimization some of the transmissions or even complete schedules are dropped if 
they cost too much compared to the reduced cost to transmit the relations. In the 
next section the algorithms for minimizing total transmission cost are compared with 
algorithms that decompose the query at the logical level. 
3.5. Comparison Between Distributed Query Processing Algorithms 
The purpose of the comparison between the algorithms is not so much to show 
that one is definitely better than the other, but to get a better understanding of distri-
buted query processing. Therefore, a common processing model is required that may 
differ in certain aspects from the original one used by each method. 
The query processing model is based on the selectivity theory used by 
(Hevnerl979b] (see also subsection 3.4.1). This means that for every attribute of every 
relation the selectivity and the size are known. This not only makes it possible to 
compute the size of a result after a semi-join has been applied, but also the size of a 
join. For example, R 1(A = A )R 2 is a join between R I and R 2 on attribute A , with 
domain D . Under the assumption of subsection 3.4.1 the expected number of tuples 
of R I with a particular attribute value for A is IR I I / ID I - This is also true for R 2. 
Therefore, for each value in D there are IR I I X IR 21 / ID 12 tuples in the join. 
Hence, the expected size of the join is 
IRil X IR2I 
IDI 
In [Rosenthal 198 I] it was shown that even under some less restnct1ve assumptions 
this expectation is reasonable. The selectivity of attribute A after the join is the pro-
duct of the selectivities of attribute A in R I and in R 2• To estimate the result after a 
projection we assume that one of the remaining attributes is a key-attribute or nearly 
a key-attribute. So, the number of tuples remains the same, only the size becomes 
smaller. See also [Epstein 1979] for a discussion about perfect information to deter-
mine the sizes of intermediate results. 
The unit of allocation is assumed to be a complete relation. Before optimiza-
tion a non-redundant materialization is determined; we assume that each relation is 
stored at a different site. As cost function the total transmission cost is used. 
The algorithms that are compared belong to two families, the semi-join family 
and the decomposition family . Our goal is to show the usefulness of the semi-join 
operation and the integration of this operation in a decomposition process. 
One of the members of the semi-join family is algorithm TOTAL (GENERAL) . 
In subsection 3.4.4 it was shown that, if the relations were considered separately, the 
deletion of certain transmissions would decrease the total transmission time. How-
ever, one might expect that this deletion means that fewer redundant transmissions 
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can be removed when considering the transmission of all relations. TOTAL· will be 
the version of TOTAL where the deletion discussed in subsection 3.4.4 is omitted. 
Also, the algorithm COLLECTIVE is considered. 
For the decomposition family the algorithm of Epstein is used, and will be 
called EXHDECOM (exhaustive decomposition). This algorithm does not produce 
schedules that deliver the result to a specified result site. Therefore, in general, the 
cost of transmitting the result to the result site have to be added to the cost of the 
processing schedule obtained. This will increase the total cost enormously if the result 
is large. A comparison which is more fair with respect to the other algorithms is 
obtained by taking this final transmission into account as well. This version is 
denoted by EXHDECOM •. 
EXHDECOM is ideal to investigate the integration of a decomposition process 
and the use of the semi-join operation as far as the produced schedules are concerned, 
simply because it investigates all possible decompositions. The algorithm selects a 
subset of the relations in the query and computes the cost of processing the 
corresponding subquery. This processing amounts to sending all the relations in the 
subset chosen to the largest one where the joins are computed. Instead of simply 
transmitting the relations we could apply algorithm TOTAL or any other member of 
the semi-join family with as result site the site where the largest relation resides. This 
is not feasible because of the time consuming character of EXHDECOM. Therefore, 
to show the usefulness of the semi-join operation we consider the following. ·compare 
the cost of directly sending a relation R; to the largest relation R 1 of the chosen sub-
set, with the alternative where first a semi-join on R; is applied and then the reduced 
R; is sent to the site of R 1• The semi-join is computed by sending the unique values 
of the joining attribute of R 1 to the site of R;. If there is no joining clause between 
R; and R 1 then this alternative is not applicable. This version will be called SJ 
EXHDECOM (semi-join EXHDECOM). The cost of the schedules of this version are 
of course not as good as if algorithm TOT AL were applied to the subqueries. 
EXHDECOM together with TOTAL produces schedules that can be no worse than 
merely applying TOTAL. 
The schedules produced by the algorithms are compared on their total 
transmission cost. The algorithms are applied to randomly generated queries based 
on the following parameters: 
□ number of relations per query (m) 
This parameter ranges from 2 to 5. For each of these values exactly 20 queries 
were generated, resulting in 80 queries for each test run. 
□ number of joining attributes per query (join attr) 
The number of joining attributes is a random number between 1 and 4, but 
never larger than the number of joining clauses (see below). 
□ number of target attributes per query (targ attr) 
The number of target attributes is a random number between 1 and 40; some 
of these may be joining attributes. 
□ number of joining clauses per query 
To make the query connected, this parameter should at least be equal to the 
number of relations minus one. For each joining clause a joining attribute is 
chosen and two relations are selected. The choice of relations is such that the 
query is connected. The maximum value of this parameter is kept small (the 
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number of relations plus two), because applying transitivity will increase the 
number of clauses. 
D selectivity of an attribute (p) 
For each joining attribute of each relation a random number between between 
0 and I is chosen, which denotes its selectivity. 
D domain size of an attribute ( I D I) 
The size is drawn from a negative exponential distribution with as an average 
25. Queries in which for a particular relation the product of the selectivity and 
the domain size of an attribute is less than I, is rejected. 
D attribute size of an attribute 
The number of bytes in an attribute is a random number between 2 and 100. 
D number of tuples per relation 
To guarantee the selectivity for each joining attribute, JR; I ;;a,, J D;i IPii • On 
the other hand, R ; may not contain more tuples than II J Du Jp;j, where j 
j 
ranges over all attributes in R;, including the target ones. The number of 
tuples of R; is chosen at random within the denoted limits. 
D location of relations 
Each relation is assumed to reside at a different site other than the result site. 
Five parameters are chosen to investigate the effect of their value on the pro-
duced schedules by the algorithms, namely the number of relations, the number of 
joining attributes, the number of target attributes, the cardinality of the domains, and 
the selectivity. 
The average cost of the schedules produced by each of the algorithms are 
shown in table 3.32. For particular values of the five parameters 80 queries were gen-
erated, resulting in 1520 queries. 
average average 
family algorithm cost CPU-sec. 
in bytes required. 
semi-join TOTAL 12081 0,03 
TOTAL' 11960 0,03 
COLLECTIVE 11700 0.02 
decomposition EXHDECOM 10353 + JR, J 0.58 
SJ EXHDECOM 6818+ JR,I 0.82 
EXHDECOM' 11574 9.50 
Table 3.32. Average cost of a schedule in bytes and the amount 
of CPU-seconds required to compute it ; IR, I is the size of the 
result relation. 
The results of the algorithms in the semi-join family are close to each other. 
We may conclude, however, that COLLECTIVE performs better than the other two 
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at less cost in terms of CPU-seconds. Because a detailed description of TOTAL can 
be found in this thesis we use it to represent the semi-join family. 
Within the decomposition family the results are difficult to compare. The rea-
son for this is that both EXHDECOM and SJ EXHDECOM produce schedules that 
do not include the final transmission to the site where the result should be delivered. 
EXHDECOM' , on the other hand, takes this transmission into account as well. The 
difference between EXHDECOM and SJ EXHDECOM is caused by the usage of 
the semi-join operation. Although only a straightforward application of the semi-join 
operation was implemented, already a 34% improvement was obtained. This could be 
further improved if a member of the semi-join family was used. Ideally, this opera-
tion should also be used in EXHDECOM' , however, this would make the algorithm 
extremely costly. We merely want to point out that the usage of a semi-join operation 
in a decomposition process has a positive effect (a similar conclusion is reached in 
[Bernsteinl98lc]). The algorithm EXHDECOM' is chosen to represent the decompo-
sition family . 
However, one should keep in mind that the results produced by this algorithm 
are obtained at a very high cost compared to the ones of the algorithms in the semi-
join family, and its application may, therefore, not be suitable for ad hoc queries. 
Also, any decomposition algorithm that runs in a time comparable to the one of a 
semi-join algorithm, will most likely produce worse results than EXHDECOM' 
[Epstein 1979, Epstein 1980b ]. 
To understand the behaviors of the algorithms in the semi-join and decomposi-
tion families, the two representatives are compared in more detail. 
The number of relations (m) in the query is varied from 2 to 5. The cost of the 
TOTAL-schedules decreases at first because on the one hand there are more relations 
but on the other hand there are more (redundant) transmissions causing a higher 
chance of coincidentally available selectivity. The former effect wins if m increases. 
The more relations the more irreducible components there will be, giving 
EXHDECOM' a better chance to decompose the queries, which decreases the cost of 
the schedules. 
m 2 3 4 5 
TOTAL 14077 8976 10779 10946 
EXHDECOM' 15508 10092 10346 10540 
Table 3.33. Varying the number of relations. 
Increasing the number of joining attributes (join attr) decreases the chance that 
several clauses in the query involve the same joining attribute because the number of 
joining clauses ranges between m - I and m + 2. This implies that the effectiveness 
of applying semi-joins decreases, showing an increase of the cost of the schedules. 
EXHDECOM' , on the other hand, starts to take advantage of the small intermediate 
results. 
A larger number of target attributes (targ attr) means larger results after a join. 
For a small number of target attributes TOTAL• clearly has a disadvantage, because 
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Join attr I 2 3 4 
TOTAL 7280 13009 11049 13043 
EXHDECOM. 9900 13343 10465 10807 
Table 3.34. Varying number of joining attributes. 
all relations have to transmit their joining attributes to the result site although most 
of these attributes are not part of the result. For increasing number of target attri-
butes this effect disappears. 
targ attr I JO 20 40 
TOTAL 4782 8000 9364 14529 
EXHDECOM. 2903 10369 10546 11744 
Table 3.35. Varying the number of target attributes. 
The size of D, a domain, has a direct influence on the sizes of the relations. 
Small ID I means small relations and a large I D I means large relations. This 
explains why the cost becomes larger if ID I increases. The estimated size of a join 
gets smaller if ID I grows. This effect can be noted by the lower increase of the cost 
of the schedules produced by EXHDECOM". 
IDI 10 25 50 75 
TOTAL 7596 10555 15661 23989 
EXHDECOM" 11441 10285 14871 21823 
Table 3.36. Varying the domain size. 
The application of semi-joins is too expensive if the selectivities (p) are high 
(close to I), as we can see from the results of TOTAL. 
Overall we may conclude that if intermediate results are small EXHDECOM. 
outperforms TOTAL. Algorithm TOTAL performs well if relations can be reduced 
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p 0.0-0.33 0.33-0.66 0.66-1.0 
TOTAL 1765 9375 32465 
EXHDECOM' 4619 10568 19737 
Table 3.37. Varying the selectivities. 
in size a great deal before transmitting them to the result site. This situation occurs if 
the domain sizes are small, the selectivities are small or the same attribute is used in 
several clauses. Furthermore, the cost to obtain a schedule by an algorithm of the 
decomposition family is far more expensive than by one of the semi-join family . 
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4. DATA AND OPERATION ALLOCATION IN A DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 
The data of an operational distributed database is assigned to various sites in 
the computer network. Various aspects influence the reasons why the data are allo-
cated in a particular way; some are quantifiable others are not [Charrel 1981 ]. One 
non-quantifiable aspect is site autonomy. Site autonomy gives the owner of the data 
a more secure feeling, because his data are spinning around on its own disk at a site 
under his control and no operator at another site can tamper them. This feeling of 
security is, of course, relative. Some of the quantifiable aspects are: availability [Mar-
tellal 981], response time and utilization of resources. In this monograph we will 
confine ourselves to the quantifiable aspects. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.1 we define the data 
and operation allocation problem and compare it with the well-known file allocation 
problem. Literature on the latter is briefly reviewed in section 4.2. In section 4.3 the 
notion of a processing-schedules graph is introduced. Two different approaches to 
data allocation and the way the objects to be allocated are determined, are discussed 
in sections 4.4 and 4.5. A comparison is given in section 4.6. Finally, in sections 4.7 
and 4.8 algorithms are discussed to determine allocations that minimize either total 
transmission cost or average response time. 
4.1. Data and Operation Allocation and File Allocation Problem 
Before distributed database management systems were investigated, networks 
existed already for many years. On top of these networks a distributed file system can 
be constructed. The problem where to allocate a file and its copies, given a known set 
of retrievals and updates, such that a cost function is minimized, is known as the file 
allocation problem. In most research the cost function used is the total transmission 
cost. This problem is known to be NP-complete [Eswaranl974]. Many variants of 
this problem exist. It can be made more realistic by adding bandwidth constraints on 
the communication channels, by adding response time constraints on the retrievals, 
etc.. Some of them will be discussed in section 4.2. 
A distributed file system is very much unlike a distributed database, and the 
solutions for the file allocation problem do not characterize solutions to the allocation 
problem in a distributed database for the following reasons: 
□ The objects to be allocated are not known prior to allocation. Relations, which 
describe logical relationships between data, are not suited as unit of allocation 
because users at different sites might be interested in different fragments of a 
relation. 
□ The way the data are accessed is far more complex. In the file allocation prob-
lem the only transmissions required to combine data from different files are 
transmissions from sites containing files to the result site, where the result is 
computed. In chapter 3 we observed that to process a query, also data 
transmissions between sites where fragments are allocated are needed. In 
[Elam 1978, Chu 1980] attempts were made to characterize these. This means 
that the fragments can not be allocated independently. 
To capture these aspects, the file allocation problem is generalized into the data and 
operation allocation problem: given the queries and updates and the frequencies of 
their use, determine first the fragments to be allocated and secondly allocate these 
fragments and their copies and the operations on them to the sites of the computer 
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network such that a certain cost function is minimized. We will often use the term 
data allocation when we mean data and operation allocation. 
The data allocation problem can be viewed as a sort of dual problem of the dis-
tributed query processing problem. There, the allocation is given and the schedules 
have to be determined. Here, the queries and updates are given and the allocation 
has to be fixed. 
4.2. Overview of File Allocation Problem 
The file allocation problem has many disguises. In this section we will not 
attempt to cover all the related research, only the main line of research will be dis-
cussed. For a more complete discussion of the file allocation problem we refer to 
[Hevner 1981 ). 
Chu was probably the first to work on the file allocation problem. In 
[Chu 1969, Chu 1973) he presented a simple model that only allows for a non-
redundant allocation of the files. The optimization goal is to minimize total transmis-
sion cost subject to available secondary storage at each site and a given maximum on 
the expected retrieval time. Both a query and an update consist of a request to a site 
where the required file is located and the answer back to the requesting site. The 
latter transmission receives priority over the other transmissions. The result is a 
zero-one programming problem subject to nonlinear constraints which can be solved 
with standard linear integer programming techniques. 
The model proposed by Casey [Casey1972] allows for multiple copies. To do 
so, a distinction must be made between queries and updates, because an update must 
access all copies and a query only one. The model also allows for different cost rates 
for query and update transmissions. The reason for this is that, for example, updates 
can be done on a periodic basis, making them less costly. The optimization goal is to 
minimize the cost in dollars of the transmissions plus the storage cost of the files. In 
[Eswaranl974) it was shown that the file allocation problem modeled this way is NP-
complete by reducing the Set Covering Problem to it [Garey1979]. 
In [Levinl974, Levin1975) a problem was emphasized which is deeply entangled 
with the file allocation problem, namely the allocation of the application programs 
that access the files. Data can relatively easily be stored at different sites or transmit-
ted from one site to another. Programs, however, because of the programming 
language in which they are written, are not as portable as one might wish. Although, 
programs are placed between the files and the result site in the processing schedule 
the access of the files is still simple. For example, a user can use application pro-
grams only independently of each other, meaning that the result of an application 
program is sent to the result site and can not be used as input of another application 
program. A second important aspect discussed by Levin and Morgan is the change in 
the access pattern over time. For example, in a computer network that has sites in 
different time zones the access of a particular file may be time dependent and moving 
it to another time zone during the day may minimize transmission cost. Also, more 
general changes in the access pattern can be characterized but only over a limited 
period of time. A third aspect discussed is the available information about the access 
pattern. Quite often, the frequencies and the amounts of data transmitted are not 
known. To overcome this problem all quantities in the formula to be optimized are 
replaced by random variables with known probability distribution functions, render-
ing the formula into a random variable itself. 
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Another approach to the file allocation problem, is to allow for changes in the 
hardware as well as in the allocation of the files . In [Mahmoud 1976) the capacity of 
the communication channels may be determined besides the allocation of the files. 
The resulting model is a non-linear integer programming problem for which a heuris-
tic approach is used to solve it. 
In [Ramamoorthy 1979] an attempt is made to consider the file allocation in the 
environment of a distributed database. Although, queries that access more than one 
relation are allowed, the underlying assumption that the query is processed at the 
result site without transmissions between the sites where the relations are located, 
reduces the whole problem again to the file allocation problem. To enforce this sim-
ple way of query processing, on the one hand, and to reduce the sizes of the relations 
to be transmitted to the result site by semi-joins, on the other hand, information indi-
cating whether tuples are part of a particular join is included in the relations them-
selves. The latter introduces a problem, namely for which joins should such informa-
tion be added; however, this can be determined at database design time. 
4.3. Data and Operation Allocations and Their Costs 
Which objects are to be allocated in a distributed database depends on the cost 
function to be minimized, the kind of queries and updates that are used, etc.. In sub-
section 4.3.1 this problem will be discussed in detail. Here it suffices to know that the 
objects are fragments of relations. 
To allocate these fragments we have to know the processing schedules of all the 
queries and updates that access these fragments. However, these schedules depend on 
the allocation of the fragments, which we want to determine. One way of solving this 
circular problem is to do an exhaustive search to find an optimal allocation. For a 
large number of fragments this is not feasible. To be able to discuss allocations and 
their costs, and to be able to manipulate allocations, we introduce some notions. 
A nucleus-site is a 2-tuple, (F ,0 ), where F is a set of fragments and O is a set 
of operations. An operation is a 3-tuple (i ,A,x ), where x is the execution time of the 
operation and A the frequency with which the ith transaction of which the operation 
is part, is executed. The actual operation itself is not represented since we are not 
interested in it. A nucleus-site may have assigned to it a set of other nucleus-sites; 
this set will be called the assigned set. There are two types of nucleus-sites, namely 
physical sites and virtual sites. A physical site is used to represent a site in the com-
puter network, and a virtual site represents a fictitious site, of which the purpose will 
become clear in a moment. A virtual site can be assigned to at most one other 
nucleus-site, and the consequence is that it is then placed in the assigned set of that 
nucleus-site. A physical site can never be assigned to another nucleus-site. 
The union of two nucleus-sites is a nucleus-site whose fragment-set is the union 
of the fragment-sets of the two nucleus-sites, whose operation-set is the union of the 
operation-sets, and whose assigned set is the union of the assigned sets. The result of 
a union of two virtual sites is again a virtual site, and the union of a virtual site and a 
physical site is that physical site. Between two physical sites the union is not defined. 
The relation being assigned to is transitive, i.e. , if A is assigned to B , and B is 
assigned to C then A is assigned to C as well. However, A is assigned to C and B 
is assigned to C does not mean that the union of A and B is assigned to C. Also, A 
is assigned to B does not necessarily mean that A belongs to the assigned set of B. 
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Both the union and the assignment are used to construct certain allocations such that 
the cost can be computed; only the union is permanent, while an assignment can be 
undone. 
Because most of the distributed query processing algorithms determine at which 
sites certain operations have to be executed, we assume that the operation allocation 
is fixed if the data allocation is given. An initial allocation is an allocation where a 
fragment-set of a virtual site contains at most one fragment and the fragment-sets of 
the physical sites are empty and where none of the virtual sites is assigned to a physi-
cal site. A partially specified allocation is an allocation where some of the virtual sites 
have been assigned to (or united with) nucleus-sites. A completely specified allocation 
is one in which all virtual sites have been united with physical sites. 
The assumption that the operation allocation is fixed, given the data allocation, 
is acceptable if we are only interested in minimizing total transmission cost. On the 
other hand, when minimizing response time, the operation allocation is just as impor-
tant as the data allocation . In that case for the initial allocation the operations are 
not included in the operation-sets of the virtual sites that contain fragments, but each 
of them is put in an operation-set of a newly created virtual site. We will come back 
to this point in section 4.8. 
The computation of the cost of an allocation is done by means of a processing-
schedules graph. Such a graph consists of 
1) PhS-nodes, for the physical sites, 
2) VS-nodes, for the virtual sites, and 
3) edges, for the data transmission between two nodes, PhS- or VS-nodes. 
The edges, which are directed, are labeled with a 3-tuple (i ,'A,d), where d stands for 
the amount of data transmitted from one adjacent node to the other for processing 
the ith transaction and A for the frequency with which this transaction is executed. 
Because most of the time we are interested in the processing-schedules graph 
and not merely in the allocation itself, we will talk about the nodes in the processing-
schedules graph as the physical or virtual sites themselves. 
First we show how to construct a processing-schedules graph and how it is 
graphically represented, and then we show how to compute the cost of an allocation 
from the processing-schedules graph. 
For every allocation a processing-schedules graph can be constructed. The 
schedule for a query or update, given an allocation, is computed as follows: imagine 
that all physical and virtual sites which contain the required fragments (whether one 
is assigned to the other or not) are different sites in a computer network, and that 
these sites have allocated to them the fragments in their corresponding fragment-sets; 
also, the physical site that corresponds to the result site is treated as a separate site, if 
this was not already done because it contained fragments . This hypothetical alloca-
tion together with the transaction is given to the query processing algorithm to com-
pute a schedule. Such a schedule consists of data transmissions and operations. For 
each data transmission an edge is created between the corresponding sending and the 
corresponding receiving physical or virtual site. And, each operation is added to the 
operation-set of the appropriate physical or virtual site. Note that the schedules do 
not take into account the fact that certain virtual sites are assigned to nucleus-sites. 
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A nucleus-site in the processing-schedules graph together with its assigned set is 
graphically represented by a box; in this box there is a black dot representing the 
nucleus-site itself. The boxes that represent the elements of the assigned set are 
placed on the edges of the box, such that they do not overlap with each other. Fig. 
4.1 shows part of a processing-schedules graph with one physical site, PhS; , and two 
virtual sites, VSi and VSk , of which VSi is assigned to PhS;. If VSi is united with 
PhS; the box of VSi together with the edge between VSi and PhS; disappears. The 
remaining adjacent edge of VSi is inherited by PhS;. If VSi and VSk are united both 
their boxes disappear together with the edge between them, and a new box is 1,;reated 
which inherits the adjacent edges of both VSi and VSk . The status of this new box 
depends on how the original virtual sites are related. For example, if VSk was 
assigned to VSi which in its turn was assigned to PhS; and VSi and VSk are united, 
then the resulting virtual site of the union is assigned to PhS;. The same result is 
obtained if VSi and VSk were, independent of each other, assigned to PhS;. If VSi 
and VSk were assigned to different nucleus-sites then it is not defined to which 
assigned set their union belongs. 
,---------- P h 5 1 
Figure 4.1. Graphical representation of a physical site with virtual sites. 
Example 4.1 
Fig. 4.1 shows a processing-schedules graph of a partially specified allocation 
for three transactions. It is constructed under the assumption that all physical and 
virtual sites are different sites in a computer network. There are two physical sites, 
PhS I and PhS 2, and three virtual sites, VS 1, VS 2 and VS 3, of which the latter is 
assigned to PhS 2• Transaction 1 is a query, which is executed 10 times per unit of 
time, and it computes a join between F 1, allocated to VS 1, and F 2, allocated to VS 2. 
Its processing schedule consists of the restrictions S I and S 2, which are elements of 
the operations-sets of VS I and VS 2, respectively. The result of S 1, whose size is 200 
bytes, is transmitted to VS 2, where the join (J) with the result of S 2 is computed. 
Finally, this result, 800 bytes in size, is sent to the physical site PhS 2• 
Transaction 2 is an update, which is executed 6 times per unit of time. It 
updates (U) fragment F 1, which is allocated to VS 1• 
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Transaction 3 is again a query which retrieves (S 3) data from F 3, allocated to 
VS 3• It is executed 20 times per unit of time. 
PhS2 ,----------, 
(2,6, 800) ( 1, 10, 800) 
( 1,10, 200) 
VSz 
(3,20. 1000) 
VS1 = ({Fi},{S 1,U}) 
VS 2 = ({F2},{S2,J }) 
VS 3 = ({F3},{S3}) 
Figure 4.2. An example of a processing-schedule graph. 
□ 
Given the processing-schedules graph we can compute the cost of an allocation. 
This allocation may be completely or partially specified. For each transaction we can 
construct a processing schedule from the processing-schedules graph, taking into 
account the assignment of certain virtual sites to nucleus-sites. This is done as fol-
lows: imagine that each physical site and each virtual site that is not assigned to 
another nucleus-site is a different site in a computer network. And furthermore, each 
virtual site that is assigned to another nucleus-site is identified with the site in the 
computer network that corresponds to the nucleus-site to which it is assigned. Hence, 
transmissions from a virtual site to the nucleus-site to which it is assigned are not 
counted in the cost of the schedule under construction; all other transmissions are. 
For each nucleus-site that is not assigned to another one the expected waiting time of 
its operations is computed as if the operation-sets of the virtual sites, which are 
assigned to it, were united. The expected waiting time of the operations in an 
operation-set of a virtual site that is assigned to a nucleus-site is computed as if the 
operation-sets of the virtual site and the nucleus-site to which it is assigned were 
united. Note, that although more than one virtual site may be assigned to a nucleus-
site the expected waiting times of their operations are computed for each virtual site 
independently. 
The expected waiting time of transmissions can be computed by giving to a 
routing algorithm the amount of data transmitted from one site to another and how 
frequently this is done. 
The above should give enough information to compute whether constraints, 
such as for example the bandwidth of a communication channel, are met, and to con-
struct the processing schedules and to compute their cost, such as total transmission 
cost, response transmission time, response time, etc .. 
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Example 4.2 
Given the processing-schedules graph of the partially specified allocation dis-
cussed in example 4.1 . From it we will construct the processing schedules of the three 
transactions, taking into account the assignment of VS 3 to PhS 2• For simplicity we 
confine ourselves to the transmissions in the processing schedules. 
Transaction I : 
F 1 ~ F 2 800 result site 
total transmission cost = 1000 
Transaction 2: 
result site~ F1 
total transmission cost = 800 
Transaction 3: 
no transmissions 
This results in a total transmission cost of the allocation of 
10 X 1000 + 6 X 800 = 14,800. 
□ 
In this section completely and partially specified allocations were introduced. 
To compute the cost of an allocation a processing-schedules graph must be deter-
mined. This can be done by giving the allocation to a query processing algorithm 
which returns a processing schedule for each query. The transmissions and operations 
in such a schedule are incorporated in the processing-schedules graph. In the rest of 
this chapter we will discuss various aspects of the data allocation problem within the 
model described above. 
4.3.1. Forking Points and Forking Graphs 
So far we discussed the way a processing-schedules graph can be constructed 
given a partially specified allocation and how the cost of such an allocation can be 
determined from it. Our goal is to obtain a completely specified allocation by mani-
pulating partially specified allocation such that a given cost function is minimized. 
Changing an allocation may have effects on the processing schedules of the transac-
tions. Especially, the placement of forking points in a schedule depends on the alloca-
tion. Therefore, we will introduce a forking graph, which enables us to more 
efficiently handle forking points when changing partially specified allocations. The 
cases in which forking points are used are listed below. The first case is concerned 
with the notification of the processing schedule of a query or update to all sites 
involved and the second case with the notification of the tuples to be updated to the 
copies of a fragment in an update transaction. A third case will be seen when dis-
cussing the splitting of relations. The representation of a forking graph is shown in 
fig. 4.3. Such a forking-graph will be a subgraph of a processing-schedules graph and 
consists of a notification node and a set of receiving nodes (The term notification is 
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used because it concerns a selective broadcast). All the nodes are VS-nodes. All 
edges in a forking graph are labeled with the same 3-tuple, because to each receiving 
site the same amount of data will be transmitted with the same frequency. Each 
receiving node is part of a schedule for a query that references the fragment allocated 
to that receiving node. 
notification node 
receiving nodes 
Figure 4.3. Forking-graph, with t = (i ,A,d). 
Imagine that this forking-graph is part of an update schedule. After the tuples 
that have to be changed are determined, the actual changes are sent to the copies of 
the fragment; this is the forking point. At the notification node the changes are com-
puted and the copies are located at the receiving nodes. 
What kind of changes can occur in the allocation? Two copies that were 
located at different virtual sites can be allocated to the same virtual site. This means 
that the two virtual sites are united and two copies of the same fragment are put in 
the fragment-set of the resulting virtual site. Having two identical copies at one 
nucleus-site is, as far as efficiency is concerned, useless and, therefore, only one is 
maintained. If in a forking-graph two receiving nodes are united, one of the edges to 
these nodes disappears. Also, if one of the copies of the fragment is allocated to the 
site corresponding to the notification node there is no need to transmit data to it. 
Therefore, if a receiving node is united with a notification node the edge between 
them is deleted. 
Besides the removal of an edge representing a superfluous transmission, also 
operations directly involved with this transmission, and operations that worked on 
superfluous copies, are removed from the operation-sets. 
The same forking-graph can be used for the notification of the processing 
schedule to the sites involved. 
4.3.2. Unit of Allocation and Processing Schedules 
Having explained how a processing-schedules graph for a given allocation can 
be constructed and how to compute the cost of that allocation we will now discuss 
how to determine the unit of allocation. 
An obvious unit of allocation is a complete relation in the global conceptual 
schema. Data occur in the same relation because there is a logical relationship 
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between them. Such a relation may, however, contain tuples that are accessed by 
users of different sites. For example, a real-estate agent is mainly interested in pro-
perties that are for sale in his area. Allocating the relation containing tuples about 
these properties to one site would make the real-estate database a central one and 
most agents would have to retrieve data from a distant site. Splitting the relation 
such that tuples concerning specific areas form fragments of the relation and allocat-
ing these fragments to sites located in these areas would decrease the total transmis-
sion cost involved in query processing drastically. Mainly, because most of the data is 
locally available. In this example the splitting is rather simple. Determining the frag-
ments to be allocated will be more formalized now. 
Let us assume that we have a set of queries, updates and their frequencies of 
their usage. As far as the relational operations are concerned, queries and updates 
are the same and, therefore, we only discuss queries. A query will use only fragments 
of the relations in the global conceptual schema. These fragments are characterized 
by restrictions and projections. 
First, we take a look at just one relation, say R . Assume we have a collection 
of queries { Qk }k E , and each Qk uses only a fragment Fk of relation R , 
Fk = R { Ck }[Pk], where Ck is a restriction and Pk a set of attributes of R. Every 
C; defines a subset of the tuples of R . The corresponding subsets of some C; may 
overlap. We are interested in these intersections, which can be uniquely ide_ntified by 
saying in which subsets of the C; 's they fall . Consider an n-bit number, one bit for 
every C;. If the intersection, / , is part of C; the ith bit is I, otherwise it is 0. A 
unique identification of / is the decimal number that corresponds to the n-bit string. 
The number zero is not used because it corresponds to the empty set. In this way R 
is split horizontally. 
Instead of the Pk 's the singleton subsets Ai are used. Ai contains the jth attri-
bute of R . in this way R is split vertically. The resulting fragments F;i, where i is 
the decimal number corresponding to the bit string of the horizontal splitting, and J 
the index of the attribute, respectively, are considered as objects to be allocated. 
Fragments that do not contain a primary key are extended such that it is included. 
Example 4.3 
Assume we have a relation 
PARTS(PNO ,PNAME ,CITY) 
and the following queries: 
Q 1 = PARTS[PNO,PNAME] 
Qi = PARTS{CITY = Paris OR CITY= Amsterdam} 
Q 3 = PARTS{CITY = Amsterdam OR CITY= London} . 
From these queries we can determine the C; 's: 
C1 = true 
Ci = (CITY= Paris) or (CITY= Amsterdam) 
C 3 =(CITY= Amsterdam) or (CITY= London) 
A1 = {PNO} 
Ai = {PNAME} 
A 3 = {CITY} 
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In general, there would be (23 - I) X 3 fragments FiJ. In this special case we see 
that the bit of C 1 is always I, otherwise the corresponding set is empty. Hence, there 
are (22 - I) X 3 = 9 fragments. 
F 51 = PARTS{ CITY = London}[PNO] 
F 52 = PA RTS{CITY = London}[PNAME] 
F 53 = PARTS{CITY = London}[C/TY] 
F 61 = PARTS{CITY = Paris}[PNO] 
F 62 = PARTS{CITY = Paris}[PNAME] 
F63 = PARTS{CITY = Paris}[C/TY] 
F 71 = PARTS{CITY = Amsterdam}IPNO] 
F72 = PARTS{CITY = Amsterdam}[PNAME] 
F 73 = PARTS{CITY = Amsterdam}[CJTY] 
Fragments with only PNAME and CITY are extended such that the primary key, 
PNO, is included as well. 
□ 
Before discussing whether further splitting is necessary we show the extension 
for queries that reference more than one relation . The extension to queries that con-
tain joins is simple. Again, the fragments required by the join can be described by 
projections and restrictions. The projection set contains the target attributes, the join-
ing attributes and the attributes on which the restriction operates. The restriction 
includes the clauses that are applicable to the corresponding relation. It may also 
include clauses that are obtained by transitivity on clauses on the other relation and 
the joining clauses. 
To investigate whether further splitting is necessary, we discuss the processing 
schedules of the operations restriction, projection and join. Each of these operations 
must be part of the set of queries { Q k }k E I on which the relations are split. 
A restriction will be part of some query, so it is in some Cp. The result of the 
restriction is the fragment that can be composed of the fragments F,1 where i can take 
any value as long as the pth bit is set, and j can take any value. What is done with 
these fragments depends on the next operation. If there is none, all these fragments 
are sent to the result site. 
The same for a projection, only now the fragments are determined by the attri-
bute set. The result of a projection is computed in several phases. First, all frag-
ments with the same first index are collected at one site, then local projections are 
computed (the same as a distributed projection in [Pelagatti 1979]. Then the results 
are collected at one site where again a projection is computed. 
Which fragments are involved in a join can be determined in the same way as 
was done for a restriction and a projection. The result of a join is computed as fol-
lows. For one relation all fragments with the same first index are collected at one 
site. All the fragments of the other relation are sent to these sites where the joins are 
computed. Note, the fact that a forking graph is used here; see also fig. 4.4. 
We call a distributed query processing algorithm static under splitting if a split 
of a fragment F into P and F" will only cause changes in a schedule concerning the 
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incoming and outgoing edges of F, and such that an edge coming from F is now 
replaced by an edge coming from F' or from F" or from both. Furthermore, an edge 
going to F is now replaced by an edge going to F' or to F" or to both. 
A split of F into F' and F" is called a balanced split if an outgoing edge of F 
labeled with (A.,d) is replaced by two edges labeled (A.,d IF' I / IF I) and 
(A.,d IF" I / IF I) leaving F' and F'', respectively. An incoming edge of F labeled 
(1',d) is replaced by two edges both labeled (1',d) going to F and F". 
Theorem 4.1 A horizontal split of F into F' and F'', that is done randomly, is bal-
anced, if the distributed query processing algorithm is static under splitting. 
Proof Assume that we split a fragment horizontally into F' and F' . An outgoing 
edge of F is the transmission of a result of an operation in which Fparticipated. 
Because the split is done randomly a tuple of F' is equally likely part of the result as 
a tuple of F" . The result can be obtained by applying the operation to both F' and 
F" and uniting the two results. Because of these two reasons the size of the result 
produced by F and F'' is I F' I / I F I and I F'' I / I F I times the size of the result 
produced by F . 
Because the split is done randomly no information is known about the tuples in 
F' and F" and, therefore, the incoming edges are both labeled with the label of the 
original edge. Hence, the split is balanced. 
D 
A vertical split is not necessarily balanced because the change in the schedule 
may cause all the incoming edges to go to F' and none to F'' . An example of this is 
the schedule for a projection. Assume that F is one of the fragments after a vertical 
split, and that in a schedule for a projection all transmissions are directed to F . If F 
is split vertically into F' and F'' the schedule will change drastically, because F no 
longer exists. One obvious change is to direct all the edges to F' including one from 
F''. But then the split is not balanced. 
If the split is not random and information about the split is used in query pro-
cessing this information should be added to the set of queries on which the relations 
are split. 
Theorem 4.2 Further splitting the fragments obtained by horizontally splitting the 
relations based on clauses of queries and vertically splitting them on attributes will 
not decrease the total transmission cost, if the schedules are static under splitting. 
Proof Because the cost function is the total transmission cost the labels (1',d) are 
replaced by l\d. The fragments obtained can not be split vertically because they con-
tain only one attribute. Therefore, let us consider a horizontal split of fragment F 
into F' and F'' . And let us assume that F' and F'' are allocated to different physical 
sites in the optimal allocation. We will show that allocating F and F'' to the same 
site will not increase the total transmission cost. Fig. 4.4 shows part of the 
processing-schedules graph in the split form; remember, the horizontal split of F is 
balanced if the processing schedules are static under splitting. All virtual sites have 
been assigned to physical sites except VS' and VS" which contain F' and F'', respec-
tively. In the complete processing-schedules graph there may be more incoming edges 
for VS' and VS" but suppose that the one labeled with t 0 is the largest of them; r' 
stands for I F' I / I F I and r" for I F'' I / I F I - In this partial processing-schedules 
graph there are six possible assignments. In all of them either VS' or VS" is 
assigned to PhS 1 or PhS 2• Without loss of generality assume that PhS 1 = {VS'}. 
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Figure 4.4. Partial processing-schedules graph. 
This means that r't 1 ;;;. r' t 2, which implies r"t 1 ;;;. r"t 2. Removing VS" from the site 
to which it was assigned and uniting it with VS' changes the total transmission cost 
as follows: 
max(r"t2,t o) - to - r"t, , 
which is less than or equal to zero. Hence, the two fragments F and F" have been 
brought together without increasing the total transmission cost. 
□ 
In reality it may happen that distributed query processing algorithms are not 
static under splitting but we expect that changes in the processing schedules because a 
fragment is split can be modified back to the processing schedule when the fragment 
is unsplit, just as in the theorem, without increasing total transmission cost. There-
fore, the fragments FiJ will be the objects to be allocated. 
When minimizing response time the problem of determining the objects to be 
allocated is a lot more complicated. A good heuristic to minimize the response time 
is to allow for as much parallelism as possible. At first glance it may seem a good 
idea to just split R horizontally in sets containing an equal number of tuples. How-
ever, no information is known about the tuples in the obtained fragments, and, hence, 
every query or update must access all the fragments, causing less concurrency. There-
fore, the same approach is taken as for minimizing total transmission cost. The rela-
tions are split into fragments based on the queries stated by the users at the sites in 
the computer network. Further splitting the obtained fragments vertically will not 
enhance more parallelism. Further splitting it horizontally, on the other hand, is a 
good idea. Because the clauses of all queries have already been used, this further 
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splitting will be done randomly. Ideally every tuple is placed at a different site giving 
a maximum of parallelism. Due to overhead it is better to group tuples together. We 
assume that the minimum number of tuples per fragment is given as a system param-
eter. So, the fragments obtained for minimizing total transmission cost are horizon-
tally split further but such that no newly created fragments contain too few tuples. 
The fragments constructed in this subsection are the objects to be allocated. 
They are assigned to the virtual sites in the initial allocation. If two fragments that 
contain the same primary key end up in the same fragment-set of a virtual or physical 
site they together can be viewed as one large fragment with only one primary key. 
Knowledge about a completely specified allocation is put in a global data dic-
tionary. Such a dictionary may contain information about attributes that are con-
tained in fragments, restrictions on the relations that define the fragments, number of 
tuples in the fragments, selectivity of certain attributes, allocation of copies, etc .. 
Each of these items is of interest to different parts of the distributed query processing 
unit. And, probably, each will be accessed by different sites with a different access 
pattern. Therefore, an allocation of the global data dictionary can be computed in 
exactly the same way as is done with the relations. 
To summarize this subsection we may conclude that just looking at the logical 
components of a database is not sufficient to determine the objects to be allocated. 
Therefore, a way to split relations horizontally and vertically based on the queries and 
attributes was proposed. The resulting fragments form one of the inputs of the algo-
rithm that constructs the processing-schedules graph. 
4.4. Centralized Data Allocation 
In this section and the following one we will discuss two different approaches to 
data allocation, a centralized and a decentralized approach. We speak of a central-
ized data allocation if the allocation of all the data is considered at the same time and 
if either one database administrator or the database management system itself is 
allowed to change the existing allocation. 
4.4.1. Construction of Processing-Schedules Graph 
In subsection 4.3.2 a way of determining the fragments to be allocated, was dis-
cussed. All queries or updates will be used to compute these fragments. For each 
query (updates will be discussed later) a copy is made of the required fragments, 
which are assigned to newly created virtual sites. At this point the processing-
schedules graph contains nodes for each site in the computer network (physical sites) 
and the above created nodes for virtual sites. 
If the distributed query processing algorithm can handle an arbitrary allocation 
of fragments, the processing schedules for this initial redundant allocation can be 
computed as described in section 4.3. The operations that, according to the schedule, 
have to be computed at a virtual or physical site are added to the operation-set of the 
corresponding node. For the data transmissions, edges between the appropriate nodes 
are created, and labeled with the amount of data transmitted and the frequency with 
which the query is stated. 
Not all distributed query processing algorithms are able to compute a process-
ing schedule given an arbitrary allocation of fragments. For example, some of them 
assume that a whole relation is the unit of allocation. In that case the fragments of 
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each relation can be collected at a site, such that the query processing algorithm can 
be applied, or the schedules for the operations discussed in subsection 4.3.2 are used. 
If there are no update transactions we are finished and from the processing-
schedules graph a completely specified allocation can be determined minimizing some 
cost function. Here, we explicitly assume that each site has enough storage to contain 
the whole database. 
In general, however, there will be updates. As an example we will show the 
processing-schedules graph for an update if centralized Jocking is used (Note, the fact 
that centralized locking is discussed, has got nothing to do with centralized data allo-
cation). In centralized locking all requests for locks are funnelled through one site. 
That site decides whether a query or update can get the requested locks. Which of 
the physical sites should do this job is not known in advance. Therefore, all the 
involved operations are allocated to a virtual site, say VS 0• Finally, if a completely 
specified allocation is determined the site that controls the locks is known. 
Assume an update transaction is initiated at PhS I that changes tuples in frag-
ment F . All operations that have to be done by the site corresponding to PhS I are 
put in its operation-set. A schedule for an update consists of the following: 
□ request for an exclusive lock on F is sent to VS 0, 
□ an acknowledge is sent back to PhS I after the lock is set, 
□ the schedule or the query determining the tuples to be updated is transmitted to 
VS 1, where the tuples to be changed are determined, 
□ the tuples are sent back to PhS 1, 
□ PhS I computes what the changes are and notifies all the virtual sites (such as 
VS I and VS 2) where the copies of F are about the update. 
□ the final action of PhS I is to send a message to VS O to release the locks. 
If in the second step the Jock is rejected the request will be sent again. This 
can easily be included in the processing-schedules graph if statistics are available on 
how often this happens. Other ways of processing updates are possible, however, the 
above listed actions will somehow be part of it. 
Although, initially every query has its own copies of the fragments, it may hap-
pen that some virtual sites containing a copy of the same fragment are united because 
it is too expensive to maintain too many copies. In this way the algorithm that deter-
mines a completely specified allocation not only decides where to allocate the frag-
ments but also how many copies have to be maintained. 
One may object against the fact that all queries and updates have to be known 
in advance to compute the fragments to be allocated and to compute the initial allo-
cation. In some cases they are not known at all. Then we may determine the frag-
ments based on the global external views of the users, which can be considered as 
queries themselves. The flow of data between the fragments can no longer be com-
puted with a query processing algorithm and should be estimated with statistical 
information based on an existing allocation. Changes in this flow due to changes in 
the allocation should be estimated, based on the queries and updates that are known. 
A way of doing this is to look at operations most often used on the fragments and 
compute schedules such as was done in subsection 4.3.2. 
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4.4.2. Static versus Dynamic Schedules 
In the processing-schedules graph corresponding to the initial allocation, the 
processing schedules were computed based on the assumption that between virtual 
sites transmissions are required if communication is necessary. During the search for 
an optimal allocation, the cost of other partially or completely specified allocations 
will be computed. To make this computation more efficient we may keep the 
schedules the same as in the initial processing-schedules graph. Only, if two virtual 
sites are united the edges between them disappear, or, if they are part of an update-
graph, an edge in this graph disappears. An allocation algorithm that computes the 
cost of allocations in the above described way uses static processing schedules. 
Although the computation of the cost of allocations is more efficient, finding a 
minimum total transmission cost allocation is still NP-complete [Cook I 971 , Aho 1974, 
Garey 1979). 
Theorem 4.3 The problem whether there exists a completely specified allocation with 
total transmission cost less than or equal to a certain T using static processing 
schedules is NP-complete. 
Proof The problem is NP, because for a "guess" allocation we can, in polynomial 
time, determine whether its total transmission cost is less than or equal to T. 
To show the NP-completeness of this problem we transform 3-dimensional 
matching, a known NP-complete problem, to it. 
3-dimensional matching: Set M C W X X X Y, where W, X and Y are dis-
joint sets having the same finite number q of elements. Does M contain a 
matching, i.e., a subset M' C M such that I M' I = q and no two elements of 
M' agree in any coordinate? 
The construction of a transmission-strategy graph from a 3-dimensional match-
ing problem is done as follows : 
□ the elements of the sets W , X and Y are the VS-nodes. 
□ for every triple ( w ,x ,y) E M create a PhS-node and connect the VS-nodes 
corresponding to w, x and y to this PhS-node; label these edges with the 
number d = 21M I + I. 
□ create an edge between the VS-nodes corresponding to w and x if there exists a 
triple (w ,x ,y ) E M . Do the same for the pairs (x ,y ); label all these edges 
with the number I. Count the number of edges with label I, say this is equal 
to I (I ,;;; 2 I M I ). 
The question whether there exists a matching M' is transformed to : Does there exist 
an allocation with total transmission cost less than or equal to 
3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q ). 
Now we have to prove that this is a transformation. Assume this is the case. 
In this allocation each VS-node is united with a PhS-node with which it is connected 
by an edge in the processing-schedules graph. We will show that if it were not con-
nected, the total transmission cost would be larger. For, in the processing-schedules 
graph there are 3 IM I edges with label d , and there are 3q VS-nodes. Assume there 
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is a VS-node that is not united with a PhS-node with which it is connected by an 
edge. Then the total transmission cost is at least 
(31MI - 3q + l)d = 3(IMI - q)d + d 
> 3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q ), 
because d > 21 M I ;;;. /, so such a VS node does not exist. 
Hence, the number of VS-nodes united with the same PhS-node is less than or equal 
to three. Also, a PhS-node will not be united with less than three VS-nodes. Assume 
that we have an allocation such that there are 
q I PhS-nodes with 3 VS-nodes, 
q 2 PhS-nodes with 2 VS-nodes, 
q3 PhS-nodes with I VS-node, 
with q 1 < q. 
The maximum number of edges, that are labeled 1, that will disappear because 
of this allocation is 2q 1 + q 2• Because all VS-nodes are united with PhS-nodes with 
which they are connected by an edge the total transmission cost will be at least: 
3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q 1 - q 2) > 3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q ), 
because 
which contradicts the first assumption. 
Hence, either there are no VS-nodes united with a PhS-node or exactly three. 
It also shows that the three VS-nodes united with the same PhS-node are intercon-
nected by two edges. Thus, the three VS-nodes, united with the same PhS-node, 
correspond to a triple in a matching M'. (All VS-nodes are used exactly once). 
Now assume that there is no allocation with a total transmission cost less than 
3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q ), and assume we have a matching M' C M. Construct 
the corresponding processing-schedules graph as was done above and unite the VS-
nodes corresponding with the triples of M' to the site to which they triple-wise are 
connected. The total transmission cost of this allocation is computed as follows. In 
this allocation there are 3( IM I - q) edges with label d; 2q edges with label 1 disap-
pear because three VS-nodes corresponding to a triple of M' are united with the same 
site. Thus the total transmission cost is 
3( I M I - q )d + (I - 2q ). 
D 
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Corollary 4.4 The problem of finding an allocation with minimum total transmission 
cost is NP-complete. 
□ 
Clearly, using static processing schedules may lead to data allocations of which 
the real cost differs from the computed cost. We know that if the allocation changes 
the processing schedules change as well. A consequence is that the cost of a com-
pletely specified allocation obtained using static processing schedules might not reflect 
the real cost. The reason is that a query processing algorithm might come up with 
completely different schedules given the final allocation obtained using static 
schedules. Therefore, to compute the real cost of an allocation the schedules have to 
be recomputed. An allocation algorithm that does this uses dynamic processing 
schedules. 
Whether the use of static or dynamic processing schedules is preferable depends 
on many aspects. For example, the dynamic case may be infeasible because it is 
time-consuming, and its effect on the cost of the allocation might be marginal. We 
come back to this point in sections 4.7. 
4.5. Decentralized Data Allocation 
Quite a different approach is taken in this section. Instead of assuming the 
existence of a database administrator that may make any change in the existing data 
allocation, we assume that the data is owned by the users, or that the distributed 
database is a collection of databases owned by different parties. Both cases have in 
common that there does not exists a central organization that can dictate the alloca-
tion of the data. Therefore, the database management systems of the sites should, in 
cooperation with each other, try to determine an optimal allocation of the data 
required by the users of their own sites. This is done by allowing the creation of 
copies of fragments by the DBMSs. This approach is called decentralized data alloca-
tion. 
4.5.1. Private Copies and Processing-Schedules Graph 
A group of users at a site that share the same view of a database can request 
their local DBMS to somehow change the allocation such that a certain cost function 
is minimized. Because the original relations are, in general, not owned by this group 
their DBMS may not change their location. Therefore, copies are made of the frag-
ments of the relations in which the group is interested. These copies are allocated to 
virtual sites. The edges in the processing-schedules graph are obtained in the same 
way as in the centralized approach, however, here only the queries of the group are 
taken. Updates of users of this group and others are included as far as the fragments 
of interest are concerned. So, the fragments are only determined by queries of this 
group and not by all users as in the centralized data allocation. Therefore, the 
processing-schedules graph is less complex, and determining an allocation such that a 
cost function is minimized is a lot simpler. Each group of users will have its own 
processing-schedules graph and an allocation is determined for each one separately. 
This means that if copies are made they are solely used by one such group, and will 
therefore be called private copies. 
The data allocation in the decentralized approach can change more or less con-
tinuously through time. A group of users starts using the database or changes its 
access pattern. To express this, a processing-schedules graph is constructed with 
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private copies allocated to virtual sites. Because there are many other users around, 
the fragment-sets, and operation-sets of the physical sites will, in general, not be 
empty. Depending on the cost function to be minimized this is taken into account. 
For example, a physical site may have a "large" operation-set, causing a high 
expected service time for an operation. When minimizing the response time of the 
queries stated by the group this physical site will probably be avoided. 
Example 4.4 
Assume that the relations R I and R 2 are allocated to PhS I and PhS 2, respec-
tively, and that their locations are fixed. A group of users at the site that corresponds 
to PhS 3 wants to use fragments F I and F 2 of R I and R 2, respectively. The fragments 
are allocated to VS I and VS 2, respectively. Besides the transmissions and operations 
to process the queries of the users of site PhS 3, there will also be transmissions from 
PhS I to VS I and PhS 2 to VS 2 to keep the fragments F I and F 2 up-to-date. 
□ 
Because a group may access only its own private copies it may be possible to 
periodically update these copies, depending on how up-to-date these copies have to be. 
In reality, quite often a user is not interested in the latest version of the database, 
especially when this is very costly. Many times a user is happy with a consistent ver-
sion of the database that may be a couple of hours or days out-of-date. The group of 
users may themselves decide how up-to-date their copies should be, and thereby 
deciding the update cost [Adiba1980b, Adiba1981]. Decreasing this cost will make it 
more likely that an allocation is chosen such that query processing becomes cheaper. 
In the centralized data allocation these periodically updated copies are not pos-
sible, because many users will make use of the same copies. Therefore, these copies 
have to be kept up-to-date at all cost. If this is not done it will affect all users. We 
come back to this point in section 4.6. 
To investigate the feasibility of these ideas Sang Ajang and Spoor [Sang 
Ajangl981] made an initial design of a distributed DBMS, called STUFF, that allows 
for periodically updated fragments. The private copies are used by a group of users 
for query processing. Under the assumption that most of the transactions are queries 
the allocation of the private copies can be chosen such that the cost for query process-
ing is minimized. Also, the queries will hardly be hindered by other concurrent tran-
sactions, because only periodic updates need to lock the private copies. The group of 
users must make some kind of arrangement with their local DBMS to keep the 
private copies up-to-date. For example, every hour or day their site, called Initiating 
Site, will send a message to the original relations to request for all the updates since 
the last periodic update. These updates are sent directly to the sites where the private 
copies reside. Note, because the allocation is determined to minimize (query) process-
ing cost the sites of the private copies are not necessarily the Initiating Site. After 
arrival of the updates the Initiating Site is notified such that the updates are made 
effective on all copies in between queries to ensure a consistent database. Updates 
can not be done on out-of-date copies. Hence, the private copies are merely for 
retrieval and all updates should be done on the original relations. Interactive update 
sessions contradict the philosophy behind the idea of periodically updated fragments 
and were, therefore, not accounted for in STUFF. Updates can be done in batch 
mode, and the changes are available after the next periodic update of the private 
copies. 
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If every group of users is forced to have its own private copies that are periodi-
cally updated, the original relations are only accessed for updates. Periodic updates 
can be obtained from a log-file of the relations. The separation of the queries and 
updates will decrease the heavy load on the concurrency control mechanism. We 
expect that for many applications a system with private copies that are updated on a 
periodic basis, will suffice. This approach also emphasizes the fact that in practice a 
distributed database will not be just a database that is centralized at the logical level 
and distributed at the physical level, but that it is distributed at the logical as well at 
the physical level (see section 2.1 ). For example, a distributed database that is a col-
lection of databases. If retrieving data from several databases is done frequently it 
might be worthwhile to create private copies of those parts of the databases in which 
the users are interested and allocate them to the users' sites. Query processing is now 
cheap in the sense that no data transmissions are required and if slightly out-of-date 
copies suffice the cost to keep them up-to-date is minimum. 
As far as data allocation is concerned, however, creating private copies is 
attractive. For privacy and security reasons it might happen that no private copies 
may be created or that they may only be allocated to certain sites. 
4.6. Comparison Centralized and Decentralized Approach 
Several issues will be discussed to compare the centralized and the decentralized 
approach to data allocation [Apersl98lb). The first issue is the applicability. To 
determine the fragments to be allocated in the centralized case, all queries and 
updates have to be known to some central organization such as the database adminis-
trator or the DDBMS. Also, the frequencies with which they are executed, have to be 
known to construct the processing-schedules graph of the database. To install a new 
allocation the central organization should have the power to take decisions about data 
allocations at different sites. An example of such a database may be one that exists 
on a local network. 
If the processing-schedules graph consists of a collection of processing-schedules 
subgraphs that are loosely connected, that is by means of edges whose labels hardly 
contribute to the cost function, then we are on the border between the centralized and 
the decentralized approach. The edges that connect the subgraphs can be deleted and 
a data allocation can be determined for each of them independently. 
In the decentralized approach only the transactions of a group of users at the 
same site that share the same view have to be considered. Their local database 
administrator or their local DBMS must have the opportunity to create copies of rela-
tions and allocate them to arbitrary sites. The processing-schedules graphs in the 
decentralized approach are a lot smaller and, therefore, it will be easier to compute an 
optimal allocation. 
The second issue is the flexibility with which it can incorporate changes in the 
users' access pattern. In the centralized approach the efficiency of the data allocation 
should be checked on a regular base. This means that based on currently available 
information a new data allocation should be determined and its cost be compared 
with the cost of the current allocation. If some threshold is passed a re-organization 
of the data allocation must be ordered. This re-organization itself will cost a lot and 
should be viewed as a sort of investment to get a more efficient allocation. This 
investment should of course not be too costly compared to the gain in efficiency. This 
problem can be overcome by requiring that the investment is earned back within a 
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certain time interval. What a reasonable time interval is can be determined in prac-
tice. To incorporate this in the processing-schedules graph we introduce the re-
organization graph which is a subgraph of the processing-schedules graph. For every 
fragment in the fragment-set of a physical site a new virtual is created. Between the 
virtual site, to which it is allocated in the current allocation, and such a new virtual 
site an edge is placed. Its label is the cost if the virtual site were to be united with 
another physical site divided by the period in which the investment should be earned 
back. The other edges and their labels, and the operations involved are obtained the 
same way as discussed in subsection 4.5.1. An algorithm that determines the data 
allocation needs to know nothing about the re-organization and its cost. 
Because the processing-schedules graph in the decentralized approach is a lot 
smaller it will be easier to reflect changes in the access pattern by the users. 
For real-time applications or for the provision of interactive sessions the third 
issue is of interest, namely constraints queries may require on the response time. For 
instance, if during a conversation with customers a decision has to be taken based on 
data in the database a quick response is necessary. The problem we have here is that 
the cost function can not simply be expressed in transmission cost or response time. 
In the file allocation problem, which was stated as an integer programming problem, 
this was solved by just adding more constraints on the allocation. What this means is 
that the cost to satisfy the demands of a (small) group of users have to be paid by the 
rest of the users. Whether this is acceptable depends on the importance of the 
demands and whether it is applicable depends on the composition of the users. For 
example, in an airline reservation system selling tickets is important and needs of 
other users should be subject to this. As one can clearly see this is a non-quantifiable 
aspect and should be decided on by the management of the firm. Having an alloca-
tion of the data and the operations such that the response time constraints are met 
might be expensive. The question is, who will pay for this? If the database is cen-
trally managed because it belongs to one company, this company can decide whether 
the cost is acceptable. If the database is a collection of databases owned by different 
companies the problem becomes more complicated. The most reasonable way to 
solve it is to let the group that wants its demands fulfilled, pay for it. The decentral-
ized approach corresponds more closely with this last philosophy. 
The problem discussed here is not just a database problem but a real-life one. 
For example, the government subsidizes public transportation because many people 
will benefit from it. But people that have special needs such as special destinations, 
have to pay more, because they either have to take their own car or a taxi. Problems 
of this kind are not easily solved and therefore in the case of distributed databases we 
merely provide the system with tools to handle these problems. 
The fourth issue is the cost of the data allocation. In discussing the decentral-
ized approach we touched upon this problem. The order in which groups of users 
construct their processing-schedules graphs and minimize their cost, may influence the 
total cost of the data allocation. Also, the use of private copies prohibit the sharing 
of data causing, on the one hand, a higher cost. On the other hand, the cost to 
update the private copies may be decreased by updating them only periodically. We 
will show this by an example. 
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Example 4.5 
Take the relation PARTS of example 4.3 and two queries 
Q 1 = PARTS (CITY = Paris OR CITY = Amsterdam} 
Q 2 = PARTS(CITY = London OR CITY = Amsterdam}, 
and updates that change the quantity-on-hand of the parts. 
In the centralized approach the relation is split horizontally into three frag-
ments as follows. C I and C 2 are the two clauses of the queries. Vertically splitting is 
not considered. The set of attributes, P 1, contains all attributes of PARTS. 
F 11 = PARTS(CITY = London} 
F 21 = PARTS { CITY = Paris} 
F 31 = PARTS(CITY = Amsterdam} . 
Just for the sake of the example assume that at a site in London (PhS 1) Q I is stated, 
in Paris (PhS 3) Q 2 and the updates come from Amsterdam (PhS 2). The correspond-
ing processing-schedules graph is shown in fig. 4.5, where VS 1 = ( {F I t},O 1) , 
VS 2 = ({F3t},O 2), VS 3 = ({F3t},0 3), and VS4 = ({F2,},O4); We also assume that 
total transmission cost is the cost function. 
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Figure 4.5. Centralized processing-schedules graph. 
The optimal allocation is obtained by umtmg VS 1, VS 2 and VS 3 and with 
PhS 1, and uniting VS 4 with PhS 3. Its cost is 11. 
In the decentralized data allocation we start with an existing allocation; say 
relation PARTS is located in Amsterdam. In the processing-schedules graphs for the 
group of users in London and Paris this is shown by allocating PARTS to PhS 2• 
Because the groups in London and in Paris determine their data allocation 
independently, the relation is not split. Instead, each group makes a private copy of 
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the fragment in which it is interested. We discuss the processing-schedules graph for 
London. The fragment they use is 
FL = PARTS (CITY = London OR CITY = Amsterdam} 
The two processing-schedules graphs are shown in fig. 4.6; (a) shows the one for Lon-
don and (b) the one for Paris. 
10 11 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6. Decentralized processing-schedules graphs: (a) for London 
and (b) for Paris. 
The order in which the groups determine their data allocation is irrelevant 
because of the cost function . The London-group will unit VSL with PhS I and the 
Paris-group will unite VSp with PhS 3• The resulting data allocation costs 13. 
Comparing the two optimal allocations shows that sharing the fragment that 
contains parts that are located in Amsterdam, is more beneficial than allowing the 
two groups in London and Paris having private copies. However, if the group in 
Paris would only be interested in a periodically updated fragment of relation PARTS, 
the transmission cost from PhS 2 to PhS 3 might be less than 7, because not all updates 
have to be transmitted and there is less overhead when they are sent together. Hence, 
in that case the total transmission cost is less than 13. 
□ 
To compute the cost of data allocations obtained by the centralized and the 
decentralized approach we will do some simulations. For simplicity we confine our-
selves to minimizing total transmission cost. 
First the way the transactions are generated is discussed. A processing schedule 
of a transaction will have one of the basic forms shown in fig. 4.7, with its probability 
that it is generated below it; comp/ is a complexity parameter with which a branch in 
the processing schedules is generated (except the branch to the result site) and may 
range between O and 1. 
Because the relations are used by different transactions they are split into frag-
ments as described in subsection 4.3.2; we assume that they are split into three 
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R, - result site Prob = (1 -c )2 
R 1 - R, - result site Prob = c(l - c )(2 - c) 
Prob = c2(1 - c) 
Prob = c 2(1 - c) 
Prob = c 3 
Figure 4.7. Five different processing schedules with the probability that 
they are generated; c = comp!. 
fragments. When generating the processing schedule for a transaction, for each rela-
tion it is decided which fragments are in fact used. Each of the 3 fragments of a rela-
tion is used in a transaction with probability /rag, with a minimum of I fragment. 
During processing an update the tuples that have to be changed are computed. We 
assume here that they are computed at the result site and that that site notifies the 
relevant fragments that were used in the query of the changes. A fragment that is 
used in the processing schedule of an update transaction is updated with probability 
upd. 
In the centralized approach each query and update is given its own set of 
copies of fragments and for each fragment a virtual site is created. The processing 
schedules are represented by edges between the nucleus-sites and/or forking graphs in 
the processing-schedules graph. The virtual site of a fragment that is updated is the 
notification node in a forking graph and the receiving nodes are the virtual sites of 
other copies of that fragment. The label of the forking graph is the amount of data 
required to be transmitted to update a copy at another site times the frequency with 
which the update is executed. 
In the decentralized approach the original relations are not split and all update 
transactions make use of these relations. The part of the processing-schedules graph 
that is concerned with queries is the same as in the centralized approach. If an origi-
nal relation is changed by an update there will be edges from that relation to each of 
the virtual sites containing private copies used by the queries. The label of each edge 
is the total amount of data required to be transmitted to update a private copy, tak-
ing into account that updates may be done on a periodical basis. Note, that for these 
updates no forking graph is used because the private copies are not interchangeable, 
meaning that if two private copies are located at the same site they both have to be 
updated independently, because they are not necessarily consistent. 
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The following parameters are fixed : 
□ the number of sites in the computer network is 5, 
□ the total number of transactions, q + u , is 6, 
□ the number of relations in the database is 3, and each relation is split into 3 
fragments, 
□ the number of fragments per relation used by a transaction is I (jrag = 0), 
□ the complexity parameter, comp/ is set to 0.4, 
□ the edges in the processing schedules are labeled with a random number 
between 100 and 500, 
□ all fragments used in a update transaction are updated (upd = I), 
The reason that the first four parameters are kept so small is to be able to compute 
the optimal allocation in a reasonable amount of time. 
The parameters that will vary are: 
□ the number of transactions that are updates (u), ranges from 0 to 6, 
□ the labels of the transmissions required to keep the private copies consistent in 
the decentralized approach are multiplied with the parameter pud, which 
denotes the relative cost of periodic updates compared to normal updates. pud 
will vary between 0 and I. 
Table 4.8 shows the total transmission cost for the centralized approach and the 
decentralized approach for different values of the parameter pud. Also the 
query/update transactions ratio is varied. 
centralized decentralized 
pud 
q u 0.0 0.3 0.6 1.0 
0 6 2565.3 3357.5 3357.5 3357.5 3357.5 
I 5 1605.5 2099.7 2220.4 2282.7 2317.4 
2 4 1280.3 1628.2 1831.7 1976.0 2123.2 
3 3 1293.8 925.2 1225.2 1449.2 1585.8 
4 2 813.1 444.5 793.5 1033.9 1167.2 
5 I 291 .4 0 160.9 321 .8 519.4 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 4.8. Total transmission cost for centralized and decentral-
ized approach. 
In the upper half of the table where the updates form a majority the centralized 
approach is clearly better. This is not so much caused by the decentralized approach 
itself as by the fact that the relations in the decentralized case were not split and that 
all update transactions are forced to use the original relations. We will come back to 
this point when discussing primary copies. In the lower half of the table, where the 
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queries form a majority, the decentralized approach becomes better if the cost to 
periodically update the private copies is not too high. 
To summarize this section we may conclude that the decentralized approach is 
rather attractive in a system without a central management, which may change the 
whole data allocation. It is especially useful for meeting special needs such as 
response time constraints, and it makes rapidly changing access patterns easy to 
implement. Also, the usage of periodically updated private copies will decrease the 
total transmission cost. Compared to the centralized approach, it has the disadvan-
tage that the data allocation can only be optimized locally, which will lead to a higher 
total transmission cost. Therefore, we expect that hybrid approaches to the data allo-
cation problem will be used, which integrates the centralized and decentralized 
approach. 
4.7. Minimizing Total Transmission Cost 
In the previous sections a model was introduced to investigate the data and 
operation allocation problem. In this section algorithms for computing completely 
specified allocations, which minimize the total transmission cost, are presented. The 
total transmission cost of an allocation is the sum of the cost of the schedules in the 
processing-schedules graph belonging to the allocation multiplied by the frequencies 
of the corresponding queries. A schedule for a query can be reconstructed from a 
processing-schedules graph by assuming that physical si tes and virtual sites are 
different sites in a computer network, except for virtual si tes that are assigned to other 
nucleus-sites. Remember that two virtual sites that are assigned to the same physical 
site are not assigned to each other, implying that, as far as the schedules are con-
cerned, they are different sites in a computer network. Given this reconstructed 
schedule its cost can be computed. 
Both optimal and heuristic allocations are considered in this section when using 
static and dynamic schedules. 
Topics, such as what are the constituents of the total transmission cost and 
what are the effects of the usage of primary copies, are investigated based on experi-
mental data obtained from heuristic algorithms run on randomly generated 
processing-schedules graphs. 
This section is organized as follows. In subsections 4.7.1 - 4.7.4 the total 
transmission cost is minimized using static schedules. In subsection 4.7.5 the same is 
done for semi-dynamic schedules. In subsections 4.7.6 - 4.7.8 dynamic schedules are 
used and the allocations obtained are compared with the ones obtained using dynamic 
schedules. In subsection 4.7.9 some extensions of the heuristic algorithm proposed in 
subsection 4.7.2 are considered. 
The main line of research consists of finding admissible heuristic estimators for 
the Heuristic Path Algorithm to guarantee optimal solutions, developing heuristic 
algorithms that run in polynomial time, and making a comparison between the alloca-
tions obtained by the heuristic algorithm and the optimal ones. In subsection 4.7.10 
the constituents of the total transmission cost are investigated. The usage of primary 
copies is discussed in subsection 4.7.11. 
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4.7.1. Optimal Allocations Using Static Schedules 
When a completely specified allocation is determined using static schedules the 
processing schedules of all queries and updates are computed based on the initial allo-
cation. Let us consider the processing-schedules graph of this initial allocation. From 
a graph-theoretical point of view the problem of minimizing total transmission cost 
boils down to the removal of certain edges in the processing-schedules graph such that 
there is no "path" left from one PhS-node to another. Then, the virtual sites in the 
subgraph belonging to a particular physical site are united with that site, resulting in 
a completely specified allocation. At that point possible constraints concerning 
bandwidths, etc. can be checked. A way to determine such a completely specified 
allocation, if total transmission cost is to be minimized, is to define the data allocation 
problem as an integer programming problem: 
minimize ~ ~cijpq xii Xpq + ~bii ( I - x ii ) 
ij pq ij 
subject to xii = 0 or 1 
where x;1 ll if VS; is united with PhSi 0 otherwise 
!total amount of data transmitted C;jpq between vs, and vsp if j =I= q 0 if j = q 
and b,j = total amount of data transmitted between VS; and PhS1 . 
The first term of the formula to be minimized is the sum of all the data 
transmissions between virtual sites that are united with different physical sites and the 
second term represents the data transmissions between virtual sites and physical sites 
with which they are not united. This problem looks like the quadratic assignment 
problem only there the b;i 's are zero, and also an additional constraint is added to 
ensure that only one virtual site is united with one physical site (Lawler1962]. 
Applications of standard integer programming techniques has not been done 
because applications to similar problems in the area of physical database design 
[Hoffer I 975], where a large set of objects is manipulated, have shown that these tech-
niques are rather time consuming. For a real database this may not be a drawback as 
large as in our case, here where we are more interested to investigate the characteris-
tics of the problem. 
Other techniques such as branch-and-bound [Lawler 1966] or the Heuristic Path 
Algorithm [Nilsson 1971] can and will be used to search large solution spaces 
efficiently. In [Pohl 1972] it was shown that these techniques are basically the same. 
These search techniques construct decision trees. A node in such a tree is identified 
with the path from the root to that node. Each edge on this path corresponds to a 
decision taken about the data allocation. An example decision is: unite VS; with 
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PhS1. During the search for an optimal data allocation the decision tree constructed 
so far divides the space of completely specified allocations into subsets which belong 
to the leaves. We say that a completely specified allocation satisfies a partially 
specified allocation if it is possible to modify the partially specified allocation by unit-
ing virtual sites with physical sites such that the result is the completely specified allo-
cation. A subset belonging to a leaf of the decision tree contains all completely 
specified allocations that satisfy the partially specified allocations defined by the deci-
sions taken to reach that leaf. The cost of a subset is defined as the minimum cost 
among all solutions in the subset. Ideally, this value is known for each subset, how-
ever, normally, this is not the case, and then it should be estimated. 
For a partially specified allocation we define an estimate-cost. Such an 
estimate-cost is the sum of two components, namely the cost caused by the decisions 
taken so far and an estimate of the cost that will be caused by decisions that still have 
to be taken to reach a completely specified allocation with least cost that satisfies the 
partially specified allocation. 
The search proceeds as follows. At each iteration a leaf with the least 
estimate-cost is expanded. This means that, given the unions decided on so far to 
reach that leaf, consider the union of a not yet considered virtual site with any of the 
physical sites. For each of the physical sites an edge leaving that leaf is created, 
rendering the leaf into an internal node. For each of the newly created leaves the 
estimate-cost of the corresponding subset is computed. Then, the algorithm goes 
through the next iteration, until a leaf whose corresponding subset contains only one 
completely specified allocation, is expanded. And this allocation is chosen as result. 
If the estimate-cost of the subsets are computed such that they underestimate 
the real cost, then the Heuristic Path Algorithm will eventually find the optimal com-
pletely specified allocation [Nilsson 1971 ]. So, this estimator is important, the closer 
its values are to the real cost the sooner the search terminates. 
Before we introduce some notions that are needed to explain the algorithm that 
computes the estimate-cost of a partially specified allocation, we will take a look at 
the basic ideas behind it. 
If all virtual sites in a partially specified allocation are directly or indirectly 
connected with only one physical site the estimate-cost could simply be determined 
based on the transmissions between physical sites. If this is not the case then we 
would like to remove certain transmissions such that it becomes true. These transmis-
sions will be searched for by considering paths between physical sites. A path 
between physical sites can, intuitively, be considered as a chain of nucleus-sites start-
ing at one physical site and going via zero or more virtual sites to the other physical 
site, and for each successive pair of nucleus-sites that are united, data transmissions 
disappear. To underestimate the cost that will be caused by decisions about the vir-
tual sites on such a path, this path is cut in two at the edge that forms the cheapest 
connection. 
The estimate-cost of a partially specified allocation, obtained by uniting virtual 
sites with physical sites, is computed as follows . A path from PhS; to PhS1 is a 
sequence of nucleus-sites NSo, NS1, ... , NSm where NSo is PhS; and NSm is PhS1 , 
NS 1, NS 2, ••. , NSm - • are virtual sites, and that for i = 0, I, ... , m - I there is 
at least one edge in the processing-schedules graph between NS; and NS; +1, or that 
NS; and NS;+ 1 are nodes in at least one forking graph. The length of a path is the 
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number of virtual sites on that path plus I. The cost of a path of length greater than 
I is the minimum of the total cost of the edges or forking graphs between two succes-
sive nucleus-sites in the sequence defining the path. Paths of length I form a special 
case. If the two physical sites on that path are merely connected by an edge, the cost 
of that path is the cost of the edge. If the two physical sites on the path are part of a 
forking graph we have to consider all the paths of length one concerning that forking 
graph at once. If k nodes of the forking graph are physical sites then the total cost of 
such paths is k - 1 times the cost of the forking graph. 
Removing a path means the removal of the edges between the successive 
nucleus-sites in the sequence defining the path and the removal of the complete fork-
ing graphs in which successive nucleus-sites are part, from the processing-schedules 
graph. 
If all paths are removed each virtual site is connected directly or indirectly with 
only one physical site. 
To compute the estimate-cost of the partially specified allocation the algorithm 
psa static cost shown in fig. 4.9 is applied. It considers paths between physical sites 
and sums up their cost. To ensure that the edges and the forking graphs are not used 
in two different paths, they are removed. The fact that a forking graph is replaced by 
an edge between the notification node and one of the receiving nodes is quite arbi-
trarily, because it could be between any of the nodes in the forking graph. Therefore, 
it should be interpreted as that a forking graph may be used only once in a path. 
proc psa static cost=(schedules graph psg)real: 
begin 
real sum; 
sum := the sum of the cost of all paths of length J; 
remove all paths of length J; 
replace all forking graphs by one edge from their notification nodes to 
one of the receiving nodes; 
while there exists a path between two physical sites 
do 
od; 
sum +:= cost of that path; 
remove that path 
unite virtual sites with their physical sites; 
sum 
end 
Figure 4.9. Algorithm psa static cost. 
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Example 4.6 
To show how psa static cost computes the estimate-cost of a partially specified 
allocation we will apply it to a simple allocation, shown in fig. 4.10. 
Figure 4.10. Processing-schedules graph. 
First, paths of length I are considered. There is only one, namely between 
PhS 2 and PhS 4• Because it is part of a forking graph the whole forking graph is con-
sidered at once. Two physical sites are part of it and, therefore, the cost is 
(2 - 1) X 10 = JO. Then it is removed from the processing-schedules graph. 
After this, all remaining forking graphs are replaced by one edge from the 
notification node to one of the receiving nodes. Here, we assume that this edge con-
nects VS I with PhS 3• The only path left is PhS 1, VS 1, PhS 3, with cost equal to 3. 
Hence, the estimate-cost is 10 + 3 = 13. 
ne 4 The optimal completely specified allocation that satisfies the partially 
specified allocation is obtained by uniting VS I with PhS I and VS 2 with either PhS 2 
or PhS4 ; its cost is 3 + 3 + 10 = 16. 
□ 
Now we will show that the result of psa static cost is always less than or equal 
to the cost of all completely specified allocations satisfying the partially specified allo-
cation. An estimator with this property is called admissible. 
Theorem 4.5 Algorithm psa static cost is an admissible estimator, if static schedules 
are used. 
Proof Assume we are given a partially specified allocation PSA and its processing-
schedules graph. First consider the cost of paths of length I. Every completely 
specified allocation must satisfy PSA and, therefore, any path of length I represents 
an edge in the processing-schedules graph so it will be part of the processing-
schedules graphs of all completely specified allocations. Hence, algorithm psa static 
cost correctly includes the cost of these paths. 
The replacement of the forking graphs by one edge can not increase the cost of 
the partially specified allocation. 
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Now paths of greater length are considered. Say, NS 0, NS 1, • • • , NSm is such 
a path between PhS; and PhS1, m ;;;. 2. In a completely specified allocation satisfy-
ing PSA there exists at least one pair (NS; ,NS;+ 1) such that NS; and NS; + 1 are 
united with different physical sites. In that case the total cost of the edges between 
NS; and NS;+ 1 is part of the cost of the completely specified allocation. The total 
cost of these edges can be underestimated by taking the minimum total cost of the 
edges on that path. 
Hence, algorithm psa static cost underestimates the cost of any completely 
specified allocation that satisfies a partially specified allocation. 
□ 
Corollary 4.6 If the Heuristic Path Algorithm uses psa static cost the completely 
specified allocations produced have minimum total transmission cost if static 
schedules are used. 
4.7.2. Heuristic Allocations Using Static Schedules 
A well-known heuristic technique to find an efficient solution is to start from an 
initial solution and to locally optimize this until no improvements are possible. 
When, during optimization, several improvements are possible, the one that decreases 
the cost function most is chosen. Algorithms that use this technique are called greedy 
[Horowitz! 978). 
The heuristic approach that we propose here is based on the following two 
ideas: 
□ virtual sites can not be united with physical sites independently of each other, 
□ the label of an edge in the processing-schedules graph gives a measure of how 
important it is that the adjacent nucleus-sites are united, when minimizing the 
total transmission cost. 
Before introducing the algorithm we introduce some notions. The sum of the 
labels of the edges that disappear if two nucleus-sites, NS; and NS1, are united or 
that one is assigned to the other is called LINK;; ( = LIN K1; ). Remember that 
although two virtual sites may be assigned to one physical site in a partially specified 
allocation, the edges between the virtual sites still count when computing the total 
transmission cost as long as they are not united. 
The data allocation algorithm starts with a partially specified allocation in 
which every virtual site is assigned to the physical site for which LINK;; is maximum. 
Gradually, it works towards a completely specified allocation by considering unions of 
virtual sites. This is done in decreasing order of their LINK-value. Uniting two vir-
tual sites consists of two actions. First, the two virtual sites, VS; and VS1, are 
removed from the physical sites to which they are assigned. This will increase the 
total transmission cost with 
max LINK;k + max LINK;k • 
k k 
The second action is to unite them and to assign the virtual site that results from the 
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union, VSu , again to the physical site PhSk for which LINKuk is maximum. This 
decreases the total transmission cost with 
max LINKuk + LINK;J• 
k 
The net result is the difference of these two amounts. The algorithm decides to unite 
the two virtual sites if the net result is non-positive. Before VSu can be assigned, first 
its LINK-values with other nucleus-sites have to be determined, of course. 
At every iteration the algorithm takes the pair with the largest LINK;1 that has 
not yet been considered since the last union. This continues until uniting any pair of 
virtual sites will increase the total transmission cost. 
In the resulting allocation no two virtual sites will be assigned to the same phy-
sical sites. For, let us assume that VS; and VS1 are both assigned to PhSk . Then 
where VSu is the union of VS; and VS1 which contradicts the termination condition 
of the algorithm. Fig. 4.11 shows the procedural form of algorithm total data alloca-
tion , which minimizes total transmission cost. 
We will show by an example how the algorithm works. 
Example 4.7 
Consider again the real-estate database and the following two queries and two 
updates: 
Q 1 : ((SELLER {CITY = PARIS})(PROP# = PROP# AND 
LOC = CITY)PROP)[SNAME,ADDRESS ,CITY ,TYPE,LOC) 
Q 2 : (SELLER (PROP# = PROP# )(PROP {LOC = AMSTERDAM}) 
[SNAME ,PROP# ,TYPE) 
U 1 : add new properties to PROP located outside Amsterdam 
U2 : delete and add information about sellers. 
Because relation PROP is accessed in two queries it will be split according to 
the procedure of subsection 4.3.2. In this case it is split into two, P' and P", where 
P' = PROP {LOC = AMSTERDAM} 
P" = PROP {LOC ¥c AMSTERDAM}. 
The relation SELLER will not be split because both queries require all its tuples. 
The processing schedule of query Q I will consist of the following data transmis-
sions: the reduced relation SELLER after the restriction CITY = PARIS, denoted 
by S 1, is sent to the two fragments P' and P". The results of the joins, J I and J 2, 
are sent to PhS 1• And the schedule for Q 2: after the projection (SNAME ,PROP#] 
the relation SELLER, denoted by P 1, is sent to fragment P" where the join, J 3, is 
computed and the result is sent to PhS 2• 
Users at the sites corresponding to PhS 2 and PhS 3 update the fragment P" and 
relation SELLER . 
proc total data a//ocation=(schedules graph PSG)allocation: 
begin 
set P; 
boolean goon := true; 
for i ton 
do assign VS, to PhSk with LINK;k is maximum od; 
while goon 
do 
P := set of pairs of virtual sites that are not yet united; 
goon := false; 
while P =t= {} and not goon 
do 
take (VS;, VSj ) from P such that LIN K;j is maximum; 
if max LINK;k + max LINKjk - (LINK;j + max LINKud ,,;; 0 
k k k 
then 
VSu := union of VS; and VSj; 
remove VS; and VSj from processing-schedules graph PSG; 
add VSu and recompute its LINK-values; 




unite virtual sites with their physical sites; 
end 
Figure 4.11. Algorithm total data a/location. 
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For each query and each update, copies of the fragments involved allocated to 
virtual sites, are interconnected in the update graphs. The resulting processing-
schedules graph is shown in fig. 4.12. 
Total data a/location starts with computing the initial assignment, characterized 
by the assignment of each virtual site to a physical site for which the sum of the 
amount transmitted to it plus the amount received from it is largest; VS I is assigned 
to PhS1 , VS2 and VS 3 to PhS 2, and VS 3 to PhS 3• 
The set P contains all the pairs of the virtual sites that can be united. They are 
listed below with their LINK-values: 
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Figure 4.12. Processing-schedules graph of example 4.7. 
(VS1,VS3) 20 




Because the pair ( VS 1,VS 3) has the largest LINK-value it is considered first. To unite 
VS I and VS 3 they have to be first removed from their respective physical sites. This 
increases the total transmission cost with: 
5 + 15. 
Uniting them and assigning the union, VSx, to PhS 3 decreases the total transmission 
cost with 
20 + 15. 
The net result, the difference between the two changes, is not positive and, therefore, 
they are united (see fig. 4.13). 
The next pair to be considered is (VSx,VS 2) whose LINK-value is 20. The net 
result of uniting them is: 
5 + 15 - (20 + 15) = - 15 ,s;;; 0. 
Again, the union, VSy , decreases the total transmission cost. 
Figure 4.13. Processing-schedules graph after the union of VS I and 
VS 3. 
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The next pair to be considered is ( VSy ,VS 5) whose LINK-value is 15. The net 
result of uniting them is : 
15 + 15 - (15 + 15) = 0, 
which is non-positive and, therefore, the two virtual sites, which contain copies of the 
same relation SELLER are united, VS, . This means that only one copy will be 
maintained in the system. 
The LINK-value between the two virtual sites VS 4 and VS, is 13, which is the 
sum of updates coming from PhS 2 (5) and the data transmissions from relation 
SELLER to P" (8). Uniting them increases the total transmission cost with : 
17 + 15 - (13 + 17) = 2 > 0. 
So, the allocation does not change. 
Note, the fact that at most one virtual site is assigned to a physical site, thus 
uniting the virtual sites with their physical sites gives a completely specified allocation. 
The partially specified allocation obtained so far consists of the assignment of VS, to 
PhS 3 and of VS 4 to PhS 2• 
The final allocation shows that all fragments and relations involved in Q I are 
located at one site, and that only the result has to be transmitted to PhS 1• The data 
involved in query Q 2 is distributed over two sites: the relation SELLER is located to 
PhS 3 and the fragment P" is located to PhS 2. Because this fragment is updated 
infrequently two copies can be maintained, one at PhS 2 and one at PhS 3. 
D 
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4.7.3. Theoretical Results Concerning Algorithm total data allocation 
As was mentioned before the algorithm total data a/location is greedy and does, 
therefore, not necessarily obtain the completely specified allocation with the absolute 
minimum total transmission cost. However, it is interesting to know how well the 
algorithm performs. We will show that for a special class of processing-schedules 
graphs the algorithm computes minimum total transmission cost allocations. But 
before doing so, we introduce some notions. 
The set of virtual sites can be divided into clusters. Two virtual sites, VS, and 
VS1 , belong to the same cluster if there is a path VS, = VS o, VS 1, ... , VS"' = VS1 
such that VSk and VSk ➔ 1 are adjacent to each other. Two virtual sites are adjacent 
to each other in a processing-schedules graph if there is an edge between the two vir-
tual sites, or if they occur in the same forking graph. 
A cluster is called a simple cluster if for every pair of virtual sites, VS, and 
VS1 , in the cluster the following holds: removal of all the edges that are adjacent to 
both VS; and VS1 and the removal of the forking graph of which both VS; and VS1 
are part, causes VS, and VS1 to be no longer in the same cluster. 
A simple processing-schedules graph is defined as a processing-schedules graph 
for which the clusters are simple and all physical sites are connected by edges with 
only one virtual site per cluster, or are part of only one forking graph per cluster. 
Intuitively, in simple processing-schedules graphs the net change in the total 
transmission cost if two virtual sites are united is simply based on the transmissions 
between these two virtual sites and between them and the physical sites. 
Theorem 4.7 The completely specified allocation obtained by algorithm total data allo-
cation for simple processing-schedules graphs using static schedules minimizes total 
transmission cost. 
Proof Assume that a completely specified allocation obtained by algorithm total data 
allocation does not have minimum total transmission cost. We will show that we can 
change the optimal allocation into the allocation obtained by our algorithm without 
losing its optimality. 
The optimal solution imposes a partition on the set of virtual sites; the subsets 
of this partition contain the virtual sites belonging to the different physical sites. 
Changing the optimal solution means changing the partition. 
We will go through the steps of the algorithm. If the algorithm decides to unite 
two virtual sites that occur in the same subset then there is no problem. The 
processing-schedules graph will be changed such that the two virtual sites will form 
only one nucleus-site and in the subset of the optimal partition they will be replaced 
by one new element with the same name as the corresponding VS-node. 
Similarly, there will be no problem if the algorithm decides not to unite two 
virtual sites that occur in different subsets. 
In the two remaining cases we have to change the optimal partition. Assume 
this is the first time that either the algorithm decides to unite two virtual sites that 
occur in different subsets or the algorithm decides not to unite two virtual sites that 
occur in the same subset, and that the involved virtual si tes are VS, and VS
1
. This 
means that LIN K,1 is the largest of all pairs of virtual sites that are not united. 
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VS; and VS1 do not occur in the same subset of the optimal partition, while 
the algorithm wants to unite them. Consider the following cases: 
I) Either VS; or VS1 , or both do not communicate with the physical site to 
which they are assigned. Without loss of generality, say VS; . The physi-
cal site to which VS; is assigned will be called PhS and its corresponding 
subset in the optimal partition, S . If none of the virtual sites of S com-
municates with PhS , all the virtual sites of S can be moved to the subset 
containing VS1 without increasing the total transmission cost. 
Also, if there are virtual sites in S that send data to PhS , but occur 
in another cluster than VS,, all other virtual sites of S that are in the 
cluster containing VS; can be moved together with VS; to the subset 
containing VS1 without increasing the transmission cost. Now, assume 
VSk communicates with PhS and is in the same cluster as VS, . Then 
there is a sequence VSk, .. . , VS1 , VS1 (see definition cluster). Because 
the cluster is simple we can split it by removing all edges and forking 
graphs containing VS1 and VS, . All virtual sites of S that are in the 
cluster of VS; after the split, are moved to the subset containing VS1 . 
This introduces LIN K1; data transmissions, which is less than or equal to 
LINK;1, the amount of data transmitted that disappears because VS; and 
VS1 are now in one subset. In this subset VS; and VS1 are replaced by a 
new element with the same name as the corresponding VS-node in the 
processing-schedules graph, that results from uniting VS; and VS1 . 
2) Both VS, and VS1 communicate with the physical site to which they are 
assigned. Because physical sites are connected with only one virtual site 
per cluster, or are part of only one forking graph per cluster, it follows 
that max LINKuk is either equal to max LINK,k or max LINK1k , where k k k 




max LINK;k = max LINKuk and max LINKJk ,;;,; max LINKuk 
k k k k 
Assume VS1 occurs in the subset belonging to physical site PhS1• 
Moving all the virtual sites of this subset to the subset of VS;, 
decreases the total transmission cost with : 
LINKJI - LINK,1 ,;;,; max LINKJk - LINKiJ = k 
max LINK;k + max LINKJk - max LINKuk - LINK;1 ,;;,; 0 k k k 
max LINK;k ,;;,; max LINKuk and max LINKJk = max LINKuk 
k k k k 
The same as under a), only the elements of the subset of VS; are 
moved to the subset of VS1 . 
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II VS; and VS1 occur in the same subset of the optimal partition, while the algo-
rithm does not want to unite them. 
Similarly, we can prove that separating VS, and VS1 in the optimal solution 
will not lead to an allocation with higher total transmission cost. 
Finally, by changing the optimal partition every time when the algorithm wants 
it to, the optimal partition is the same as the solution obtained by the algorithm. We 
have thus seen that under the conditions stated, the optimal solution can be changed 
step by step into the solution of the algorithm. 
□ 
4.7.4. Comparison Optimal and Heuristic Allocations Using Static Schedules 
Now that we have seen that total data a/location computes data allocations that 
minimize the total transmission cost for processing-schedules graphs that belong to a 
special class, we are interested in how it works in "practice". To get an idea we com-
pute the optimal allocation of randomly generated processing-schedules graphs and 
compare it with the cost of the allocations generated by total data a/location . We also 
compare the number of sites over which the data are distributed per transaction. This 
means that for a transaction the number of sites are counted that contain fragments 
that are used in the transaction, except copies of fragments that are updated. Note, 
that if the result site does not contain any fragments used in the transaction it is not 
counted. 
The transactions are generated in exactly the same way as described in section 
4.6. The parameters that will vary are: 
□ the number of update transactions u, which varies from 0 to 4, 
□ the complexity parameter comp/, which varies from 0 to I with steps of 0.25, 
□ the fragmentation parameter /rag, which varies from 0 to I with steps of 0.25. 
Each of the above parameters will vary while the others are kept fixed at the follow-
ing values: 
u = 2 comp/ = 0.5 /rag = 0.5. 
The results are show in table 4.14. 
To still be able to compute the optimal allocations, the parameters were chosen 
rather small. For the processing-schedules graphs generated it took about 5 times 
longer to compute the optimal allocations compared to the heuristic ones. This may 
not seem too bad, however, further increasing the size of the processing-schedules 
graph will rapidly increase the time required to compute the optimal allocations. 
Varying the number of update transactions, u, does not seem to influence the 
quality of the allocations obtained by total data a/location. For the whole range the 
total transmission costs are slightly more than 3% above the optimal values. 
If comp! equals 0 the way the queries are processed is the same as in the file 
allocation problem. The corresponding processing-schedules graph belongs to the spe-
cial class for which the algorithm can compute the optimal solution. For comp! equal 
to 0.75 the algorithm for computing the optimal solution ran out of memory. 
For high values of /rag groups of virtual sites are tightly coupled, so it is easy 
for total data a/location to compute the optimal solution. For smaller values the 
optimal heuristic 
TTC sites TTC sites 
q u 
4 0 0 1 0 I 
3 I 282.6 1.075 291.6 1.05 
2 2 l093.5 1.225 1133.5 1.25 
I 3 1336.6 1.25 1380.2 1.225 
0 4 1708.8 1.275 1763.6 1.325 
comp! 
0 162.6 1.05 162.6 1.05 
0.25 231.1 1.125 233.1 1.125 
0.5 l093.5 1.225 1133.4 1.25 
0.75 - - 1249.9 1.175 
l 1474.0 1.2 1491.5 1.125 
frag 
0 667.5 1.025 706.8 1.1 
0.25 731 .1 1.075 761.7 1.225 
0.5 1093.5 1.225 1133.4 1.25 
0.75 764.4 1.125 802.6 1.15 
I 990.8 1.275 990.8 1.275 
overall 830.7 1.16 856.0 1.17 
Table 4.14. Comparison results of total data allocation and op-
timal solution. 
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structure of the processing-schedules graph becomes more important, increasing the 
chance that the processing-schedule graph falls outside the special class. 
We may conclude that on the whole total data allocation computes allocation 
that have on the average a 3% higher total transmission cost than the optimal one. 
Also, the number of sites over which the data is distributed per transaction is just a 
bit more than in the optimal solution. This shows that merely considering pairs of 
virtual sites to be united is not always enough. We come back to this in section 4.7.9. 
4.7.5. Semi-Dynamic Schedules 
The advantage of using static schedules is that the computation of the cost of 
an allocation can be computed efficiently. The main disadvantage is that the cost of 
an allocation obtained using static schedules might differ considerably from the real 
cost. By this we mean that if the processing schedules were recomputed given the 
obtained allocation they could differ from the ones given the initial allocation. In the 
next subsection dynamic schedules will be discussed. Here, a compromise is made 
between efficient computation of the cost of allocations and changes in schedules 
based on changes in the allocation. 
How does a schedule change if the allocation changes? For example suppose 
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that, joins have to be computed between R 1, R 2 and R 3• If the relations are located 
at different sites, a query processing algorithm may determine a schedule that says: 
send R I to R 2, compute the join between R I and R 2, send the result to R 1, compute 
the join between the previously computed result and R 3, and, finally, send the result 
to the result site. If static schedules are used, allocating R I and R 3 to the same site 
would not change the order in the computation. So, although, a join between R I and 
R 3 could be computed immediately it is not done. In the semi-dynamic schedules that 
we propose here we will not fix the order in which the joins are computed, in 
advance. During the computation of an allocation, however, we assume that if two 
relations referenced in the same query are allocated to the same virtual or physical 
site, the join between them is computed before joins with relations located at other 
virtual or physical sites. This may not always be optimal. A consequence is that if 
R 1, R 2 and R 3 are located at different sites the only thing we know is that 3 transmis-
sions are required to process the joins. And, if R I and R 3 are located at the same site 
only two transmissions are required. In both cases we assume a final transmission to 
the result site. By not fixing a processing schedule it is not known between which 
sites data is transmitted and how much; only the number of transmissions can be 
counted. So, to add more flexibility we have to lower the accuracy of the cost compu-
tation. Only counting the number of data transmissions is in some cases acceptable. 
For example, if transmission time is mainly determined by queueing delays a reason-
able objective is to minimize the number of transmissions. 
The representation of the semi-dynamic schedules is done by a graph that looks 
like a forking-graph only the arrows are directed to the nucleus-site, where the result 
of the joins is required. This may be the result physical sites of the query but may 
also be just another virtual site. Also, the other nodes in a semi-dynamic schedule 
have no special function. 
The reason why the same type of graph is chosen, is because its behavior under 
a change in the allocation is the same. For example, if NS 2 and NS 3 are united only 
one edge to NS 1 remains, and if NS 4 is united with NS 1 the edge between them 
disappears. The labels of the edges are all the same (;\, 1 ), where ;\ is the frequency 
with which the query is stated and 1 stands for 1 transmission. 
Optimal solutions can be obtained by letting the Heuristic Path Algorithm use 
the admissible heuristic estimator psa static cost. To compute efficient allocations, 
algorithm total data allocation of subsection 4.7.2 can be used. Also, the optimality 
proof of theorem 4.7 holds for processing-schedules graphs in which semi-dynamic 
schedules are used. 
4.7.6. Optimal Allocations Using Dynamic Schedules 
Having considered static and semi-dynamic schedules, we now examine 
dynamic ones. The one advantage of using dynamic schedules is that the processing-
schedules graph belonging to a completely specified allocation contains schedules that 
are identical to the schedules produced by the distributed query processing algorithm 
given the completely specified allocation. 
The other advantage is that, in general, given a completely specified allocation, 
the processing schedules produced by a distributed query processing algorithm have a 
lower cost than the ones obtained from the processing-schedules graph belonging to 
the initial allocation using static schedules. 
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The main disadvantage is the computational effort required, compared to the 
usage of static schedules. As shown in subsection 4.7.1 an estimator, which can easily 
be computed, can be found for static schedules. This is not necessarily the case for 
dynamic schedules. 
For example, assume that in the decision tree of the Heuristic Path Algorithm 
decisions have been taken to unite VS; with PhS, and VS1 with PhSw, and that about 
two other virtual sites VSk and VS, that are all accessed in one query no decision has 
been taken so far. Without knowing anything about the final allocation of the frag-
ments the processing schedule of the query and its cost can not be computed. To 
obtain an underestimate of its cost all possible allocations have to be considered and 
the one with the least cost could be used as heuristic estimator. 
So, in general, the computation of an estimate-cost of a partially specified allo-
cation can not be done in polynomial time. However, under the realistic assumption 
that each query only accesses a relatively small number of fragments an estimator can 
be constructed which runs efficiently. This can be achieved by doing some initial pro-
cessing. The estimator will be called psa dynamic cost. A one-query-allocation is a 
partially specified allocation of all fragments accessed in one query. A one-query-
allocation satisfies a partially specified allocation if the fragments in the fragment-sets 
of the nucleus-sites in the one-query-allocation, occur together in the same fragment-
sets in the partially specified allocation. Before the search starts, all these o_ne-query-
allocations are given to the query processing algorithm used by the distributed data-
base system to compute the corresponding schedules and their cost. Updates are 
treated exactly the same as queries. The cost of their schedules does not include 
transmissions to keep copies consistent. During the search a lower bound on the cost 
of a partially specified allocation given by a path in the decision tree is computed as 
follows. For each query we consider all the one-query-allocations that satisfy the par-
tially specified allocation and take the one with the least cost. The sum of all these 
costs plus the cost to keep copies consistent if more than one copy of a fragment is 
allocated, is the estimate-cost of the partially specified allocation. 
The procedural form of psa dynamic cost is shown in fig. 4.15. An example is 
given to show how it works. 
Example 4.8 
Let us assume that we are given a query stated by a user at the site correspond-
ing to PhS 1• This query computes the join between the two relations PROP and 
SELLER . There are five one query allocations: 
I) PhS 1 = ({}) 
VS 1 = ({PROP}) 
VS 2 = ({SELLER}), 
2) PhS 1 = ({}) 
VS 1 = ({PROP ,SELLER}), 
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proc psa dynamic cost=(allocation psa)real: 
begin 
real sum := 0; 
foreach query Q 
do 
take the one-query-allocation of Q with the least cost that satisfies 
psa; 




Figure 4.15. Algorithm psa dynamic cost. 
3) PhS, = ({PROP}) 
VS, =({SELLER}), 
4) PhS 1 = ({SELLER}) 
VS, =({PROP}), 
5) PhS, = ({PROP ,SELLER}). 
Because the operations do not matter they are not included in the 2-tuple of the 
nucleus-sites. For each of these one-query-allocations a processing schedule for the 
query and its cost can be computed. 
The cost of a partially specified allocation is underestimated by psa dynamic 
cost as follows. Assume that a decision has already been taken to allocate fragment 
PROP to PhS 2, and that no decision has been taken yet about SELLER . The one-
query-allocations that satisfy this partially specified allocation are I, 2 and 4. The one 
with the least cost is taken. 
D 
Proposition The heuristic estimator psa dynamic cost is admissible. 
Proof The cost of one query is underestimated because all possible one-query-
allocations are investigated. Also, the cost to keep copies consistent is underestimated 
because only transmissions between copies of fragments that are already allocated to 
physical sites are counted. 
D 
Corollary 4.8 If the Heuristic Path Algorithm uses psa dynamic cost then the com-
pletely specified allocations obtained have minimum total transmission cost. 
4.7.7. Heuristic Allocations Using Dynamic Schedules 
Incorporation of dynamic schedules in the heuristic algorithm total data alloca-
tion can be done in different ways. Remember that in the algorithm when using static 
schedules the changes in the processing-schedules graph when two virtual sites were 
united, were rather simple. The union of the virtual sites inherited all the incoming 
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and outgoing edges of the virtual sites and oniy the edges between them disappeared. 
A simple way of dealing with such changes using dynamic schedules is to 
recompute the schedules of all transactions that might be affected by the change in 
the allocation. This means that the decision to change the allocation is taken based 
on the cost of schedules corresponding to the current allocation; and only after the 
change the schedules corresponding to the new allocation are computed. 
This approach deals with the disadvantage of static schedules that the schedules 
in the final allocation might differ from the ones obtained from the query processing 
algorithm given this final allocation. However, there is one problem, the total 
transmission cost of an allocation by algorithm total data allocation using dynamic 
schedules is not necessarily less than when using static schedules. The reason is that 
virtual sites are united based on transmissions that also depend on the rest of the allo-
cation. A change in the allocation of other virtual sites might completely change pro-
cessing schedules making a previously taken decision to unite two virtual sites 
obsolete. Therefore, a different approach is taken. 
A processing-schedules graph is no longer the basis to decide about changes in 
the allocation. Instead a LINK-graph is used. The structure of such a graph is the 
same as a processing-schedules graph; it contains PhS- and VS-nodes and edges. The 
difference can be found in the edges and their labels. Between every pair of nodes 
there is an edge and its label is the change in the cost function if the two adjacent 
nodes are united or if one is assigned to the other. To compute a label of an edge 
between two nucleus-sites the query processing algorithm is applied twice. Once, 
when the two nucleus-sites are united, and once when they are not. The difference 
between the two costs is the label. 
The way a completely specified allocation is computed is basically the same as 
by algorithm total data a/location . First, the virtual sites are individually assigned to 
physical sites such that the total transmission cost is minimized. Then pairs of virtual 
sites are considered for uniting in descending order of the labels of the edges between 
them. The cost of removing the two virtual sites from the physical sites to which they 
are assigned is the sum of the labels of the edges between the two virtual sites and the 
virtual sites that have already been assigned to the physical sites involved. Uniting 
them will decrease the cost function by an amount denoted by the label of the edge 
between the virtual sites. However, the decrease in the cost function when the union 
is assigned to a physical site, is not yet known. Therefore, the schedules of the 
queries involved have to be recomputed and an assignment of the union to each phy-
sical site must be considered. 
If the difference between the increase and decrease of the change is non-positive 
the two virtual sites are united. Taking the union of virtual sites is continued until no 
further improvement of the total transmission cost is possible. 
Finally, the remaining virtual sites are united with the physical sites to which 
they are assigned. 
4.7.8. Comparison Static and Dynamic Schedules 
In this subsection a comparison will be made between allocations that are 
obtained using static schedules and using dynamic schedules. To use dynamic 
schedules a query processing algorithm is needed. We will take a simple one, namely 
a variation of algorithm SERIAL ([Hevner1979a) and subsection 3.4.2). The 
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modification is that relations located at the result site of a query do not participate in 
the schedule. This was mainly done to make the algorithm as efficient as possible. 
Because computing the optimal allocations is rather time consuming the heuristic 
algorithms described in the subsections 4.7.2 and 4.7.7 were used. For the static 
approach the schedules were computed once under the assumption that each relation 
is located at a different site other than the result site. 
Three parameters were varied: 
□ q, the number of queries, 
□ r, the average number of relations, 
□ p, the selectivity of a relation. 
The results are shown in table 4.16; each entry is an average of 50 test runs. 
q 2 4 6 8 10 
dyn 17.2 39.7 63.3 109.1 134.5 
stat I.I 15.6 75.6 56.9 148.6 
r I 2 3 4 5 
dyn 296.9 94.3 65.3 5.32 0.34 
stat 123.9 96.1 77.6 16.5 26.1 
p 0.0-0.33 0.33-0.66 0.66-1.0 
dyn 20.1 68.2 128.8 
stat 23.0 70.6 137.2 
q = 5 r =3 
Table 4.16. TTT using static and dynamic schedules. 
For a small number of queries and a small number of fragments the effect of 
the modification is noticeable. The dynamic approach is punished because most of 
the fragments referenced in a query will end up at the result site, and are, therefore, 
not used in the processing schedules. On the whole, a part from the effect caused by 
the modification, we may conclude that the total transmission cost of the allocations 
obtained using dynamic schedules are less than of the ones obtained using static 
schedules. The efficiency is quite essential because the query processing algorithm 
must be executed every time a change is made in the allocation for all queries that 
reference fragments whose location has changed. 
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4.7.9. Extensions of Algorithm total data allocation 
Algorithm total _data _allocation can be viewed as the most simple version, which 
can be adapted or extended when applied to more sophisticated models of data allo-
cation. One such generalization has already been discussed in the subsection on 
dynamic schedules. 
Another simple extension is to allow groups of nucleus-sites to be united. In its 
simple version the algorithm only considers unions of two virtual sites. It can easily 
be seen that if the processing-schedules graph is not a simple processing-schedules 
graph there is a chance that uniting three or more virtual sites at once will decrease 
the total transmission cost, and that pairwise uniting does not [Apersl980a). By first 
considering the union of pairs, then triples, etc. the result will definitely improve. 
However, continuing this until a union of all virtual sites is considered does not neces-
sarily lead to an optimal solution. 
Checking constraints is another extension. Total data allocation gives no con-
sideration to constraints such as the bandwidth of communication channels or the 
utilization of CPUs. A straightforward way to implement this is to compute the utili-
zation factor of the resulting nucleus-site whenever two nucleus-sites are united. This 
can be computed because all operations in that nucleus-site are known. If it is too 
high, greater than or equal to 1, the site corresponding to the nucleus-site would 
become saturated, giving an infinite response time. The same can be done for com-
munication channels. After the assignment of a virtual site to a physical site the 
amount of data transmitted per unit of time to the other nucleus-sites may not violate 
the bandwidths of the communication channels. If the network has an arbitrary 
topology the routing of the transmissions need to be determined. Obviously, the algo-
rithm may end up with a non-feasible allocation because of these constraints. 
4.7.10. Constituents of Total Transmission Cost 
To get a better insight in what effect an allocation has on query processing we 
take a closer look at the total transmission cost. It is the sum of all transmission 
costs that remain after the virtual sites are united with physical sites and can be 
divided into: 
□ transmissions required in processing queries, 
□ transmissions required in processing updates, 
□ transmissions required to keep the copies consistent, denoted by cc. 
The first two can again be divided into transmissions that were transmissions between 
virtual sites and that were transmissions between virtual sites and physical sites in the 
processing-schedules graph of the initial allocation. They will be denoted by vv and 
vph and will be suffixed with a q, or u, for a query transaction, or an update transac-
tion, respectively. 
So, there are five constituents of the total transmission cost 
TTC = vphq + vvq + vphu + vvu + cc. 
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We will investigate the changes in these quantities when changing the 
query/update ratio. Therefore, all the other parameters concerning the structure of 
the transactions are kept constant: 
/rag = 0.1 comp/ = 0.6 upd = 0.6. 
The upd parameter may seem high, but it is merely to ensure that an update transac-
tion changes at least one relation. Table 4.17 shows the absolute values of the 
transmission costs when the number of queries varies from O to IO; the total number 
of transactions is kept constant as well, namely 10. The values are averages of 50 test 
runs. 
q u TTC vphq vvq vphu vvu cc 
0 10 3110.4 0 0 2481.9 324.1 304.4 
1 9 3048.3 141.9 24.1 2159.l 303.3 420.0 
2 8 2764.2 276.7 77.9 1736.8 301.7 371.0 
3 7 2505.l 342.9 65.1 1476.0 209.2 411.9 
4 6 2022.7 337.4 109.8 1096.6 189.6 289.2 
5 5 1814. l 441.3 113.3 843.2 94.6 321 .7 
6 4 1478.9 399.8 104.7 574.0 76.4 324.0 
7 3 1276.1 496.9 68.8 267.4 76.6 368.3 
8 2 741.3 297.5 103.2 82.5 13.5 244.7 
9 I 397.4 197.5 59.5 17.3 2.6 120.4 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 4.17. Constituents of TTC. 
As one would expect if there are no updates (u = 0) every physical site can be 
united with the virtual sites of all required fragments, and, therefore, no transmissions 
are required for query processing. Also, because none of the fragments gets updated 
no transmissions are needed to keep the copies consistent. In the other extreme, when 
there are no queries, there will hardly be any copies, and, therefore, the total 
transmission cost consists mainly of the transmissions needed for updates. 
When increasing the number of update transactions the amount of data 
transmitted in update processing grows as well, until it constitutes the whole total 
transmission cost, together with the transmissions to keep the copies consistent. 
When increasing the number of query transactions, initially the cost to process queries 
increases, but then, contrary to when the number of updates increases, it decreases 
until zero. The reason for the latter is that because there are less updates the cost to 
maintain copies becomes less and uniting the virtual sites accessed in one query with 
the result physical site decreases the cost to process queries. 
The transmissions required for query and update processing are split into 
transmissions between virtual sites and between virtual and physical sites to show that 
even in a completely specified allocation the schedules are not comparable to the 
schedules used in the file allocation problem. 
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To get an indication how distributed query processing is after an allocation has 
been determined, the number of sites over which the fragments required in processing 
one transaction are distributed, were counted; the results are shown in table 4.18. 
Sites containing copies of the accessed fragments were not counted; neither were the 
result sites if they did not contain any referenced fragment. For the given values of 
the parameter we may conclude that most of the time all the required fragments were 
located at one site, and in more than 99% of the transactions no more than two sites 
were involved. We have to keep in mind that for processing-schedules graphs with a 
different structure the results may be less striking. In [Apersl98la], for example, 
where transactions were generated in a completely different way a similar 
phenomenon was observed; there in more than 70% of the transactions no more than 
two sites were involved. So, we may conclude that, on the average, the fragments 
accessed are located at no more than 3 sites. Furthermore, query processing at a sin-
gle site is still an important issue in a distributed database system. 
q u I site 2 sites 3 sites 4 sites av. sites 
0 10 0.85 0.142 0.006 0.002 1.16 
I 9 0.854 0.136 0.01 1.16 
2 8 0.838 0.154 0.008 1.17 
3 7 0.874 0.122 0.004 1.13 
4 6 0.868 0.122 0.01 1.14 
5 5 0.892 0.104 0.004 1.11 
6 4 0.904 0.096 1.1 
7 3 0.914 0.084 0.002 1.09 
8 2 0.932 0.068 1.07 
9 I 0.964 0.036 1.04 
10 0 I I 
Table 4.18. Number of sites per transaction. 
The averages shown in table 4.17 conceal what is really going on. Therefore, 
we computed cc as percentage of the total transmission cost. The range from 0 to 
100% is divided into 10 intervals and for each test run with a non-zero total transmis-
sion cost the percentage of the cc is computed and added to the appropriate interval. 
The resulting frequency diagrams are shown in fig. 4.19 for varying numbers of 
update transactions. For large q one can clearly see the bi-stable character; for 
almost all test runs the cc is either 0% or 100% of the total transmission cost. For 
decreasing q the 100% column starts to diminish and a bulge forms in the middle 
(q = 7). For even smaller q it loses its bi-stable character which can be seen from 
the disappearance of the bulge and the fact that for almost all test runs the cc is less 
than 20%. So, for decreasing q the left top moves to the right one, and, finally, they 
merge. So, in fact the averages of cc shown in table 4.17 are the average of two com-
pletely different classes of solutions. 
A similar behavior can be found in vvq + vphq. The cost of the transmissions 
to process the updates are rather stable. 
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Figure 4.19. Frequency diagrams for varying q. 
The two extremes of the bi-stable character can easily be explained. Assume 
that there are only queries, then there are no transmissions, because every site con-
tains all the required copies. Now replace one query by an update. This update tran-
saction may update a few fragments and transmissions are required to keep the copies 
all around the network consistent. Two situations can occur. Either nothing is 
changed in the allocation, implying that there are no transmissions for queries. This 
explains the fact that query transmission cost goes to 0% . The other situation is when 
all copies of the updated fragments are discarded except one, implying that there are 
no transmissions to keep the copies consistent. Hence, the query transmission cost is 
100%. 
4.7.11. Primary Copies 
One of the advantages of maintaining several copies of a fragment is that these 
copies can be allocated such that transmission and/or response time is minimized. 
However, if fragments are volatile, meaning that they are updated frequently, the cost 
of keeping the copies mutually consistent might be too high. Whether all copies must 
be identical all the time (strong consistency or whether they will eventually become 
identical when there are no more updates (weak consistency), is not important for the 
data allocation problem. Important is that the transmissions required for mutual con-
sistency are represented correctly in the processing-schedules graph. 
Two ways of representing update transactions are discussed. A simple way is 
to use two kind of copies for each fragment, namely one primary copy and several 
secondary copies [Stonebrakerl977). The idea is to let all update transactions use 
only the primary copy of each fragment. Secondary copies are only used for retrieval 
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purposes. In the processing-schedules graph of the initial allocation each query tran-
saction will be given its own secondary copy of a fragment. 
Another less restrictive way of representing an update transaction is to handle 
an update exactly the same way as a query when constructing the processing-
. schedules graph. This means that an update transaction also gets its own set of 
copies of the accessed fragments. If one of the fragments is updated it becomes a 
notification node in a forking graph and all other copies, used by both queries and 
other updates, are the receiving nodes. 
The second alternative leaves more freedom to a data allocation algorithm to 
let update transactions use different copies. Obviously, other design aspects may 
influence the decision whether primary copies are used or not. Here, we will limit 
ourselves merely to the effect on the total transmission cost. 
To be able to calculate the consequences of the use of primary copies the effect 
of it on the total transmission cost is compared with the case that no primary copies 
are used. Table 4.20 shows the results computed by total _data _a/location for varying 
number of update transactions. The fact that update transactions are forced to use 
the same set of copies clearly has a negative effect on the total transmission cost; if 
there are only updates this amounts to 8.5%. The negative effect disappears when 
fewer updates make use of the primary copies and, finally, when there are no updates, 
it completely disappears. As far as the data allocation problem is concerned there is 
no need to specify in advance that certain transactions need to use the same set of 
copies. If it is too expensive to let each transaction have its own copy the data alloca-
tion produced will force some of them to share copies. 
total transmission cost 
q u no-primary primary 
010 3110.4 3374.2 
I 9 3048.3 3319.9 
2 8 2764.2 3004.6 
3 7 2505.1 2748.3 
4 6 2022.7 2220.6 
5 5 1814.1 1967.9 
6 4 1478.9 1633.7 
7 3 1278.1 1368.9 
8 2 741.3 789.3 
9 I 397.4 396.9 
10 0 0 0 
comp/ = 0.6 /rag = 0.1 upd = 0.6 
Table 4.20. Comparison primary and no-primary. 
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4.7.12. Summary 
The problem of determining completely specified allocations such that the total 
transmission cost is minimized, was investigated. First, a static approach was con-
sidered. The processing schedules of all the queries are computed once, and they will 
be used throughout the computation of a completely specified allocation. The advan-
tage is that the cost of an allocation can efficiently be determined. A disadvantage is 
that the computed cost of a completely specified allocation may differ from the real 
cost. This is caused by the fact that the query processing algorithm might come up 
with a different processing schedule than the one that was computed at the start. An 
admissible heuristic estimator, called psa static cost, was given to compute optimal 
allocations with the Heuristic Path Algorithm. Also, a heuristic algorithm, called total 
data allocation, was given, which produces optimal allocations for simple processing-
schedules graphs. The basic idea behind it is to unite virtual sites in decreasing order 
of their LINK-value if the total transmission cost decreases. The solutions obtained 
by the heuristic algorithm were compared with the optimal ones; the heuristic solu-
tions had, on the average, only a 3% higher total transmission cost than the optimal 
ones. 
Secondly, a semi-dynamic approach was treated. If only the number of data 
transmissions are counted the schedules can be represented by a subgraph that looks 
like a forking graph. On the one hand, this gives a more flexible approach towards 
the changing schedules, and, on the other hand, the same results hold as for the static 
approach. 
Thirdly, a dynamic approach was discussed. To determine the real cost of a 
partially or completely specified allocation the processing schedules of the queries 
have to be computed given this allocation. A consequence is that to determine the 
optimal completely specified allocation, all possible allocations of the relations have to 
be considered. An admissible heuristic estimator was given. We expect, however, 
that the computation of an optimal solution using dynamic schedules is too time con-
suming. Therefore, a heuristic algorithm was proposed, which is a variation of total 
data allocation. It does not use a processing-schedules graph but a LINK-graph. The 
labels of the edges denote the cost if the two adjacent nucleus-sites are not united. 
The static and the dynamic approach were compared. We may conclude that the 
allocations obtained using dynamic schedules have a lower total transmission cost; 
however, the cost to obtain these allocations highly depends on the efficiency of the 
query processing algorithm used. 
To get a better insight in the allocations obtained the total transmission cost 
was investigated for varying the query/update ratio. The TTC starts from zero, if the 
are no updates, and gradually grows, if the number of updates increases. If there are 
mainly queries there is either a non-redundant allocation or a fully redundant alloca-
tion for the fragments that are updated. Also, part of the TTC is constituted by the 
cost for transmissions between virtual sites in the initial allocation, showing that even 
in a completely specified allocation the schedules still differ from the ones used in the 
file allocation problem. From this we may conclude that solutions obtained from the 
file allocation problem do not characterize solutions of the data allocation problem in 
a distributed database. Furthermore, the usage of primary copies was investigated. 
As far as data allocation is concerned there is no need to specify in advance that an 
update must access a certain copy of a fragment. On the contrary, forcing all updates 
to use the same copy will increase the total transmission cost. 
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4.8. Minimizing Average Response Time 
In the previous section we considered the total transm1ss10n cost as the cost 
function to be minimized. Here we will discuss the average response time of the 
queries. Let A; be the frequency with which the ith query is stated and let RT; be its 
response time then the average response time is: 
">--,RT, + ">--2RT2 + · · · + ">--mRTm 
ART = 
">--1 + ">--2 + · · · + ">--m 
The response time of a query can be determined by reconstructing its schedule 
from the processing-schedules graph of an allocation and computing the queueing 
delays at the CPUs and communication channels. 
In the subsections to come, both the response transmission time and the 
response processing time are investigated, as well as the response time, which includes 
both transmissions and processing. When discussing processing time it is not only 
important to know where the fragments are located, but also at which sites the opera-
tions, required for processing the queries, are executed. Consider a query that com-
putes the join between two restricted relations. The restrictions are, of course, exe-
cuted at the sites where the fragments are located, however, the join may be computed 
at either site or at the result site. Fixing an operation allocation is similar to deter-
mining processing schedules. On the one hand, one may consider it as a form of 
precompiling the schedules, on the other hand, it can also be used to see whether a 
particular data allocation is feasible, i.e., having an acceptable average response time. 
In the latter case, the schedules can be determined at run time, with the advantage 
that utilization factors, etc. can be taken into account. 
The advantages of allowing for a redundant data allocation have been discussed 
extensively in the previous section. Therefore, and for reasons of simplicity, we 
confine ourselves in this section to a non-redundant data allocation. Also, only static 
schedules are used. 
In this section both minimizing response processing time and response 
transmission time are considered. In subsection 4.8.1 a queueing model is introduced 
to be able to compute queueing times given an operation allocation. In the subsec-
tions 4.8.2 - 4.8.10 simple processing schedules will be considered. First, in subsec-
tions 4.8.3 - 4.8.5 minimizing average response transmission time for these simple pro-
cessing schedules is treated. Then, in subsections 4.8.6 - 4.8.9 average response pro-
cessing time is minimized. In subsection 4.8.10 the two cost functions are combined. 
In the subsections 4.8. l l - 4.8.14 the average response transmission time is minimized 
for arbitrary processing schedules. In subsection 4.8. 13 an algorithm is given, which 
determines an operation allocation given a data allocation. In subsection 4.8.14 this 
algorithm is used in an algorithm, which computes both a data and an operation allo-
cation to minimize average response transmission time. 
The main line of research consists of establishing, where possible, the complex-
ity of the problem, finding an admissible heuristic estimator to guarantee that the 
Heuristic Path Algorithm produces optimal solutions, and developing heuristic algo-
rithms that run in polynomial time. In some cases a comparison is given between 
solutions obtained by the heuristic algorithm and the optimal solutions. 
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4.8.1. Queueing Model and Response Time 
A nucleus-site consists of two sets: one for fragments and one for operations. 
The latter contains operations that will be executed at a site of the computer network. 
To compute the response time of a query we have to know the expected queueing 
times of the different sites and the different communication channels involved. 
Straightforward application of queueing theory to compute the transmission time of 
messages [Kleinrock 1975a, Kleinrock 1975b, Jackson I 957] can not be done, because of 
the forking and synchronization points in processing schedules, which cause depen-
dencies between transmissions and operations in one query. A partial solution to this 
problem was discussed in subsection 3.1 .6. Based on that, the response time of a 
query will be computed algorithmically, by serializing the operations and transmis-
sions that share the same resources. In between queries we will assume independence. 
It should be noted that none of the algorithms presented here makes explicit use of 
the way queueing times are computed and, therefore, any queueing model can be used 
as well. However, some of the algorithms need a fast computation of the expected 
queueing times, which prohibits the use of a simulator. 
Lacking a queueing model for the whole network that takes into account the 
dependencies caused by the schedules, we assume that Jackson's Independence 
Theorem [Jacksonl957] can be applied, implying that a queueing model can be taken 
for each server, and that the queueing times can be computed for each one separately. 
The model used for a CPU is M/G/1 with bulk arrivals. This means that there 
is a single server with Poisson arrivals and arbitrary service time distribution. Bulk 
arrival means that groups of jobs are placed in the queue at the same time. The rea-
son why we need this is that more than one operation may be initiated by a query at 
one site. If, for example, two fragments that are accessed in the same query are 
located at the same site, the operations performed on both of them will be initiated at 
the same time. 
No attempt has been made to better implement the special characteristics of 
database operations in the queueing model. For example, no distinction is made 
between the use of a CPU and of IO devices. Again, this is only done to focus our 
attention on the algorithms; the formulas to compute queueing times are merely tools. 
We assume that we know how frequently a query is executed; this will be 
denoted by A; for query Q;. Each operation that is part of a query is executed with 
the same frequency. Also, the execution time (service time) of an operation is 
assumed to be known; the execution time of operation 01 is denoted by x1 . So, for 
every nucleus-site we have a set of operations to be executed and for each operation 
Oj of each query Q; we know its A;, its xj, and the query of which it is a part. From 
this we will compute the expected queueing times of the sites. 
Three distributions are involved: the bulk size distribution, the arrival distribu-
tion and the service distribution. The coefficient of variation of an arbitrary distribu-
tion X is defined as 
2 xr - x2 
Cx = -i 
X 
where X and x'f are the first and second moment of the distribution X. Because 
nothing is known about the distribution of the bulk sizes and service times we assume 
that the operations that are executed at a site form a sample and, therefore, the first 
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and second moment can be estimated by the sample mean and variance. The arrival 
distribution is really a whole set of distributions, namely one for each group of 
arrivals. If we assume that the arrival of each group can be described by a Poisson 
distribution, then we can use the property that the sum of Poisson distributions is 
again a Poisson distribution, only now with varying group size. 
where 
The formula for the expected queueing time of the first operation in a group is 
W = pxg (1 + C/ + c 2 ] 
g 2(1 - p) g g ' 
p is the utilization factor, 
g is the average bulk size, 
C/ is the squared coefficient of variation of the bulk size distribution, 
x is the average service time 
C/ is the squared coefficient of variation of the service time distribution 
[ Kleinrock 197 5a ). 
Other servers for which a queueing model can be used are the communication 
channels. A simple M I M I I model seems adequate to compute queueing delays 
[Kleinrockl975a]. Quite often one can observe that these delays are rather constant 
until a certain threshold is passed by the utilization factor. Then they rapidly grow to 
infinity. In the context of this research we will confine ourselves to this simple model 
to represent transmissions, although there are no real limitations to compute the 
delays based on the real transmissions. Therefore, the transmission time of each com-
munication channel is described by 
TT(X) = T 0 + TC(X), 
where T O is a delay constant and TC is the transmission cost function. 
Given a completely specified data and operation allocation the queueing delays 
of the physical sites can be computed. The response time of a query can now be 
determined by reconstructing its schedule from the processing-schedules graph and 
serializing the transmissions and operations that share the same resource. The aver-
age response time of all queries and updates can then be computed by weighing all 
the response times. 
For a partially specified allocation only the queueing times of a physical site 
can be computed based on its operation-set and the virtual sites assigned to it. The 
response time of a query is determined based on these queueing times and the 
transmissions between physical sites and between physical sites and virtual sites 
assigned to other physical sites. 
4.8.2. Simple Processing Schedules 
Most research in the area of the file allocation problem has concentrated on 
minimizing the total transmission cost. To establish the complexity of minimizing 
ART and to find general techniques which can also be applied to more complex pro-
cessing schedules, we will first consider simple schedules. 
The simple schedules consist of local processing at the sites where the data are 
located, followed by transmissions to the result site where, for example, a join is 
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computed. These simple schedules imply that operations within one query ar exe-
cuted either at a site that contains data referenced by the query or at the result site. 
In subsection 4.8.11 arbitrary schedules are considered which makes it possible to 
offload some of the operations to other sites. 
Our goal is to unite the virtual sites with the physical sites such that the aver-
age response time is minimized. Because the operations have already been allocated 
we will speak of the data allocation. First the complexity of the problem will be esta-
blished. 
Imagine that transmission delay and processing time are zero. So, the only 
thing that counts is the queueing delay before transmission. The edges for query Q; 
in the processing-schedules graph will be labeled with (i, 1, I). This means that the 
response time of a query is either O or I depending on whether all the accessed data 
are local or not. 
Theorem 4.9 The problem of minimizing the average response time is NP-complete. 
Proof We will show this by translating the set packing problem to it. 
Set Packing Problem: given a collection of sets { S 1, S 2, •.. , Sn} determine 
whether there exist / disjoint sets S; . 
This problem is known to be NP-complete (Karpl972, Gareyl979] It is translated to 
the response time problem as follows. Define for each element in each of the S; 's a 
virtual site, and for each set S; a physical site PhS; . In the processing-schedule graph 
all elements in one set S; are connected by an edge with physical site PhS; ; the label 
of the edge is (i, I, 1 ). If S; and Sj are disjoint we know that the virtual sites 
corresponding to the elements of S; can be assigned to PhS; and those corresponding 
to the elements of Sj to PhSj resulting in a zero response time for both the query 
stated at PhS; and PhSj. 
Asking for I disjoint sets S; is the same as asking for an allocation such that / 
queries have zero response time, which is the same as n - I queries with response 
time equal to I. 
Assume we are given an assignment of virtual sites to physical sites such that 
the ARTT exactly equals (n - I) / n . Because a response time of a query can only 
be O or I, there must be / queries with zero response time. Each of these / queries 
corresponds to a set S;, and these sets must, therefore, be disjoint. 
The other way around goes similarly. 
□ 
4.8.3. Optimal Allocations to Minimize Average Response Transmission Time 
We will again use the Heuristic Path Algorithm to compute the allocation that 
has minimum ARTT for simple processing schedules; for simplicity, we assume that 
all ,\;'s are I. So, minimizing ARTT is the same as minimizing the sum of the RTT; 
of the queries. 
The heuristic estimator that we will describe now is called psa resp data. 
Assume we are given a partially specified allocation. For each query we will use a 
RTT;, which is initially set to the maximum of transmission times of data coming 
from other physical sites. Later we will prove that the R TT; of a query is an upper 
bound on its RTT;, given the partially specified allocation. Now for a virtual site VS 
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its contribution to the sum of the response transmission times is computed. First, the 
increase of each RTT; is computed if VS were not assigned to any of the physical 
sites to which it transmits data. Take the sum of these increases and subtract the 
maximum. This is the contribution of VS. Before considering the next virtual site, 
VS and its adjacent edges are removed from the processing-schedules graph, and the 
RTT; are updated by adding their respective increases. This continues until no vir-
tual sites are left, and the sum of the contributions of the virtual sites plus the sum of 
the initial values of the RTT; is the estimate-cost of the partially specified allocation 
computed by psa resp data. 
proc psa resp data=(schedules graph psg)real: 
begin 
[l:njint RTT fm; 
real sum := O; 
set R TT; to maximum of transmission times of data coming from 
another physical site than i; 
while there is a virtual site 
do 
say VS is such a virtual site; 
foreach R TT; 
do 
od; 
compute its increase if VS were not assigned to the correspond-
ing physical site and update it by adding this increase 
contribution of VS is the sum of the increases of the RTT; minus 
the maximum of these increases; 




Figure 4.21. Algorithm psa resp data. 
Example 4.9 
Assume we have a processing-schedules graph and in the search tree the deci-
sion has been taken to unite VS 1 with PhS 1• Then RTT2 equals 3 and both other 
RTT; are zero. This situation is shown in fig. 4.22. 
The increases of the RTT; caused by VS 2 are: 
R Tn : 2 - 0 = 2, 
RTn : 6 - 3 = 3, and 
R TT 3 : 4 - 0 = 4. 
So, the contribution of VS 2 to the sum of the RTT, is 2 + 3 + 4 - 4 = 5. The 
RTT; are updated as follows: RTn = 2, RTn = 6, and RTn = 4. 
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Figure 4.22. Processing-schedules graph belonging to a partially 
specified allocation. 
The contribution of VS 3 is max(0,5 - 6) + (7 - 4) - (7 - 4) = 0. So, the 
sum of the contributions equals 5, and if we add the cost caused by previous decisions 
(3) we end up with an estimate-cost of 8. This also happens to be the cost 
corresponding to the optimal solution, satisfying the constraint that VS I is united 
with PhS 1• In this optimal solution both VS 2 and VS 3 are united with PhS 3• 
D 
Theorem 4.10 The heuristic estimator psa resp data is admissible if the simple process-
ing schedules are not serialized. 
Proof Consider a partially specified allocation. What we will do is consider the vir-
tual sites in the order done by psa resp data and unite them with the physical site 
according to the optimal solution satisfying the previously taken decisions, and com-
pute their contribution to the sum of the response transmission times of this optimal 
solution. Let RTT/'> and RTT'/'> be the values of the RTTi and RTT1 after I vir-
tual sites have been united with physical sites. To start with, set both RTT/0> and 
RTT;<0> to the maximum of the transmissions of data accessed by Qi coming from 
other physical sites. Because we are given a partially specified allocation their values 
may be non zero. Let R ( VS; ,PhSi) denote the result after local processing at VS;, 
which is transmitted to PhSi. Let VS; be a/ + I-th virtual site for which the contri-
bution is computed by the estimator. Assume VS; is united with PhSk in the optimal 
solution then its contribution to the optimal sum of response transmission times is: 
L max(TT( IR ( VS; ,PhSi) I) - RTT/'',O). 
J = I 
j 1:- k 
The contribution computed by the estimator is: 
n 
L max(TT(IR(VS,,PhSj)I) - RTT;<'>,o) 
j = I 
max(max{TT( IR ( VS; ,PhSi) I) - RTT;<'>,Q)) 
J 
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If RTT/' l ~ RTT/'l then the terms in the summation in the first formula are 
all greater than the corresponding terms in the second formula, and the kth term, 
which is not counted in the first formula, is less than or equal to the term that is sub-
tracted in the second formula. Hence, the contribution computed by the estimator is 
less than or equal to the real contribution. 
So, we only have to show that the RTT;<'ls are always greater than or equal to 
the RTTjs. Before the first iteration RTT1<0l = RTT/0l for all j. Now assume the 
induction hypothesis holds after / - 1 virtual sites have been assigned, i.e. , 
RTT/ - 1> ~ RTT/ - 'l . After the assignment VS;
1 
to PhSk both RTT/l and 




for all j 
From this we can conclude that RTT;<' l ~ RTT/' l for all j. 
Because RTT/ - 1> ~ RTT/' - 'l for all j the estimator will underestimate the 
real cost. Hence, psa resp data is admissible. 
□ 
Corollary 4.11 Algorithm psa resp data is an admissible estimator if the simple pro-
cessing schedules are serialized. 
Proof This is true because the response transmission time of a serialized simple pro-
cessing schedule is larger than a non-serialized one. 
□ 
Corollary 4.12 If the Heuristic Path Algorithm uses psa resp data the completely 
specified allocations produced for simple processing schedules have minimum average 
response transmission time. 
4.8.4. Heuristic Allocations to Minimize Average Response Transmission Time 
In case the response transmission time of a query is completely determined by 
the data transmissions involved, the response time of a query with a simple processing 
schedule is determined by its largest data transmission. If two files that are accessed 
in one query are located at the same site, the results obtained after local processing on 
both files have to be transmitted along the same communication channel to the result 
site. Because this can not be done in parallel one result will have to wait until the 
transmission of the other result has been completed. So, to compute the response 
transmission time of a query the schedule must first be serialized. Here, this serializa-
tion is simple because the order in which the results are transmitted is irrelevant as 
far as the response transmission time is concerned. 
In the following we assume that per physical site only one query is stated. This 
is not a severe limitation, it is merely to make the figures and examples simpler. 
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The fact that even the simplest imaginable problem of mm1m1zmg average 
response transmission time is NP-complete, does not give us much hope of finding an 
algorithm that produces optimal allocations for a special class of processing-schedules 
graphs. Therefore, we will settle with a simple heuristic algorithm. 
If we look at the set packing problem, an obvious algorithm to find suboptimal 
solutions is to start with the collection of the sets and at each iteration selecting a set 
S; with the smallest number of sets that have a non-empty intersection with it, and 
throwing S; and all the intersecting sets out of the collection. 
A similar approach can be taken for our allocation problem if no attention is 
given to transmissions in one schedule that share the same communication channel. 
If all edges are labeled with (i ,1,1), where i stands for the corresponding query, then 
the algorithm runs as follows. At each iteration, take a query whose RTTk has not 
been determined yet and that shares its fragments with the fewest number of other 
queries. Set its R TTk to zero, and the R TTj of the other queries that use the same 
fragments to I. 
In general, the labels are of the form (i ,A; ,x ), where A; and x are arbitrary 
numbers. The algorithm to be described now is called simple resp data allocation. At 
each iteration, it decides to unite one virtual site with one physical site. Which virtual 
site and which physical site is determined by considering all possible alternatives. To 
start with, it sets all RTTj equal to zero. The increase of the ARTT caused by the 
union of VS and PhS is computed by assigning VS to PhS and determining the 
increases of the response transmission times of the other physical sites. From these 
increases of the RTTj the increase of the ARTT can be computed. 
At first glance, it looks better to consider the union of several virtual sites to 
one physical site. The advantage would be to take several virtual sites that are 
accessed in the same query, say Q; under the Parallelism Assumption the virtual site 
that transmits the least amount of data to the result site of Q could be united with the 
other physical site at no cost. However, because the schedules are serialized, consid-
ering more than one virtual site to be united with one physical site will always 
increase the ARTT more than if only one virtual site was considered. 
We will show how the algorithm works by an example. 
Example 4.10 
There are three queries; let Q; be stated by users of PhS;. We assume that the 
A; 's are all I. Hence, minimizing the average response transmission time is the same 
as minimizing the sum of the response transmission times. The processing-schedules 
graph is shown in fig. 4.23. The transmission time is assumed to be 
TT(X) = 10 + X . 
In the . table below we give the possible assignments that are investigated by 
algorithm simple resp data allocation and their increase of the sum of the response 
transmission times. 
assign 
VS 1 to PhS 1 
VS 1 to PhS 2 
VS, to PhS 3 
increase sum 
70 + 90 = 160 
60 + 90 = 150 
60 + 90 = 150 
Figure 4.23. Processing-schedules graph. 
assign 
VS 2 to PhS 1 
VS2 to PhS 2 
VS2 to PhS 3 
increase sum 
100 
50 + 100 = 150 
50 
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The assignment of VS 2 to PhS 3 increases the sum the least and, therefore, VS 2 
is united with PhS 3• It remains to assign VS 1• 
assign 
VS1 to PhS 1 
VS1 to PhS2 
VS 1 to PhS3 
increase sum 
70 + 90 = 160 
10 + 90 = 100 
50 + 70 = 120 
Because the assignment of VS I to PhS 2 increases the sum the least, it is turned 
into a union. So, the final allocation is PhS 2 = ( {Fi}) and PhS 3 = ( { F 2}) 
(operation-sets are omitted), and the sum of the response transmission times is 
60 + 90 = 150. 
□ 
4.8.5. Comparison Heuristic and Optimal AR TT Allocations 
To get an impression what the quality of the allocations produced by algorithm 
simple resp data allocation a comparison is made between the average response 
transmission times of these schedules and of the optimal ones. For each site in the 
computer network one query is generated, which references a number of fragments . 
The schedule of a query consists of transmissions from the sites where the fragments 
reside to the result site. If several fragments that are referenced in the same query, 
their transmissions to the result site of the query are serialized. 
To be able to compute optimal allocations that minimize the average response 
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transm1ss1on time, the experiments are confined to a small computer network and a 
small database. The number of physical sites is four and the number of fragments is 
six. Because only non-redundant allocations are considered, this implies that there 
are six virtual sites in the processing-schedules graphs generated. In the experiments 
only one parameter was varied, namely the average number of fragment referenced in 
a query (f); it will vary from I to 5. The amount of data transmitted from a fragment 
to the result site of a query in which it participates, is randomly drawn between O and 
500. The results are shown in table 4.24; each entry is the average of 50 test runs. 
f I 2 3 4 5 
opt 49.4 148.1 251.2 348.6 419.3 
heur 50.0 153.4 262.1 364.5 442.3 
% 1.2 3.6 4.3 4.6 5.5 
Table 4.24. ARTT for varying the number of fragments . 
For small f most of the queries will reference different fragments, which cause a 
small ARTT. Because a virtual site is connected with only a few physical sites, algo-
rithm simple resp data allocation will have no difficulty finding near optimal alloca-
tions. If f is increased, the AR TT increases as well, both because a virtual site can 
not be united with all physical sites to which it is connected and because the process-
ing schedules have to be serialized. From the table we can see that the heuristic algo-
rithm starts to produce allocations that have a higher ARTT than the optimal ones. 
This is because several fragments accessed in one query will have to be allocated to 
the same physical site, which may cause that considering one fragment at the time 
leads to non-optimal solutions. 
Overall we may conclude that if queries reference a number of fragments which 
is less than the number of sites in the computer network, the heuristic algorithm sim-
ple resp data allocation computes near optimal allocations. 
4.8.6. Minimizing Average Response Processing Time. 
For simple processing schedules we now consider the other extreme: transmis-
sion cost is negligible compared to processing cost. This means that the edges in the 
processing-schedules graph have no meaning. Because the data allocation is deter-
mined based on the response processing time we will speak of the operation alloca-
tion. However, this does not mean that operations can be freely allocated to any of 
the physical sites. Only the virtual sites with their complete operation-sets can be 
assigned to or united with a physical site. Two strategies to determine a data alloca-
tion are distinguished, one from the system's point of view and one from the users'. 
Let us first consider the system's point of view. The system seems to be better 
off if the maximum queueing time over the physical sites is minimized. The utiliza-
tion factor p of a physical site is an important parameter in the formula of the queue-
ing time. The idea of minimizing the maximum queueing time, is more or less similar 
to minimizing the maximum p among all physical sites. Assume that the arrival times 
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of operations with execution time x; are described by a Poisson distribution with 'A; as 
mean. Then, 
showing that each operation that is offered to a physical site contributes a little piece 
to its p. The problem of minimizing the maximum p, denoted by Pmax, means keeping 
the largest sum of 'A;x;'s among the physical sites as small as possible. To get an idea 
how difficult this problem is we will discuss a similar problem, which is known to be 
NP-complete. 
This problem is known as the multiprocessor scheduling problem [Gareyl979]. 
Imagine a set of tasks T = (t,} each having their own execution time /(t;) E z+, 
and a number of physical sites m (m ;;;,, I). A physical site can execute only one task 
at a time, and immediately after a task is completed another task can be started. So, 
there is no loss of time between tasks. The question is: is there an assignment of the 
tasks to the different physical sites such that an overall deadline D E z+ is met. 
Meaning that all physical sites should be finished before D units of time have passed 
after the execution has started. 
Theorem 4.13 The problem of minimizing P max is NP-complete. 
Proof We will show this by translating the multiprocessor scheduling problem to the 
problem of minimizing Pmax· 
Create for every t; E T an operation O; with service time / (t; )ID. The ques-
tion whether there is an assignment that meets the overall deadline D, is translated to 
whether there exists an operation allocation such that Pmax ,;;; I. 
Assume we have an operation allocation with Pmax ,;;; I, then the corresponding 
assignment can be obtained by assigning the tasks t; to the same physical site as 
operation O; is allocated to. Because Pmax ,;;; I all sites will be finished at a time less 
than or equal to D. 
Also, if there is an assignment which meets D, then the corresponding opera-
tion allocation can be determined in a similar way. 
D 
Another approach to the operation allocation is to look at it from the users' 
point of view. If we assume a completely empty system then the response processing 
time of one query will be minimum if all the operations are executed in parallel and 
their results sent to the result site, where the final result is produced. So, maximizing 
parallelism is a good way to minimize the response processing time. To compute a 
suitable operation allocation we construct a not-at-same-site graph. A node N; in 
such a graph corresponds to virtual site VS; and there is an edge between N; and N1 
iff VS; and VS1 are both accessed in at least one query. 
To establish the complexity of this problem we will look at a well-known graph 
problem. A graph G(V,E) contains a clique if there is a subset V' of V such that 
every two nodes of V' are connected by an edge of E. The size of V' is the size of 
the clique. To maximize parallelism in a processing-schedules graph virtual sites 
accessed in the same query should be united with different physical sites. We can see 
this immediately from the not-at-same-site graph. None of the virtual sites should be 
united with a physical site with which one of the other virtual sites in the clique is 
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united. To unite the virtual sites with the physical sites such that the conditions 
described by the not-at-same-site graph are not violated, we need at least as many 
physical sites as the size of the largest clique. 
Theorem 4.14 The problem of finding an allocation with maximum parallelism is NP-
complete. 
Proof Follows directly from the NP-completeness of the clique problem 
□ 
4.8.7. Optimal Allocations to Minimize Average Response Processing Time 
The operation allocation with minimum average response processing time 
(ARP]) for simple processing schedules will again be computed by the Heuristic Path 
Algorithm. The heuristic estimator, called psa resp operation, is a straightforward 
extension of psa resp data (see fig. 4.20). Assume we are given a partially specified 
allocation and the corresponding processing-schedules graph. For simplicity we 
assume again that all A; are equal to I. To start, the RPT; of the queries are com-
puted solely based on the operations that are allocated to the physical sites. For 
every physical site we can compute the expected queueing time, and so, for each 
operation its expected time in the system can be obtained by adding its execution 
time. Also, if several operations of one query are to be executed at one physical site 
they have to be serialized. This gives the initial value of A RPT. 
Now consider a virtual site VS which will contain one or more operations. 
Assign VS to each of the physical sites PhS1 and compute the increases of the RPT; 
and the increase of the ARPT. For every value of j there is an increase of the RPT;. 
Update the RPT;s by adding the maximum of their increases over j . The contribu-
tion of VS is the minimum increase of the ARPT. The estimate-cost of a partially 
specified allocation is the sum of the contributions of the virtual sites plus the initial 
value of ARPT. 
When computing the increase of the different response processing times we may 
take into account the serialization of the operations in VS and in the physical sites to 
which it is assigned. 
Example 4.11 
The same data will be used as m the previous example. So, to start with 
RPT; = 0.075 and RPTS, = 0.013, and, therefore, the initial value of 
ARPT = 0.031. Consider VS I first. 
I) Assign VS 1 to PhS 1• 
Then W 1 = 0.7 X 0.023 / 0.3 = 0.054. 
The consequences for the RPT; are: 
RPT1 = 0.054 + 0.01 + 0.04 + 0.02 = 0.124, an increase of 0.049, 
RPTS, is unchanged. 
This means an increase of 0.014 for ARPT. 
2) Assign VS I to PhS 2• 
Then W2 = 0.45 X 0.013 / 0.55 = 0.01 I. 
RPT1 = max(0.075,0.01 I + 0.02) = 0.075, a zero increase, 
RPT2 = 0.01 I + 0.01 = 0.021 , an increase of 0.008. 
This means an increase of 0.006 for ARPT. 
Now the RPT; are updated by adding their maximum increase 
RPn = 0.124 and RPn = 0.021. 
The contribution of VS I is the minimum increase of the ARPT, which is 0.006. 
Finally, consider VS 2. 
I) Assign VS 2 to PhS 1• 
Then W 1 = 0.75 X 0.017 / 0.25. 
The consequences for the RPT; are : 
RPn = 0.051 + 0.01 + 0.04 = 1.01, a zero increase, 
RPn = max(0.021,0.051 + 0.01) = 0.061, an increase of 0.04. 
This means an increase of 0.028 for ARPT. 
2) Assign VS 2 to PhS 2• 
Then W2 = 0.5 X 0.01 / 0.5 = 0.01. 
The consequences for the RPT; are: 
RPn is unchanged, 
RPT2 = 0.01 + 0.01 + 0.01 = 0.03, an increase of 0.009. 
This means an increase of 0.006 for A RPT. 
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The minimum increase of the ARPT is 0.006. The estimate-cost is the sum of the 
increases plus the initial value of ARPT: 0.031 + 0.006 + 0.006 = 0.043. 
D 
Theorem 4.15 Algorithm psa resp operation is an admissible estimator if serialization 
of operations in simple processing schedules allocated to the virtual sites is not con-
sidered. 
Proof The proof goes along the same lines as the one of theorem 4. I 0 
D 
Corollary 4.16 Algorithm psa resp operation is an admissible estimator if the simple 
processing schedules are serialized. 
Corollary 4.17 If the Heuristic Path Algorithm uses psa resp operation the completely 
specified allocations produced for simple processing schedules have minimum average 
response processing time. 
4.8.8. Heuristic Allocations to Minimize Average Response Processing Time 
Because of the NP-completeness of the problem to maximize parallelism, we 
will again give a heuristic algorithm to unite the virtual sites with physical sites for 
simple processing schedules. Algorithm max parallelism is shown in fig. 4.25. 
During each iteration algorithm max parallelism selects a new virtual site, say 
VS, which is accessed in the most number of queries among the virtual sites that have 
not been selected yet. Then it tries to assign VS to a physical sire, say PhS, such that 
no other virtual site in the assigned set of PhS is accessed by a query in which VS is 
referenced. If this is impossible VS is assigned to an arbitrary physical site. 
The main drawback of algorithm max parallelism is that it does not take into 
account the execution times of the operations and the utilization factors of the 
different physical sites. To overcome this, the algorithm will be extended by comput-
ing queueing times, and by serializing operations that are executed at the same 
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proc max para/le/ism=(graph GJallocation: 
begin 
{ all nodes are unmarked at the beginning} 
while there is an unmarked node 
do 
take an unmarked node with the most adjacent edges and mark it; 
assign the corresponding virtual site with a physical site to which 
none of the virtual sites corresponding to the adjacent marked 
nodes are assigned; 
if this is impossible assign it to an arbitrary physical site 
od; 
unite the virtual sites with their physical sites 
end 
Figure 4.25. Algorithm max parallelism. 
physical site and that are part of the same query. This extended version will be called 
simple resp operation a/location. 
To start with, simple resp operation a/location computes the utilization factor of 
all virtual sites. At each iteration, a virtual site is united with a physical site. Take 
the virtual site VS with the largest p and assign it successively to each of the physical 
sites and compute the corresponding increase of the ARPT. Unite VS with that phy-
sical site that corresponds to the least increase of the ARPT. Then continue with the 
next virtual site. 
In the next example we will show how algorithm simple resp operation allocation 
works. 
Example 4.12 
For simplicity we assume that the execution times are all drawn from the same 
distribution; this implies that C/ = I. Furthermore, we will not take bulk arrivals 
into account. This gives a simpler formula for the expected queueing time, namely 
w 
Assume we are given 
PhS 1 = ({(l,IO,O.OI),(1,10,0.04)}), 
PhS 2 = ({(2,25,0.01)}), 
VS 1 = ({(l,I0,0.02)}), 
VS2 = ({(2,25,0.01)}). 
px 
(I - p) 
The fragment-sets are omitted. There are two queries with frequencies IO and 25. 
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Two operations have already been allocated to PhS I and one to PhS 2• Given this 
partially specified allocation the queueing times of the two physical sites are: 
W 1 = 0.5 X 0.Q25 / 0.5 = 0.025, and 
W 2 = 0.25 X 0.01 / 0.75 = 0.003, 
and the response processing times of the queries are: 
RPT 1 = 0.025 + 0.01 + 0.04 = 0.D75, 
RPT2 = 0.003 + 0.01 = 0.013. 
The p of VS I is 0.2 and of VS 2 is 0.25, so, VS 2 is considered first. 
I) Assign VS 2 to PhS 1• 
Then, W 1 = 0.75 X 0.167 / 0.25 = 0.5. 
The consequences for the RPT; are: 
RPT 1 = 0.5 + 0.01 + 0.04 = 0.55, an increase of 0.475 
RPT2 = max(0.013,0.5 + 0.01) = 0.51 , an increase of 0.497 
2) Assign VS 2 to PhS 2. 
Then, W2 = 0.5 X 0.01 / 0.5 = 0.01. 
The consequences for the RPT, are : 
RPT I is unchanged, and 
RPT2 = 0.01 + 0.01 + 0.01 = 0.03, an increase of 0.017. 
The increase of the latter assignment is clearly the least and, therefore, VS 2 is united 
with PhS 2• So, RPT 1 = 0.075 and RPT 2 = 0.03, and, therefore, ARPT is 0.043. 
Now consider VS 1• 
I) Assign VS I to PhS 1• 
Then, W 1 = 0. 7 X 0.023 / 0.3 = 0.054. 
The consequences for the RPT, are: 
RPT 1 = 0.054 + 0.0 I + 0.04 + 0.02 = 0.124, an increase of 0.049, 
RPT2 is unchanged. 
2) Assign VS I to PhS 2• 
Then, W 2 = 0.7 X 0.012 / 0.3 = 0.Q28 
The consequences for the RPT, are: 
RPT 1 = max(0.075,0.028 + 0.02) = 0.075, a zero increase, 
RPT2 = 0.028 + 0.01 + 0.01 = 0.048, an increase of 0.QJ8. 
If VS 1 is assigned to PhS 1 then its contribution is 0.014 and if assigned to PhS 2 to 
0.013. Therefore, VS I is united with PhS 2• The resulting ARPT = 0.056. 
D 
4.8.9. Comparison Heuristic and Optimal ARTT Allocations 
To get an idea how the allocations produced by simple resp operation allocation 
compare with the optimal allocations for minimizing the average response processing 
time, we did some experiments. The database consists of seven fragments, which are 
assigned to different virtual sites. Each query consists of operations that are executed 
at the site where the fragments referenced, are located, and of an operation at the 
result site. For simplicity we assume that all queries are stated with the same 
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frequency. The number of physical sites four. The goal is to unite virtual sites with 
physical sites such that the average response processing time is minimized. The 
queueing delays are computed by means of the formula for Wg discussed in subsec-
tion 4.8. 1. If several operations within a query are executed at one si te they are seri-
alized. 
Two parameters are varied : 
D the average number of fragments referenced per query (/), 
D the average number of operations serviced per unit of time (µ,). 
The f varies from I to 7, and the operation size is drawn from a negative exponential 



































Table 4.26. ARTT for varying/andµ, . 
From the table we may conclude that the heuristic algorithm simple resp opera-
tion algorithm performs well if the execution times of the operations times the fre-
quencies with which they are executed are small and if the number of fragments refer-
enced per query is less than the number of sites in the computer network . If the utili-
zation factors of the physical sites are getting close I the heuristic algorithm simple 
resp operation a/location starts to produce allocations that have a much higher ARPT 
than the optimal allocations. Also, the percentage of cases in which the heuristic 
algorithm can not find an allocation with all utilization factors less than I, while there 
exists one, starts to increase. For f = 7 and µ, = 5, this was 6%. 
Overall we may conclude that the heuristic algorithm performs best if the exe-
cution times of the operations are small and the number of fragments referenced com-
pared to the size of the computer network is small. 
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4.8.10. Minimizing Average Response Time 
Finally, we consider the most realistic model. The response time of a query is 
determined by both its transmissions and processing of operations. 
A heuristic algorithm can be constructed from either simple resp data a/location 
or simple resp operation a/location . For example, if transmission cost weighs more 
than processing cost, algorithm simple resp data a/location should be used, however, to 
compute the effects on the response times of queries the operations should be taken 
into account as well. If, on the other hand, processing cost weighs more, one should 
use algorithm simple resp operation a/location ; however, to compute the effects on the 
response times of the queries the transmissions should be taken into account. 
A heuristic estimator for the Heuristic Path Algorithm for this more general 
model can be obtained by combining the estimators psa resp data and psa resp opera-
tion . Given a partially specified allocation, the RT; of the queries are computed 
based on the transmissions between physical sites and the operations that are allo-
cated to the physical sites. The contribution of a virtual site VS is determined by 
considering all possible assignments of this virtual site to physical sites. For every 
assignment we can compute the increases of the RT; of the queries. There is one 
assignment such that the contribution of VS to ART is minimum. This increase is 
taken as the contribution of VS. The RT; are updated by adding the maximum 
increase of the different assignments of VS. By adding up the contributions of the 
virtual sites we will obtain the estimate-cost of a partially specified allocation. 
4.8.11. Arbitrary Processing Schedules 
In subsections 4.8.2-4.8.10 simple processing schedules were investigated. These 
schedules imply that the allocation of the operations is completely determined by the 
data allocation. Here, we will allow for both a data and operation allocation. To do 
so, in the processing-schedules graph belonging to the initial allocation, virtual sites 
are created for both operations and fragments. Only the operations that implicitly 
read data in the fragments from secondary storage are put in the operation-set of the 
virtual site to which the fragment is allocated. An example of such an operation is 
the restriction. For other operations such as a join a new virtual site is created. If a 
virtual site has an empty fragment-set it is called an operation virtual site, otherwise it 
is called a fragment virtual site. The final operation in the processing schedule of a 
query is permanently allocated to the physical site that corresponds to the result site 
in the computer network. An example of a final operation is one that presents the 
result of the query to the user. 
For these arbitrary processing-schedules graphs we will confine ourselves to 
minimizing response transmission time. As far as minimizing response processing 
time is concerned we expect that similar techniques as proposed in subsections 4.8.7 
and 4.8.8 can be used. 
4.8.12. Optimal Operation and Data Allocations to Minimize AR TT 
The next step is to compute both an operation and data allocation. The 
optimal data and operation allocation will be obtained by using the heuristic estimator 
for simple processing schedules, psa resp data. Assume we are given a partially 
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specified allocation and the corresponding processi ng-schedules graph. To apply the 
same techniques as was done for the simple processing schedules, a new processing-
schedules graph is constructed. 
From each nucleus-site, NS;, there are sequences of transmissions part of the 
schedule of one query leading to the result physical si te of that query; they will be 
called paths. On each path there is a nearest physical site, which is the first physical 
site encountered when going through the sequence of transmissions and considering 
the nucleus-sites in the processing-schedules graph that receive the transmissions. The 
nearest physical site is not necessarily the result physical site of the query. 
For example, during the search process a partially specified allocation can have 
been obtained where some of the virtual sites in the initial allocation may have been 
united with physical sites. 
For each query and each nucleus-site accessed in the query, consider the paths 
from the nucleus-site to the nearest physical site on that path. Each edge on these 
paths represents the transmission of an amount of data. For each nearest physical 
site place an edge in the new processing-schedules graph between the nucleus-site and 
that physical site, directed to the latter with the same label as the edge on the path to 
the nearest physical site which transmitted the least amount. 
The estimate-cost based on this newly constructed processing-schedules graph is 
done as follows. The initial values of the R TT; are set equal to the R TT; s, which are 
solely based on transmissions between physical sites. Take an arbitrary virtual site, 
VS, and assign it in turn to each of the physical sites with which it is connected, and 
compute the increase of the ARTT. The minimum increase among the different 
assignments is taken as the contribution of VS. Then the RTT; are updated with 
their maximum increase among the different assignments. Before selecting the next 
virtual site, VS and its adjacent edges are removed from the processing-schedules 
graph. This continues until no virtual sites are left over. 
Theorem 4.18 The heuristic estimator psa resp data is admissible if the schedules are 
not serialized. 
First, we will prove that the estimate-cost of a given partially specified allocation 
based on the newly constructed processing-schedules graph, called N, is less than or 
equal to the cost of any completely specified allocation that satisfies the given partially 
specified allocation. 
Assume we are given a completely specified allocation that satisfies the given 
partially specified allocation. The corresponding processing-schedules graph, called P, 
can be obtained by uniting the virtual sites with physical sites. Let us assume that 
VS; is united with PhS1. Then at least one edge on each path to the other physical 
sites in the original processing-schedules graph, called 0, is present in P. If the same 
union would have been done in N, VS; would be connected with exactly one edge on 
each path to other physical sites in 0 . Because the edges are chosen such that they 
represent the smallest transmission, the cost of a completely specified allocation based 
on N is less than or equal to the cost on 0 . 
The rest of the proof, showing that psa resp data underestimates the cost of 




Corollary 4.19 The heuristic estimator psa resp data is admissible if the schedules are 
serialized. 
Corollary 4.20 The Heuristic Path Algorithm using psa resp data as a heuristic estima-
tor computes completely specified allocations with minimum average response 
transmission time. 
Example 4.13 
Assume we are given the processing-schedules graph shown in fig. 4.27(a), and 
assume that TT(X) = X. 
4 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.27. Processing-schedules graph of example 4.13. 
For each nucleus-site on all paths to the result physical site there is a nearest 
physical site. For example, for path VS 2, VS 1, PhS 1, the nearest physical site is 
PhS1, and for VS 2, PhS 2, VS 1, PhS 1, it is PhS 2• For each path the edge that 
represents the smallest transmission is used to connect the nucleus-site with the 
nearest physical site on that path in the newly constructed processing-schedules graph. 
The result is shown in fig. 4.27(b). Initially RTT\ = 2. Now consider VS 2. If it is 
assigned to PhS 2 the RTT\ is increased by 2, and if assigned to PhS 1 by 8. Hence, 
the contribution of VS 2 equals 2, and RTT\ is set to IO. The contribution of VS 1 is 
zero. Hence, the estimate-cost of the partially specified allocation, which is the sum 
of the contributions plus the initial value of R TT\, is 2 + 2 = 4. 
□ 
4.8.13. Operation Allocation Given a Data Allocation 
We will now discuss an algorithm that computes an operation allocation that 
minimizes the average response transmission time given the allocation of the frag-
ments. The operation allocation can be computed separately for every query because 
each operation belongs to only one query. Before we present the algorithm we will 
introduce some notions. 
If a nucleus-site contains an operation whose result is transmitted to another 
nucleus-site then we will call this operation an export-operation. A schedule is called 
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tree-structured if every nucleus-site contains at most one export-operation, which 
transmits its result to exactly one other nucleus-site (this means no forking points). If 
nucleus-site NS; contains an export-operation whose result is transmitted to NSj then 
we call NS; an input nucleus-site of NSj. If all the input nucleus-sites of nucleus-site 
NS are either physical sites or virtual sites that are assigned to physical sites, and if 
NS is a virtual site or if NS is the resu lt physical site then NS is called a candidate 
nucleus-site. The amount of data transmitted from an export-operation EO of a 
nucleus-site is denoted by IR (EO) I -
If a query has a tree-structured schedule the export operation of a nucleus-site 
is uniquely determined by the nucleus-site itself. Therefore, we will use R (NSk) when 
we mean the result of the export operation of NSk. 
The response transmission time of a nucleus-site NS. denoted by RTT(NS), is 
defined if all the nucleus-sites from which NS receives data directly or indirectly are 
either physical sites or virtual sites assigned to physica l sites. It can be computed by 
reconstructing the schedule of the transaction up to and including the operations allo-
cated to NS. 
Note that the RTT of a nucleus-site NS depends on the allocation of NS if it is 
a virtual site and on the allocation of the nucleus-si tes from which it receives data 
directly or indirectly. We define the response transmission time of NS at physical site 
PhSj, denoted by RTT/NS), as RTT(NS) + TTu(IR(NS)I}, where NS is either 
PhS; or is assigned to it, and TT,j stands for the transmission time from PhS; to 
PhSj. 
Assume we are given a completely specified allocation of the fragments, and the 
processing-schedules graph that belongs to this allocation where each operation is 
allocated to its own virtual site. Algorithm resp operation allocation will compute a 
completely specified operation allocation given the data allocation such that the 
response transmission time of a transaction is minimized. At each iteration the algo-
rithm takes a candidate nucleus-site, say CNS. The input nucleus-sites of CNS that 
are virtual sites assigned to physical sites are united with CNS; call the resulting 
nucleus-site CNSu. If CNSu is a physical site then we have computed a completely 
specified operation allocation, because CNSu is the result physical si te. Otherwise, 
CNSu is a virtual site that will be either assigned to or united with one of its input 
nucleus-sites. Note, that all inputs of CNSu are physical sites. To determine whether 
to assign it to or unite it with one of its input nucleus-sites we do the following. 
Assign CNSu to an arbitrary physical site PhSx that is not one of its inputs. Com-
pute the response transmission time of CNSu given this allocation, say its value is V. 
Let IR (EOk) I ;;;. max IR (EO;) I, where EOk is an export operation of PhS,. Now 
I 
assign CNSu to PhS, to compute RTTx(CNSu); if RTTx(CNSu),;;;; V then CNSu is 
united with PhS, , otherwise it will stay assigned to it. 
The procedural form of algorithm resp operation allocation is given in fig. 4.28. 
Before considering the quality of the completely specified operation allocation 
produced we give an example. 
Example 4.14 
Assume we are given the processing-schedules graph shown in fig. 4.29(a). The 
transmission time is TT(X) = X. The fragments accessed are already allocated to 
different physical sites and for each of the two joins a virtual site was created. 
proc resp operation allocation=(schedules graph psg)allocation: 
begin 
while there is a candidate nucleus-site 
do 
let NS be such a nucleus-site; 
unite its input virtual sites with it; 
if NS is a virtual site 
then 
determine whether to assign it to or unite it with one of its 
input physical sites 
fi 
od; 
extract operation allocation from psg 
end 





Figure 4.29. Processing-schedules graphs of example 4.14. 
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Virtual site VS 1 is a candidate nucleus-si te because both its inputs nucleus-sites 
are physical sites. Because none of its inputs is a virtual site we continue with the 
assignment to or union with either PhS 1 or PhS 2. Because 
IR (PhS 1) I > I R (PhS 2) I, it will be PhS 1• Assigning VS 1 to an arbitrary physical 
site PhSx (x =fa I, 2) results in RTT(VS 1) = 4. On the other hand assigning VS 1 to 
PhS 1 will give RTTx ( VS 1) = 10. Therefore, VS 1 is not united with PhS 1 but 
assigned to it. 
Now VS 2 is the candidate nucleus-site. One of the inputs of VS 2, namely VS 1 
is a virtual site and, therefore, they will be united with each other; the result is 
denoted by VSu . VSu has three input nucleus-sites: PhS 1, PhS 2 and PhS 3• For the 
latter holds that I R (PhS 3) I is maximum. Assigning VSu to an arbitrary physical site 
PhSx (x =fa I, 2, 3) gives RTTx(VS,,) = 4 + 5 = 9. Because the latter is smaller 
VSu is united with PhS 3• 
The resulting processing-schedules graph is shown in fig. 4.29; the response 
transmission time is 9 which is optimal. 
D 
Now we will discuss the quality of the completely specified operation allocation 
obtained. 
Theorem 4.21 Algorithm resp operation allocation computes completely specified 
operation allocations with minimum response transmission time for tree-structured 
schedules. 
Proof We will prove the following property by induction on the number of candidate 
nucleus-sites considered. 
Property M: 
M 1) a physical site has at most one virtual site assigned to it, 
M 2) RTT(PhS;) + TT;x(I R(PhS;)I) is minimum, over all allocations, 
M 3) the minimum response transmission time of VS at physical site PhSx 
over all allocations, where VS is already assigned to PhSy can be 
obtained by re-assigning VS to PhSx (x is not necessarily different from 
y). 
If no candidate nucleus-sites have been considered M 1 and M 2 are true and M 3 is not 
applicable. 
Assume that M is true after n candidate nucleus-site have been handled. Now 
consider then + I-st candidate nucleus-site, CNS. Let CNSu be the result after the 
union. If CNS" is assigned to a physical site, M 2 still holds simply because of the 
induction hypothesis; remember that nothing has changed with the physical sites. 
Also, because CNSu is assigned to one of its input physical sites M 1 holds. Now we 
have to prove that the minimum RTTx (CNSu) for arbitrary x is obtained by assign-
ing CNSu to PhSx. Uniting CNS with its input virtual sites guarantees that the 
inputs of CNSu have minimum response transmission time. The latter is true because 
the inputs are physical sites for which M 2 holds. CNS" is merely assigned to a physi-
cal site because RTTx(CNSu) is smaller if CNSu is assigned to PhSx . But because 
CNSu's inputs have minimum response transmission time RTTx(CNSu) is minimum 
if CNSu is assigned to PhSx. 
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If CNS" is united with one of its inputs we only have to prove M 2. M I and M 3 
are not applicable because there are no newly assigned virtual sites. Again CNS" 's 
inputs have minimum response transmission time over all allocations. The reason 
that CNS" is united with one of its inputs is that the RTTx(CNSu) for arbitrary xis 
smaller if CNS" is united with one of its inputs. Hence, M 2 holds. 
D 
In this subsection we have considered the computation of an operation alloca-
tion, given a data allocation, such that the response transmission time is minimized. 
For tree-structured processing schedules algorithm resp operation allocation computes 
optimal operation allocations. This algorithms will be used in the next subsection 
where the allocation of both the data and the operations will be discussed. 
4.8.14. Heuristic Operation and Data Allocation to Minimize ARTT 
A heuristic algorithm called resp data operation allocation will be described now. 
The initial assignment is determined as follows. If in the processing-schedules graph 
corresponding to the initial allocation there is a transmission from a fragment virtual 
site to a physical site this virtual site is assigned to the physical site to which it 
transmits most of the data. Other virtual sites are assigned arbitrarily. 
Given the assignment of the fragment virtual sites to the physical sites, we 
would like to be able to determine the operation allocation with algorithm resp opera-
tion allocation . The problem is that this algorithm requires a completely specified 
data allocation to do so. However, this can be solved quite easily by letting algorithm 
resp operation allocation consider a fragment virtual site as a physical site. 
Now for every query a set of proposals for changing the data allocation and the 
corresponding decreases in the response transmission time of the query is computed. 
These proposals are based on the current data and operation allocation. In the basic 
version of algorithm resp data operation allocation, we only allow for simple changes 
in the data allocation. Such a simple change is defined as follows. In a schedule for 
a query there will be a sequence of transmissions that determines the response 
transmission time. To decrease this, one of the transmissions will have to disappear. 
If it is a transmission between two fragment virtual sites, these two can be united and 
assigned to either physical site to which they were originally assigned. If it is a 
transmission from a fragment virtual site to a physical site, the former can be 
assigned to the latter. 
After all proposed changes in the allocation and their expected decrease in the 
response transmission times of the transactions are collected, the expected decrease in 
the average response transmission time is computed for each change. We go through 
the list of proposed changes in descending order of the expected decrease of the 
ARTT until a change is found that actually does decrease the ARTT. This actual 
change is computed as follows. Take the processing-schedules graph belonging to the 
initial allocation and assign the fragment virtual sites just like the initial assignment 
only with the proposed changes incorporated. So, again we have an assignment of 
fragment virtual sites and algorithm resp operation allocation is applied to compute 
the RTT; of the queries. Because some of the proposals consist of two alternatives of 
assigning the fragment virtual site obtained from uniting two virtual sites, they are 
both considered separately. The one with the smallest ARTT is taken. If this ARTT 
is less than the previous A RTT we go through the next iteration. If not, the next 
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proposed change on the list is taken until one is found that decreases the AR TT. If 
no such proposed change can be found the algorithm terminates. 
We will give an example to show how the algorithm works. 
Example 4.15 
Assume a database consists of three fragments F 1, F 2 and F 3 which are allo-
cated to FVS 1, FVS 2 and FVS 3, respectively. There are two queries, one computes 
the join between F I and F 2, and the other the join between all three fragments. The 
processing-schedules graph corresponding to the initial allocation is shown in fig. 4.30. 
( 2, 1,15) 
Figure 4.30. Processing-schedules graph of example 4.15. 
Our goal is to unite both the virtual sites containing fragments as well as the 
ones containing operations with the physical sites. Algorithm resp operation allocation 
starts with an initial assignment. Because none of the fragment virtual sites transmits 
data directly to a physical site they all are assigned arbitrarily: 
assign FVS I to PhS 2 
assign FVS 2 to PhS 1 
assign FVS 3 to PhS 1 
Now algorithm resp operation allocation is applied for both queries to compute their 
RTTs. RTT(Q 1) = 20, which is obtained by uniting OVS4 with PhS 1, and 
RTT(Q 2) = 15, by uniting OVS 5 and OVS6 with PhS 2• The initial assignment is 
shown in fig. 4.31 . 
For both queries changes in the data allocation will be proposed to decrease 
their R TTs . The R TT of Q I is determined by the transmission from FVS I to PhS 1 
and can be decreased by assigning FVS I to PhS 1• Similarly for Q 2 by assigning 
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Figure 4.31. Initial assignment. 
FVS 3 to PhS 2. The proposals are considered in order of decreasing potential effect 
on the ARTT until a real decrease of the ARTT is obtained. Therefore, the proposal 
of Q 1,assign FVS 1 to PhS 1, is considered first. 
Because both FVS I and FVS 2 are assigned to PhS I algorithm resp operation 
allocation will unite OVS 4 with PhS 1, resulting in RTT(Q 1) = 0. The operation allo-
cation of Q 2 stays the same and, therefore, there is no change in RTT(Q 2). The 
ARTT decreases from 17.5 to 7.5 . The corresponding change in the assignment of the 
fragment virtual sites is adopted. 
In the next iteration there will only be a proposal for Q 2, because the 
RTT( Q 1) = 0. The proposal is: assign FVS 3 to PhS 2• The consequences for the 
RTT of Q 2 are again computed by algorithm resp operation a/location . Again OVS 5 
and OVS 6 are united with PhS 2, giving a RTT(T2) = 8. Hence, the ARTT drops 
from 7.5 to 4, and, therefore, the change is adopted. The result is shown in fig. 4.32. 
In the next iteration there will again only be a proposal for Q 2 : assign FVS 2 to 
PhS 2• The consequences of this change are that RTT(Q 1) = 5 and RTT(Q 2) = 4, 
which means an increase of the ARTT from 4 to 4.5, and, therefore, the proposal is 
rejected. Because there are no more proposals the algorithm terminates. 
The final data and operation allocation is obtained by uniting FVS 1, FVS 2 and 
OVS 4 with PhS 1 and FVS 3, OVS 5 and OVS 6 with PhS 2 giving an ARTT of 
(0 + 8) / 2 = 4. 
D 
For the simple processing schedules it was already time consuming to compute 
optimal allocations for small databases and small computer networks. Because the 
differences between simple and arbitrary processing schedules can only be shown for 
large schedules, a comparison between the allocation produced by the heuristic algo-
rithm resp data operation allocation and the optimal ones is omitted. 
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Figure 4.32. Assignment of FVS 3 to PhS 2. 
4.8.15. Summary 
Most research on the file allocation problem deals with mm1mmng total 
transmission cost. Sometimes, response time constraints are added. In this section 
the problem of determining allocations such that the average response time of the 
queries is minimized, was investigated. 
In the first half of the section, only simple processing schedules were con-
sidered. Such schedules are characterized by the fact that operations are executed at 
either the result site or at the sites where the fragments referenced reside and the fact 
that only transmissions to the result site are allowed. These simple processing 
schedules are exactly the schedules used in the file allocation problem. For these sim-
ple schedules both minimizing response transmission time and response processing 
time were treated. It was shown that minimizing average response time is NP-
complete. To be able to compute optimal allocations that minimize average response 
transmission time a heuristic estimator, called psa resp data, was given. For the same 
problem a heuristic algorithm, called simple resp data a/location , was developed and 
the solutions obtained by it were compared with the optimal ones. The allocations 
produced by simple resp data a/location have near optimal average response transmis-
sion time if the number of fragments referenced per query does not exceed the 
number of sites in the computer network. 
For minimizing the average response processing time both the system's point of 
view and the users' were considered. For both it was shown that minimizing ARPT is 
NP-complete. To compute the processing time of a query the queueing delays of the 
physical sites have to be known. Lacking a queueing model for the whole network, 
which can handle processing schedules with forking and synchronization points, we 
assume that Jackson's Independence Theorem can be applied, i.e., that for each physi-
cal site the queueing delays can be computed based on the operations allocated to it. 
Based on the techniques used in the heuristic estimator psa resp data an estimator psa 
resp operation was developed. Also, a heuristic algorithm, called simple resp operation 
a/location, which emphasizes the maximization of parallelism, was proposed, and the 
solutions were compared with the optimal ones. Again, the average response 
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processing times of the allocations produced by the heuristic algorithm were close to 
the optimal solutions, if the number of fragments referenced per query does not 
exceed the number of sites in the computer network and the execution times of the 
operations times the frequencies with which they are stated, is small. 
Minimization of the response time can be obtained by combining the algo-
rithms or heuristic estimators used for minimizing response transmission and process-
ing time. 
In the second half of the section arbitrary processing schedules were discussed. 
These arbitrary schedules imply that both the data and the operations have to be allo-
cated. To start with, an algorithm, called resp operation allocation , was presented, 
which, based on a completely specified data allocation, computes an operation alloca-
tion. Because operations are not shared among queries an operation allocation can be 
determined for each query separately. It was shown that for tree-structured process-
ing schedules these operation allocations have minimum response transmission time. 
This algorithm is used in resp data operation a/location, which determines both an 
allocation for the fragments of a database and the operations that work on them. For 
the optimal allocations the heuristic estimator psa resp data of the simple processing 
schedules was used on a transformed processing-schedules graph. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Our goal was to study the dual problems query processing and data allocation 
in distributed database systems. Together they will , to a great extent, determine the 
efficiency of a database. Query processing, on the one hand, deals with the problem 
of determining efficient processing schedules given an allocation, and data allocation, 
on the other hand, with the problem of determining efficient allocations given the 
queries and updates and a query processing algorithm. 
In section 5.1 the results on query processing will be discussed and section 5.2 
the results on data allocation. In section 5.3 we will end with some remarks about 
future research . 
5.1. Query Processing 
In section 3.1 the three phases in query processing were discussed: parsing, 
determining a schedule and executing it. Cost functions were defined to measure the 
efficiency of schedules. Especially, the problem of computing the response time of a 
schedule was treated in detail. Both the forking and synchronization points in a 
schedule cause dependencies among transmissions and operations in one processing 
schedule. A partial solution to this problem was proposed: parallel schedules that 
end at the same synchronization point and which can not be treated independently 
because they share the same resource, have to be serialized. This serialization both 
determines the "real" response time and the order in which transmissions and opera-
tions that compete for the same resource have to be served. Because it is not likely 
that a query processing algorithm will directly deal with the serialization itself, it was 
proposed to determine a schedule in two phases. In the first phase, it is assumed that 
no resources are shared by parallel schedules, and in the second phase the schedules 
obtained, which may contain certain parallel schedules that share resources, are serial-
ized. 
Another aspect of query processing is the type of basic operations. Two 
extremes were discussed. In the one the basic operations manipulated storage struc-
tures and in the other they were subqueries in the relational data model. The advan-
tage of the first one is that efficient schedules can be computed and of the second one 
that site autonomy can be maintained. 
In section 3.2 an overview was given of current research on query processing in 
distributed database systems. A qualitative comparison was made based on three 
aspects : the choice of materialization, whether schedules are determined before or 
during execution and whether the joins are computed at other sites than the result 
site. Most of the research deals with minimizing total transmission cost. Further-
more, it was striking to note the variety of models. Our conclusion was that minimiz-
ing response time and the use of low level basic operations had hardly been 
researched. 
In section 3.3 the problem of minimizing the response time of a query for the 
inverted file organization, was treated. The basic operations were the set operations 
and the transmission of data. It was proposed to minimize response time at two lev-
els. First, only data transmissions are considered, which gives a macro-schedule. 
This macro-schedule fixes the duties of the sites involved. Secondly, for each of these 
sites a micro-schedule must be computed. All these micro-schedules are integrated 
into the macro-schedule, to obtain a schedule for the query to be processed. Under 
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the Transmission Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the Intersection 
Assumption and optimal macro-schedule can be determined. The original query is 
replaced by its disjunctive normal form and the terms are broken into small expres-
sions containing no more than three A-lists and no more than one B-list. Ail the 
union operations are executed at the result site. Because the schedule is serialized at 
different stages and the micro-schedules are integrated the resulting schedule is not 
necessarily optimal. It was shown that the serializations of macro-schedules by the 
heuristic serialization algorithm of section 3.1.6 are close to the optimal serializations. 
The difference between the response time before and after seria lization will mainly be 
determined by the degree in which parallel schedules share the same resources. 
For minimizing total time it was shown that forking points can not be removed, 
as was done for minimizing response time. As a consequence, the terms in the dis-
junctive normal form can not be treated independently if optimal schedules must be 
obtained. A heuristic approach was proposed: first schedules for the terms are com-
puted independent of each other and then integrated, by removing superfluous 
transmissions, to get a schedule for the query to be processed. In general. a schedule 
for a term consists of the transmission of the smallest A-list along the sites where the 
other A- and B-lists in the term reside and intersecting at each site the intermediate 
result obtained so far with the residing lists. The micro-schedules for minimizing total 
processing time are computed by a variation of Liu's algorithm for minimizing total 
time in a centralized database. 
In section 3.4 only macro-schedules were considered. The basic operations 
were the semi-join and the transmission of data. A similar approach was taken as for 
inverted lists. Because the join operation may produce a large result it is processed at 
the result site. Before the relations are transmitted to the result site they are reduced 
in size by applying semi-joins on the joining attributes. Under the Transmission 
Assumption, the Parallelism Assumption and the Selectivity Assumption optimal 
response transmission time schedules can be obtained. The schedules are very much 
like the ones for the inverted lists. 
For minimizing total transmission cost two approaches were investigated. 
First, an approach similar to the one for inverted lists was followed. For each rela-
tion a schedule is determined, and these schedules are integrated to get one for the 
query to be processed. Redundant transmissions are removed. From experimental 
results it was observed that optimal total transmission cost schedules for individual 
relations had very few transmissions in common. Hence, few redundant schedules 
could be removed. Therefore, another approach was adopted that allows for as few 
parallel schedules as possible, which were used for all relations. 
Finally, insection 3.5 two types of query processing algorithms were compared. 
On the one hand, query processing algorithms that decompose the query at the logical 
level, which means that joins may be executed outside the result site. And, on the 
other hand, the algorithms proposed in section 3.4. Overall we may conclude that if 
only transmission cost is taken into account, the application of the semi-join operation 
decreases the cost considerably. If the domain sizes are small, the selectivities not too 
close to one or the same attribute is used in several clauses the algorithms that only 
use the semi-join operation produce with a smaller total transmission cost than the 
ones produced by a decomposition algorithm. 
Now we will compare the results obtained for the inverted file organization and 
the relational data model. At first glance the assumption that the size of a result after 
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an intersection is neglectably small compared to the lists seems rather restrictive. In 
the relational data model a more sophisticated technique was used to estimate result 
sizes, but if we compare the schedules we notice that they are basically the same. The 
exact meaning of a basic operation is not important, what counts, when minimizing 
total transmission cost, is whether its result is greater than or equal to the sum of its 
operands minus the cost to collect the 0perands at one site. Under the assumption 
that the union belongs to this class we have shown that it should be computed at the 
result site. In the relational model a similar, however intuitive, approach has been 
taken for the join. Another approach is to assume that the join does not fall into this 
class and its computation should not be postponed. We also showed that operations 
whose results are less than or equal to the sum of its operands, such as intersection 
and semi-join, should be applied to large inverted lists or fragments before transmit-
ting them to the result site. Hence, theorems that hold for certain basic operations, in 
general, also hold for other basic operations that fall in the same class. 
When minimizing response transmission time under the Parallelism Assumption 
we may say that an operation should not be computed at another site than the result 
site if the cost to transmit the result of the operation to the result site is larger than 
the transmission cost of the largest operand to the result site minus the cost to collect 
the operands at one site. The union operation is an example of such an operation, 
and, depending on the size if the result, the join too. 
The problems when minimizing response time and total time are fundamentally 
different. When minimizing response time, we like to enhance as much parallelism as 
possible, however, certain operations may use the same resource, affecting each other's 
response time. We do not think that an overall optimization that takes this sharing of 
resources into account is feasible and, therefore, an optimization in two stages was 
proposed. First, obtain the schedules that minimize response time under the Parallel-
ism Assumption and then serialize these schedules such that no two operations use the 
same resource at the same time and such that again the response time is minimized. 
Minimizing the total time is of a completely different character. The goal is to 
share as many basic operations as possible in the schedule. This can be achieved by 
removing redundant transmissions and operations and, hence, moving the forking 
points to the right on the time scale. One way of guaranteeing this is to compute pre-
fabricated schedules that can be used in the schedule of all the objects to be transmit-
ted. 
5.2. Data Allocation 
The problem of allocating the data of a database to the sites of a computer net-
work has two aspects : 
□ the objects to be allocated, 
□ the final allocation should reflect the processing schedules for the queries pro-
duced by the query processing algorithm. 
In section 4.1 the differences between the file allocation problem and the data 
allocation problem, were discussed. The file allocation problem deals with objects, 
which are determined prior to the allocation process, and these objects may only be 
accessed by simple processing schedules. For example, only transmissions from a site 
where a file resides to a result site are allowed. Therefore, the solutions of the file 
allocation problem are not suited for a distributed database. 
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In section 4.2 a brief overview was given of the many variations of the file allo-
cation problem. Although not discussed in this monograph, all these variations can 
be applied to the data allocation problem as well. 
In section 4.3 a model was presented, which makes it possible to discuss alloca-
tions under construction and their costs. Besides the notion of a completely specified 
allocation also a partially specified allocation was introduced. These are allocations 
where not all fragments or operations have been put in the fragment- and operation-
sets of physical sites. This allows for feasible allocations under construction. To 
compute the cost of a completely or partially specified allocation a processing-
schedules graph is used. Such a graph consists of physical and virtual sites (nucleus-
sites); a physical site represents a site in a computer network and a virtual site is used 
for fragments and operations for which an allocation has not yet been determined. 
Between these nucleus-sites there are edges which represent transmissions. A 
processing-schedules graph is constructed by assuming that every physical site and 
every virtual site is a different site in a computer network and computing the process-
ing schedules under this assumption by a query processing algorithm. These 
schedules are represented by transmissions between nucleus-sites and operations, 
which are put in the operation-sets of the nucleus-sites. From this processing-
schedules graph the cost of the allocation can be computed by taking into account the 
assignments of virtual sites to other nucleus-sites. 
To represent forking points in a processing schedules a forking graph was intro-
duced, which has the property that if two receiving nodes are identified with the same 
nucleus-site the graph adjusts itself such that only one notification is sent to that 
nucleus-site. 
Also, the objects to be allocated were discussed. The following approach was 
proposed. The relations in the global conceptual schema of a database are split hor-
izontally and vertically, and the remaining fragments are used in computing a data 
allocation for the database. Vertically a relation is split based on its attributes, such 
that each resulting fragment contains only one attribute. Horizontally a relation is 
split based on the clauses in the queries and updates stated by users. The idea behind 
this splitting is that each tuple in a resulting fragment has the same probability of 
being referenced in a query. It was shown that, when minimizing total transmission 
cost, further splitting the fragments obtained will not decrease the total transmission 
cost if the processing schedules are static under splitting. 
In section 4.4 a centralized approach for solving the data allocation problem 
was discussed. This approach is feasible if the database is managed in a centralized 
way, i.e., if there is a database administrator, which may decide about changes in the 
allocation of the data, or if the database management system itself may do so. In 
detail the construction of a processing-schedules graph of an allocation was discussed, 
which includes the processing schedules of all queries and updates and forking graphs 
to represent the updates of the copies of the fragments. It was shown that the prob-
lem of determining an allocation with minimum total transmission cost is NP-
complete. To be able to compute the cost of an allocation more efficiently the notion 
of static processing schedules were introduced. The processing schedules are com-
puted only once, under the assumption that all fragments are located at a different 
site in the computer network (initial allocation). To compute the cost of an allocation 
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slight modifications may be made to these schedules to reflect differences between the 
initial allocation and the allocation under consideration. An example of such a 
change is the deletion of a transmission. 
In section 4.5 a decentralized approach to the data allocation problem was 
treated. This approach is especially applicable if there is not no central organization, 
which may decide about the data allocation. An example of such a case is the 
integration of already existing databases, each having their own database administra-
tor. The following approach was taken. Each group of users may create private 
copies of fragments they need. Whether they will actually be created depends on how 
frequently the original fragments are updated. The allocation of these private copies 
can be determined in exactly the same way as was done in the centralized approach. 
Only the processing-schedules graphs are a lot smaller than in the centralized case, 
making it feasible to compute optimal allocations for groups of users. Because a 
private copy is accessed by a particular group of users they may decide to only 
periodically update these copies. 
In section 4.6 a qualitative and quantitative comparison was made between the 
centralized and decentralized approach. We expect that the centralized approach is 
only feasible for databases that are managed in a centralized way. It has the disad-
vantage that changes in the access pattern may require a re-computation of the com-
plete allocation. Furthermore, the additional cost caused by special constraints, such 
as a quick response time, have to be paid by all users. The advantage, on the other 
hand, is that, compared to the decentralized approach, more information about the 
data accesses is available, which will lead to allocations with a lower cost than the 
ones obtained in the decentralized approach. A quantitative comparison was made to 
show this. The advantages of the decentralized approach are that changes in access 
patterns, special constraints and periodically updated copies are easily incorporated. 
In section 4.7 the problem of minimizing total transmission cost was treated. If 
the cost of a processing schedule is mainly determined by the transmissions involved 
and the communication channels in the computer network have a relatively low 
bandwidth it is best to minimize total transmission cost. Both the usage of static and 
dynamic schedules to compute the cost of an allocation were discussed. Also, a third 
alternative, called semi-dynamic schedules, was treated. For these three alternatives 
both an admissible heuristic estimator for the Heuristic Path Algorithm was supplied, 
as well as a heuristic algorithm that runs in polynomial time. For both the static and 
semi-dynamic schedules a heuristic algorithm, called total data allocation , was pro-
posed. The solutions obtained by this algorithm had only a 3% higher total transmis-
sion cost than the optimal ones when using static schedules. An admissible heuristic 
estimator when dynamic schedules are used, is less efficient than when static schedules 
are used, because the computation of processing schedules for one-query-allocations 
satisfying a partially specified allocation is required. As heuristic algorithm total data 
allocation was used only it was not applied to a processing-schedules graph but to a 
LINK-graph. A comparison was made between the usage of static and dynamic 
schedules. Clearly, the dynamic approach produced allocations, which had lower 
total transmission cost only more computational effort was required; it will depend on 
the efficiency of the query processing algorithm used whether this approach is feasible. 
To get a better insight in the constituents of the total transmission cost, alloca-
tions were computed for varying query/ update ratio. Part of the TTC was formed by 
transmissions between virtual sites in the processing-schedules graph of the initial 
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allocation. This shows that only allowing for simple processing schedules, as is done 
in the file allocation problem, may lead to solutions which do not characterize the 
way the data is accessed in a distributed database. Furthermore, the average number 
of sites that participates in query processing, was counted. The results showed that in 
the completely specified allocations computed for the processing-schedules graphs gen-
erated most of the queries only accessed one or two sites. 
Finally, the usage of primary copies was investigated. The conclusion was that, 
as far as total transmission cost is concerned, forcing all updates to use one particular 
copy of a fragment, called primary copy, leads to allocations with a higher TTC. 
In section 4.8 minimizing the average response response time was investigated. 
In the first half simple processing schedules were considered to get a better insight in 
the problem and to develop tools, which can be used for arbitrary processing 
schedules. For the simple schedules both minimizing average response transmission 
time and average response processing time were treated. A general technique was 
developed to estimate the cost of a partially specified allocation, which was incor-
porated in the admissible estimators in this section. Heuristic algorithms were pro-
posed and compared with the optimal ones. If the number of fragments referenced 
per query is small compared to the total number and does not exceed the number of 
sites in the computer network, the allocations produced by the heuristic algorithms 
are quite reasonable compared to the optimal ones. Although, we may say that the 
greedy algorithms do not perform as well as for minimizing total transmission cost. 
This is partly caused by constraints on the feasible solutions and the serialization of 
the schedules. Minimizing average response processing time was considered from 
both the system's point of view and the users'. Both problems were shown to be NP-
complete. A heuristic algorithm was presented that, on the one hand, tried to maxim-
ize parallelism and, on the other hand, tried to keep the utilization factors of the sites 
in the computer network as small as possible. 
The processing-schedules graph with arbitrary schedules contains virtual sites 
for fragments and for operations, because the latter do not necessarily have to be allo-
cated to the same site as the fragments. To determine optimal allocations for minim-
izing response transmission time when arbitrary processing schedules are used, the 
processing-schedules graph belonging to a partially specified allocation is , first 
transformed such that each virtual site is directly connected to a physical site. To this 
transformed processing-schedules graph the heuristic estimator psa resp data can be 
applied. It was shown that the heuristic estimator, which includes this transformation 
and the application of psa resp data , is admissible. A heuristic algorithm, called resp 
operation allocation, was presented, which determines an operation allocation given a 
data allocation, such that the response transmission time of a query is minimized. 
For tree-structured processing-schedules the operation allocation are optimal. This 
algorithm is used in resp data operation allocation, which computes the allocation for 
both the data and the operations. 
To end this section on the data allocation problem we may conclude that the 
problem is essentially more complex than the file allocation problem, because the 
objects to be allocated have to be determined and because more complex processing 
schedules are used, an allocation for the objects can not be determined for each 
separately. 
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5.3. Future Research 
In this monograph two problems, namely query processing and data allocation, 
were investigated. Comparison between the solutions produced by algorithms 
presented were compared by means of simulation. To value the merits of algorithms 
proposed by other researchers and the ones presented here, a comparison in a real 
distributed system would be preferable. Therefore, in the near future, more research 
effort will be required to actually construct distributed database management systems. 
Special attention should be given to the decentralized control of these systems both at 
the level of management and at the access level. As far as the efficiency is concerned, 
the decentralized control implies that the database management systems should be 
provided with more tools to increase the efficiency. Also in the area of concurrency 
control and crash recovery the decentralized control should be pursued. The database 
management systems should take into account that the underlying computer network, 
which may consists of hundreds of sites, is always changing. 
Current research deals with databases, which can still be modeled with the rela-
tional, the hierarchical or the network data model. Because databases are barely get-
ting accepted in industry, this line of research will continue for many years to come. 
However, the integration of existing databases will raise insurmountable problems, 
because the databases do not contain enough knowledge about the real world. There-
fore, and also because there will be a need for systems that may help people with 
ordinary problems, such as facing bureaucracy, some of the research on databases will 
shift to the area of artificial intelligence to study "knowledge bases". 
Another thing we have to keep in mind is, if people are getting more aware of 
the value of information and what can be done with it, the privacy and security prob-
lems will place a heavy burden on the owners of databases. Maybe, the ownership of 
the data about a person should be given to the person himself such that he can decide 
what may be done with it. 
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1. De sorteeralgoritme Recursive Samplesort heeft gemiddeld minder vergelijkingen 
nodig om n objecten te sorteren dan Quicksort, n.l. ( als n / 2 de grootte is van 
de steekproef): 
(n + l)log2n - l,24n - 0.52, 
t.o.v. Quicksort: 
2ln2(n + l)log2(n + 1)-2(4/3 - y)(n + 1) + 1 + O(1 / n), 
waarin y = 0.5772156649 .... 
Sedgewick, R., "Quicksort," PhD. Thesis STAN-CS-75-492, Stanford 
University (1975). 
Apers, P.M.G., "Recursive Samplesort,"B/T 18, pp.125-132 (1978). 
2. Voor netwerkstroomgrafen, gegenereerd in het constante dichtheidsmodel, is het 
verwachte aantal fasen ter bepaling van de maximale stroom, dat uitgevoerd 
wordt door de netwerkstroomalgoritmen afgeleid van de algoritme van Dinic, 
constant. 
Apers, P.M.G., "Average case analysis of the Dinic-Karzanov algo-
rithm," HP 77-7-001, University of California Santa Cruz (June 1977). 
Apers, P.M.G., "The Expected Number of Phases of the Dinic-Karzanov 
Network Flow Algorithm," IR 27, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam (Janu-
ary 1978). 
3. Hevner and Yao beweren ten onrechte dat de worst case complexiteit van 
algoritme G O(l5m 3) is, waarin l5 het aantal joining attributen is en m het aantal 
relaties in een query. 
Hevner, A.R. and S.B. Yao, "Query Processing in Distributed Database 
Systems," IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering SE-5(3), pp.177-
187 (May 1979). 
Apers, P.M.G., "Critique on and Improvement of Hevner and Yao's Dis-
tributed Query Processing Algorithm," IR 48, Vrije Universiteit, Amster-
dam (February 1979). 
4. Het practische gebruik van gespreide gegevensbanken rechtvaardigt de grote 
aandacht, die het bijna altijd consistent houden van de gegevens in de weten-
schappelijke literatuur heeft gekregen, niet. 
5. In tegenstelling tot wat in het wetsontwerp op de persoonsregistratie staat, dient 
ieder individu zelf te kunnen bepalen welke gegevens voor hem of haar gevoelig 
zijn, zeker met betrekking tot de beveiliging die door de beheerder van een per-
soonsregistratie wordt gegarandeerd. 
Wet op de persoonsregistratie (Ontwerp van wet 1981). 
6. Resultaten verkregen d.m.v. simulatie dienen met terughoudendheid te worden 
geiil terpreteerd. 
7. De nieuw in te voeren titel meester suggereert ten onrechte dat de pas afgestu-
deerde enige vakbekwaamheid bezit. 
8. Een tekst prepareren voor een computergestuurde phototypesetter is met de 
huidige tekstverwerkingsfaciliteiten monnikenwerk. 
9. Het verdient aanbeveling dat wij, in navolging van Levinas, het woord "aan-
sprakelijk" de betekenis geven "aangesproken worden", en daarvan de conse-
quentie accepteren dat het onze voile verantwoording is dat er geen vrede is op 
aarde. 
E. Levinas, "De Plaatsvervanging," ingeleid, vertaald en geannoteerd 
door dr. Th. de Boer. 
10. Met het inleveren van inkomen dient het universitaire personeel ook vergader-
tijd in te leveren. 
